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Abstract

Solid organ transplantation represents the best (and in many cases only) treatment

option for patients with end-stage organ failure. The effectiveness and functioning life

of these transplants has improved each decade due to surgical and clinical advances,

and accurate histocompatibility assessment. Patient exposure to alloantigen from

another individual is a commonoccurrence and takes place through pregnancies, blood

transfusions or previous transplantation. Such exposure to alloantigen’s can lead to

the formation of circulating alloreactive antibodies which can be deleterious to solid

organ transplant outcome. The purpose of these guidelines is to update to the pre-

vious BSHI/BTS guidelines 2016 on the relevance, assessment, and management of

alloantibodies within solid organ transplantation.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

Executive Summary of Renal Transplantation
Recommendations

Level 1 (We recommend)

Evidence GRADE -A

Guideline

section

Laboratories must have procedures in place for the

detection and characterisation of HLAClass I and II

specific antibodies. [1A]

1

Laboratories must be able to define HLA-A, B, C,

DRB1/3/4/5, DQA1, DQB1, DPA1 andDPB1

antibody specificities. [1A]

1

HLA antibody detection and identification techniques

must be able to detect HLA IgG antibodies [1A]

1

HLA antibody detection and identification techniques

should be able to exclude reactivity attributable to

IgM antibodies. [1A]

1

Laboratory crossmatch techniquesmust be able to

detect HLA IgG antibodies [1A]

1

Laboratory crossmatch testingmust be able to exclude

reactivity attributable to IgM antibodies. [1A]

3

Laboratories must employmethods to abrogate known

causes of false positive or negative results (e.g., the

additional of EDTA) [1A]

1

At least one solid phase assay should be used to detect

and characterise HLA class I and II specific

antibodies. [1A]

1

(Continues)
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BATTLE ET AL. 3

Level 1 (We recommend)

Evidence GRADE -A

Guideline

section

HLA-specific antibodiesmust be characterised at

regular agreed intervals prior to transplantation in

sensitised patients andwhenever a change in HLA

antibody profile is suspected e.g., following a

sensitising event or following a change in the

antibody screening test results. [1A]

1

For patients on the transplant list, regular samples

must be sent to the histocompatibility laboratory for

antibody testing. (3 monthly is suggested) [1A]

1

The clinical teammust inform the laboratory of

potential sensitisation events such as previous

transplantation, skin grafting, transfusion of blood

products, and pregnancy (including known

miscarriage). [1A]

1

Serum samples must be stored for potential use in

future antibody screening and crossmatch tests. [1A]

1

HLA donor and recipient typing, HLA antibody testing

and crossmatch and vXM results must be assessed,

reviewed and reported by Health and Care

Professions Council (HCPC) registered biomedical /

clinical scientists specifically trained in

histocompatibility and immunogenetics. [1A]

1; 2; 3

A patient’s HLA antibody profile must be assessed to

determine the acceptable risk, and delineate the

antigens regarded as unacceptable. A system should

be in place tomonitor changes in a patient’s HLA

antibody profile when listed as active for a deceased

donor offer[1A]

1

Prior to issuing a vXM, it is recommended that antibody

screening/ specificity analysis is performed from two

separate samples obtained at different time points.

[1A]

2

Full donor HLA typing (HLA-A, -B, -C, -DRB1/3/4/5,

-DQA1, DQB1, DPA1 andDPB1) should be available

for vXM interpretation. [1A]

2

Pretransplant assessment should be undertaken by

carrying out a laboratory crossmatch test or, in

selected cases, by performing a virtual crossmatch

[1A]

2; 3

HLA antibody data should be used in conjunctionwith

the crossmatch results for crossmatch interpretation

[1A]

3

Patients with a complex antibody profiles or

incompletely defined antibody profiles should be

prospectively crossmatched using flow cytometric

techniques and/or complement dependent

cytotoxicity (CDC). [1A]

2

If a prospective crossmatch is omitted, confirmation of

the HLA antibody status should be assessed with

samples obtained at the time of transplant. This

confirmationmay be performed retrospectively by

Luminex HLA antibody testing, FlowCytometry

crossmatch or CDCXM. [1A]

2

(Continues)

Level 1 (We recommend)

Evidence GRADE -A

Guideline

section

Laboratory crossmatch tests should distinguish donor

T cell and B cell populations. [1A]

3

The crossmatch report must include appropriate

interpretation of the crossmatch results in the

context of the patient’s antibody profile. [1A]

3

Post-transplant serum samples should be taken at

regular intervals on an agreed basis (in view of the

perceived immunological risk at the time of

transplant). [1A]

4

In higher risk transplants (e.g., donor-specific antibody

is present at the time of transplant) a timetable of

post-transplant samplingmust be agreedwith the

local transplant unit. [1A]

4

Post-transplant samples should be sent to the

laboratory when graft rejection is suspected or

antibody production a concern (e.g., following a

change in immunosuppression or compliance issues).

[1A]

5

The listing of unacceptable antigens with OTDT should

reflect the centres locally accepted criteria regarding

acceptable risk thresholds in relation to HLA-DSA.

The acceptable risk may vary between patients. E.g.,

crossing a HLA-DSAmaybe considered appropriate

in a HSP but not in amoderately sensitised patient.

[1A]

1

Patient HLA antibody profiles should be reviewed at

agreed intervals. This is particularly important for

HSP –whereby the review of antibody profiles

should include identifying delisting opportunities.

Such opportunities should be discussedwith the

clinical team. E.g., historic HLA antibody positive,

current negative, whichmay be an acceptable level of

risk for a patient that otherwise faces longwait and

poorer long term outcomes associatedwith dialysis.

[1A]

1

Evidence GRADE -B

Guideline

section

A combination of tests should be considered in order to

fully resolve complex antibody profiles. Using

different manufacturers Luminex single antigen kits

maybe beneficial during this assessment. [1B]

1

The clinical teammust inform the laboratory of events

that might influence the HLA antibody profile and

send a serum sample 14 days after the event. These

include the transfusion of blood products and

treatment with therapeutic antibodies. [1B]

1

In cases where a patient has a stable HLA antibody

profile or are consistently HLA antibody negative a

vXMmay be issued – in these cases the serum

sample used to determine the absence of HLA-DSA

should be less than 3months old [1B]

2

(Continues)
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4 BATTLE ET AL.

Evidence GRADE -B

Guideline

section

We recommended that a vXM crossmatch result is

reported before an organ arrives at a transplant

centre. [1B]

2

We recommend that confirmation a patient has had no

sensitising events since the last sample tested should

be sought from the clinical team at time of reporting

a vXM.Where sensitisation has occurred, we suggest

that prospective antibody characterisation is

undertaken using a day of transplant sample [1B]

2

Where a recipient has uncharacterizedHLA-specific

antibodies, or has a defined antibody but there is an

incomplete donor HLA type (in relation to a

recipient’s antibody specificities, e.g., recipient has

allele-specific antibodies), or where the intended

recipient has known donorHLA-specific antibodies, a

pre-transplant XMmust be performed [1B]

2

Reactivity attributable to autoantibodies can be

excluded in crossmatch interpretation – performing

an auto crossmatch at the time of allocrossmatch

should be considered. [1B]

3

Where intermediate or high-risk cases are being

considered discussion betweenHCPC registered

biomedical / clinical scientist staff who hold FRCPath

and the Clinical team is advised. This discussion

should include the chances of the patient receiving a

lower risk offer. [1B]

3

Level 2 (We suggest)

Evidence GRADEA

Guideline

section

N/A

Evidence GRADEB

Guideline

section

A risk assessment should be performed in conjunction

with the transplanting centre to ensure the risks

associatedwith a vXM are understood andmitigated.

[2B]

1; 3

We recommend that the sample date of the serum

assessed for vXM should be considered in relation to

the patient’s sensitising events. In regrafts an

updated HLA antibody test should be performed -

with a sample no older than 2weeks before the

transplant date. [2B]

3

Historic HLA-DSA should be considered during vXM

and Crossmatching [2B]

1; 3

The use of single antigen beadMFIs to reflect changes

in the level of DSA, is semi quantitative but may be

beneficial in patient monitoring and assessing

therapeutic interventions [2B]

5

Epitope analysis softwaremay benefit HLA antibody

profile interpretation - donor and recipient HLA

typing to the second field are recommended for this

process [2B]

1; 5; 6

(Continues)

Evidence GRADEB

Guideline

section

We suggest that HNA antibodies may be investigated

when crossmatch results and/or clinical outcome are

not consistent with HLA specific antibody screening

results [2B]

3; 6

Decisions to restrict the number of mismatches for

paediatric patients awaiting deceased donor

transplantation should bemade in conjunctionwith

the H&I laboratory [2B]

7

Executive Summary of Liver Transplantation
Recommendations

Level 1 (We recommend)

Evidence GRADE -A

Guideline

section

Prospective HLA antibody definition is not indicated

prior to primary deceased donor liver

transplantation [1A]

8

Laboratories must have procedures in place for the

detection and characterisation of HLAClass I and II

specific antibodies. [1A]

12

Laboratories must be able to define HLA-A, B, C, DR,

DQA1, DQB1 andDPA1 andDPB1 antibody

specificities. [1A]

12

HLA antibody detection and identification techniques

should be able to detect HLA IgG antibodies [1A]

12

HLA antibody detection and identification techniques

should be able to exclude reactivity attributable to

IgM antibodies. [1A]

12

Laboratories must employmethods to abrogate known

causes of false positive or negative results. [1A]

12

At least one solid phase assay should be used to detect

and characterise HLA class I and II specific

antibodies. [1A]

12

H&I laboratories must store time of transplant samples

for liver and SLK transplants (serum andDNA from

patient, ideally DNA from donor, although for most
donors HLA typing data will be available via NHSBT) to
havematerial to assess baseline HLA antibody levels

in the event of development of potential de novo
HLA-DSA or declining graft function [1A]

8; 9; 13

Evidence GRADE -B

Guideline

section

For living donor liver transplantation, especially in

paediatric cases, full compatibility testing (HLA

antibody screening and typing) of the patient and

donor should be undertaken to aid patient

management [1B].

11

(Continues)
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BATTLE ET AL. 5

Level 2 (We Suggest)

Evidence GRADE-B

Guideline

section

Where time permits, prospective antibody screening

assays should be performed on patients awaiting

re-transplantation and, to aid interpretation, both

recipient and previous donor(s) HLA types obtained

[2B].

10

IgGHLA specific antibodies that are circulating at

levels likely to cause a positive crossmatch and are

directed against known previous donor HLA

mismatches associated with adverse events (e.g.,

rejection) warrant consideration for prospective

avoidance in the liver re-transplantation setting. This

decision should be takenwith the clinical team and

the risk of avoidance (and therefore the number of

organs deemed not suitable) balanced against the

risk of not transplanting [2B].

10

Where it is deemed appropriate to avoid certain HLA

antigens for liver and SLK transplantation the

laboratorymust have the capacity to perform virtual

crossmatches 24/7 to provide an individualised

compatibility assessment for a given donor and

recipient pair [2B].

12

Retrospective testing for the presence of HLA-DSA at

the time of primary liver transplantation (by

crossmatch or vXM)may be of use to aid

post-transplant management [2B].

8

Prospective HLA antibody definition should be

performed in patients listed for SLK in order to

assess risk at the time of offer.We suggest that this

decision be takenwith the clinical team and the risk

of antigen avoidance (and therefore the number of

organs deemed not suitable) balanced against the

risk of not transplanting [2B]

9

Executive Summary of Pancreas Transplantation
Recommendations

Level 1 (We recommend)

Evidence GRADE -A

Guideline

section

Laboratories must have procedures in place for the

detection and characterisation of HLAClass I and II

specific antibodies. [1A]

15

Laboratories must be able to define HLA-A, B, C,

DRB1/3/4/5, DQA1, DQB1, DPA1 andDPB1

antibody specificities. [1A]

15

HLA antibody detection and identification techniques

must be able to detect HLA IgG antibodies [1A]

15

HLA antibody detection and identification techniques

should be able to exclude reactivity attributable to

IgM antibodies. [1A]

15

(Continues)

Level 1 (We recommend)

Evidence GRADE -A

Guideline

section

Laboratory crossmatch techniquesmust be able to

detect HLA IgG antibodies [1A]

17

Laboratory crossmatch testingmust be able to exclude

reactivity attributable to IgM antibodies. [1A]

17

Laboratories must employmethods to abrogate known

causes of false positive or negative results (e.g., the

additional of EDTA) [1A]

15

At least one solid phase assay should be used to detect

and characterise HLA class I and II specific

antibodies. [1A]

15

HLA-specific antibodies must be characterised at

regular agreed intervals prior to transplantation in

sensitised patients andwhenever a change in HLA

antibody profile is suspected e.g., following a

sensitising event or following a change in the

antibody screening test results. [1A]

15

For patients on the transplant list, regular samples

must be sent to the histocompatibility laboratory for

antibody testing. (3 monthly is suggested) [1A]

15

The clinical teammust inform the laboratory of

potential sensitisation events such as previous

transplantation, skin grafting, transfusion of blood

products, and pregnancy (including known

miscarriage). [1A]

15

Serum samples must be stored for potential use in

future antibody screening and crossmatch tests. [1A]

15

HLA donor and recipient typing, HLA antibody testing

and crossmatch and vXM results must be assessed,

reviewed and reported by Health and Care

Professions Council (HCPC) registered biomedical /

clinical scientists specifically trained in

histocompatibility and immunogenetics. [1A]

15; 16; 17

A patient’s HLA antibody profile must be assessed to

determine the acceptable risk, and delineate the

antigens regarded as unacceptable. A system should

be in place tomonitor changes in a patient’s HLA

antibody profile when listed as active for a deceased

donor offer[1A]

15

Prior to issuing a vXM, it is recommended that antibody

screening/ specificity analysis is performed from two

separate samples obtained at different time points.

Including a recent sample [1A]

16

Full donor HLA typing (HLA-A, -B, -C, -DRB1/3/4/5,

-DQA1, DQB1, DPA1 and –DPB1) should be

available for vXM interpretation. [1A]

16

Pretransplant assessment should be undertaken by

carrying out a laboratory crossmatch test or, in

selected cases, by performing a virtual crossmatch

[1A]

16; 17

HLA antibody data should be used in conjunctionwith

the crossmatch results for crossmatch interpretation

[1A]

17

(Continues)
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6 BATTLE ET AL.

Level 1 (We recommend)

Evidence GRADE -A

Guideline

section

Patients with a complex antibody profiles or

incompletely defined antibody profiles should be

prospectively crossmatched using flow cytometric

techniques and/or complement dependent

cytotoxicity (CDC). [1A]

16; 17

If a prospective crossmatch is omitted, confirmation of

the HLA antibody status should be assessed with

samples obtained at the time of transplant. This

confirmationmay be performed retrospectively by

Luminex HLA antibody testing, FlowCytometry

crossmatch or CDCXM. [1A]

16

Laboratory crossmatch tests should distinguish donor

T cell and B cell populations. [1A]

17

The crossmatch report must include appropriate

interpretation of the crossmatch results in the

context of the patient’s antibody profile. [1A]

17

Post-transplant serum samples should be taken at

regular intervals on an agreed basis (in view of the

perceived immunological risk at the time of

transplant). [1A]

18

CDC positive XM is a contraindication to pancreas

transplantation, but lower levels of HLA-DSA that

lead to a positive FCXMmay on occasion be

transplanted across in line with local policy.[1A]

17

In higher risk transplants (e.g., donor-specific antibody

is present at the time of transplant) a timetable of

post-transplant samplingmust be agreedwith the

local transplant unit. [1A]

18

Post-transplant samples should be sent to the

laboratory when graft rejection is suspected or

antibody production a concern (e.g., following a

change in immunosuppression or compliance issues).

[1A]

18

The listing of unacceptable antigens with OTDT should

reflect the centres locally accepted criteria regarding

acceptable risk thresholds in relation to HLA-DSA.

The acceptable riskmay vary between patients. E.g.,

crossing a HLA-DSAmaybe considered appropriate

in a HSP but not in amoderately sensitised patient.

[1A]

15

Patient HLA antibody profiles should be reviewed at

agreed intervals. This is particularly important for

HSP –whereby the review of antibody profiles

should include identifying delisting opportunities.

Such opportunities should be discussedwith the

clinical team. E.g., historic HLA antibody positive,

current negative, whichmay be an acceptable level of

risk for a patient that otherwise faces longwait. [1A]

15

Evidence GRADE -B

Guideline

section

A combination of tests should be considered in order to

fully resolve complex antibody profiles. Using

different manufacturers Luminex single antigen kits

maybe beneficial during this assessment. [1B]

15

(Continues)

Evidence GRADE -B

Guideline

section

The clinical teammust inform the laboratory of events

that might influence the HLA antibody profile and

send a serum sample 14 days after the event. These

include the transfusion of blood products and

treatment with therapeutic antibodies. [1B]

15

In cases where a patient has a stable HLA antibody

profile or are consistently HLA antibody negative a

vXMmay be issued – in these cases the serum

sample used to determine the absence of HLA-DSA

should be less than 3months old [1B]

16

We recommended that a vXM crossmatch result is

reported before an organ arrives at a transplant

centre. [1B]

16

We recommend that confirmation a patient has had no

sensitising events since the last sample tested should

be sought from the clinical team at time of reporting

a vXM [1B]

16

Where a recipient has uncharacterizedHLA-specific

antibodies, or has a defined antibody but there is an

incomplete donor HLA type (in relation to a

recipient’s antibody specificities, e.g., recipient has

allele-specific antibodies), or where the intended

recipient has known donorHLA-specific antibodies, a

pre-transplant XMmust be performed [1B]

16

Reactivity attributable to autoantibodies can be

excluded in crossmatch interpretation – performing

an auto crossmatch at the time of allocrossmatch

should be considered. [1B]

17

Where intermediate or high-risk cases are being

considered discussion betweenHCPC registered

biomedical / clinical scientists who hold FRCPath and

the Clinical team is advised. This discussion should

include the chances of the patient receiving a lower

risk offer. [1B]

16; 17

Level 2 (We suggest)

Evidence GRADEA

Guideline

section

N/A

Evidence GRADEB

Guideline

section

A risk assessment should be performed in conjunction

with the transplanting centre to ensure the risks

associatedwith a vXM are understood andmitigated.

[2B]

16

We recommend that the sample date of the serum

assessed for vXM should be considered in relation to

the patient’s sensitising events. In regrafts an

updated HLA antibody test should be performed -

with a sample no older than 2weeks before the

transplant date. [2B]

16

Post-transplant sampling for anti-HLA-DSA in

immunologically low risk patients and/or patients

with stable function post-transplant might be

undertaken at locally defined time points, to aid in

patient management (2B)

18

(Continues)
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BATTLE ET AL. 7

Evidence GRADEB

Guideline

section

Historic HLA-DSA should be considered during vXM

and Crossmatching [2B]

16; 18

The use of single antigen beadMFIs to reflect changes

in the level of DSA, is semi quantitative but may be

beneficial in patient monitoring and assessing

therapeutic interventions [2B]

18

Epitope analysis softwaremay benefit HLA antibody

profile interpretation - donor and recipient HLA

typing to the second field are recommended for this

process [2B]

15; 18

Executive Summary of Islet Transplantation
Recommendations

Level 1 (We recommend)

Evidence GRADE -A

Guideline

section

Laboratories must have procedures in place for the

detection and characterisation of HLAClass I and II

specific antibodies. [1A]

20

Laboratories must be able to define HLA-A, B, C,

DRB1/3/4/5, DQA1, DQB1, DPA1 andDPB1

antibody specificities. [1A]

20

HLA antibody detection and identification techniques

must be able to detect HLA IgG antibodies [1A]

20

HLA antibody detection and identification techniques

should be able to exclude reactivity attributable to

IgM antibodies. [1A]

20

Laboratory crossmatch techniquesmust be able to

detect HLA IgG antibodies [1A]

22

Laboratory crossmatch testingmust be able to exclude

reactivity attributable to IgM antibodies. [1A]

22

Laboratories must employmethods to abrogate known

causes of false positive or negative results (e.g., the

additional of EDTA) [1A]

20

At least one solid phase assay should be used to detect

and characterise HLA class I and II specific

antibodies. [1A]

20

HLA-specific antibodiesmust be characterised at

regular agreed intervals prior to transplantation in

sensitised patients andwhenever a change in HLA

antibody profile is suspected e.g., following a

sensitising event or following a change in the

antibody screening test results. [1A]

20

For patients on the transplant list, regular samples

must be sent to the histocompatibility laboratory for

antibody testing. (3 monthly is suggested) [1A]

20

The clinical teammust inform the laboratory of

potential sensitisation events such as previous

transplantation, skin grafting, transfusion of blood

products, and pregnancy (including known

miscarriage). [1A]

20

(Continues)

Level 1 (We recommend)

Evidence GRADE -A

Guideline

section

Serum samples must be stored for potential use in

future antibody screening and crossmatch tests. [1A]

20

HLA donor and recipient typing, HLA antibody testing

and crossmatch and vXM results must be assessed,

reviewed and reported Health and Care Professions

Council (HCPC) registered biomedical / clinical

scientists specifically trained in histocompatibility

and immunogenetics. [1A]

20; 21; 22

A patient’s HLA antibody profile must be assessed to

determine the acceptable risk, and delineate the

antigens regarded as unacceptable. A system should

be in place tomonitor changes in a patient’s HLA

antibody profile when listed as active for a deceased

donor offer[1A]

20

Prior to issuing a vXM, it is recommended that antibody

screening/ specificity analysis is performed from two

separate samples obtained at different time points.

Including a recent sample [1A]

21

Full donor HLA typing (HLA-A, -B, -C, -DRB1/3/4/5,

-DQA1, DQB1, DPA1 and –DPB1) should be

available for vXM interpretation. [1A]

21

Pretransplant assessment should be undertaken by

carrying out a laboratory crossmatch test or, in

selected cases, by performing a virtual crossmatch

[1A]

21;22

HLA antibody data should be used in conjunctionwith

the crossmatch results for crossmatch interpretation

[1A]

22

Patients with a complex antibody profiles or

incompletely defined antibody profiles should be

prospectively crossmatched using flow cytometric

techniques and/or complement dependent

cytotoxicity (CDC). [1A]

21; 22

If a prospective crossmatch is omitted, confirmation of

the HLA antibody status should be assessed with

samples obtained at the time of transplant. This

confirmationmay be performed retrospectively by

Luminex HLA antibody testing, FlowCytometry

crossmatch or CDCXM. [1A]

21

Laboratory crossmatch tests should distinguish donor

T cell and B cell populations. [1A]

22

The crossmatch report must include appropriate

interpretation of the crossmatch results in the

context of the patient’s antibody profile. [1A]

22

Post-transplant serum samples should be taken at

regular intervals on an agreed basis (in view of the

perceived immunological risk at the time of

transplant). [1A]

23

CDC positive XM is a contraindication to islet cell

transplantation, but lower levels of HLA-DSA that

lead to a positive FCXMmay on occasion be

transplanted across in line with local policy.[1A]

22

(Continues)
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8 BATTLE ET AL.

Level 1 (We recommend)

Evidence GRADE -A

Guideline

section

In higher risk transplants (e.g., donor-specific antibody

is present at the time of transplant) a timetable of

post-transplant samplingmust be agreedwith the

local transplant unit. [1A]

23

Post-transplant samples should be sent to the

laboratory when graft rejection is suspected or

antibody production a concern (e.g., following a

change in immunosuppression or compliance issues).

[1A]

23

The listing of unacceptable antigens with OTDT should

reflect the centres locally accepted criteria regarding

acceptable risk thresholds in relation to HLA-DSA.

The acceptable riskmay vary between patients. E.g.,

crossing a HLA-DSAmaybe considered appropriate

in a HSP but not in amoderately sensitised patient.

[1A]

20

Patient HLA antibody profiles should be reviewed at

agreed intervals. This is particularly important for

HSP –whereby the review of antibody profiles

should include identifying delisting opportunities.

Such opportunities should be discussedwith the

clinical team. E.g., historic HLA antibody positive,

current negative, whichmay be an acceptable level of

risk for a patient that otherwise faces longwait and

poorer long term outcomes associated with dialysis.

[1A]

20

Evidence GRADE -B

Guideline

section

A combination of tests should be considered in order to

fully resolve complex antibody profiles. Using

different manufacturers Luminex single antigen kits

maybe beneficial during this assessment. [1B]

20

The clinical teammust inform the laboratory of events

that might influence the HLA antibody profile and

send a serum sample 14 days after the event. These

include the transfusion of blood products and

treatment with therapeutic antibodies. [1B]

20

Between first and second (or subsequent) islet

transplants patients should be regularly tested for

HLA antibodies and unacceptable antigens updated

as appropriate. [1B]

20

In cases where a patient has a stable HLA antibody

profile or are consistently HLA antibody negative a

vXMmay be issued – in these cases the serum

sample used to determine the absence of HLA-DSA

should be less than 3months old [1B]

21

We recommended that a vXM crossmatch result is

reported before islets arrive arrives at a transplant

centre. [1B]

21

We recommend that confirmation a patient has had no

sensitising events since the last sample tested should

be sought from the clinical team at time of reporting

a vXM [1B]

21

(Continues)

Evidence GRADE -B

Guideline

section

Where a recipient has uncharacterizedHLA-specific

antibodies, or has a defined antibody but there is an

incomplete donor HLA type (in relation to a

recipient’s antibody specificities, e.g., recipient has

allele-specific antibodies), or where the intended

recipient has known donorHLA-specific antibodies, a

pre-transplant XMmust be performed [1B]

21

Reactivity attributable to autoantibodies can be

excluded in crossmatch interpretation – performing

an auto crossmatch at the time of allocrossmatch

should be considered. [1B]

22

Where intermediate or high-risk cases are being

considered discussion betweenHCPC registered

biomedical / clinical scientist staff who hold FRCPath

and the Clinical team is advised. This discussion

should include the chances of the patient receiving a

lower risk offer. [1B]

22

Level 2 (We suggest)

Evidence GRADEA

Guideline

section

N/A

Evidence GRADEB

Guideline

section

A risk assessment should be performed in conjunction

with the transplanting centre to ensure the risks

associatedwith a vXM are understood andmitigated.

[2B]

21

We recommend that the sample date of the serum

assessed for vXM should be considered in relation to

the patient’s sensitising events. In regrafts an

updated HLA antibody test should be performed -

with a sample no older than 2weeks before the

transplant date. [2B]

21

Post-transplant sampling for anti-HLA-DSA in

immunologically low risk patients and/or patients

with stable function post-transplant might be

undertaken at locally defined time points, to aid in

patient management (2B)

23

Post-transplant HLA-DSA testing (after all infusions for

a patient have been completed) should be

undertakenwhen graft dysfunction is suspected or

when immunosuppression has been reduced,

although early (∼3month post final graft) testing

may provide a baseline for future DSA testing (2B).

23

Historic HLA-DSA should be considered during vXM

and Crossmatching [2B]

21; 22

The use of single antigen beadMFIs to reflect changes

in the level of DSA, is semi quantitative but may be

beneficial in patient monitoring and assessing

therapeutic interventions [2B]

23

Epitope analysis softwaremay benefit HLA antibody

profile interpretation - donor and recipient HLA

typing to the second field are recommended for this

process [2B]

20; 23

In simultaneous islet kidney transplants management

according to local policy for renal transplant testing

is recommended [2B]

25
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BATTLE ET AL. 9

Executive Summary of Intestinal Transplantation
Recommendations

Level 1 (We recommend)

Evidence GRADE -A

Guideline

section

Laboratories must have procedures in place for the

detection and characterisation of HLAClass I and II

specific antibodies. [1A]

26

Laboratories must be able to define HLA-A, B, C,

DRB1/3/4/5, DQA1, DQB1, DPA1 andDPB1

antibody specificities. [1A]

26

HLA antibody detection and identification techniques

must be able to detect HLA IgG antibodies [1A]

26

HLA antibody detection and identification techniques

should be able to exclude reactivity attributable to

IgM antibodies. [1A]

26

Laboratory crossmatch techniquesmust be able to

detect HLA IgG antibodies [1A]

27

Laboratory crossmatch testingmust be able to exclude

reactivity attributable to IgM antibodies. [1A]

27

Laboratories must employmethods to abrogate known

causes of false positive or negative results (e.g., the

additional of EDTA) [1A]

26

At least one solid phase assay should be used to detect

and characterise HLA class I and II specific

antibodies. [1A]

26

HLA donor and recipient typing, HLA antibody testing

and crossmatch and vXM results must be assessed,

reviewed and reported by Health and Care

Professions Council (HCPC) registered biomedical /

clinical scientists specifically trained in

histocompatibility and immunogenetics. [1A]

26;27

Prior to issuing a vXM, it is recommended that antibody

screening/ specificity analysis is performed from two

separate samples obtained at different time points.

Including a recent sample [1A]

27

Full donor HLA typing (HLA-A, -B, -C, -DRB1/3/4/5,

-DQA1, DQB1, DPA1 and –DPB1) should be

available for vXM interpretation. [1A]

26

HLA antibody data should be used in conjunctionwith

the crossmatch results for crossmatch interpretation

[1A]

27

Patients with a complex antibody profiles or

incompletely defined antibody profiles should be

prospectively crossmatched using flow cytometric

techniques and/or complement dependent

cytotoxicity (CDC). [1A]

27

If a prospective crossmatch is omitted, confirmation of

the HLA antibody status should be assessed with

samples obtained at the time of transplant. This

confirmationmay be performed retrospectively by

Luminex HLA antibody testing, FlowCytometry

crossmatch or CDCXM. [1A]

27

(Continues)

Level 1 (We recommend)

Evidence GRADE -A

Guideline

section

Laboratory crossmatch tests should distinguish donor

T cell and B cell populations. [1A]

27

The crossmatch report must include appropriate

interpretation of the crossmatch results in the

context of the patient’s antibody profile. [1A]

27

Evidence GRADE -B

Guideline

section

We recommend that during transplant assessment

patients are screened for the presence of IgG

HLA-specific antibodies using blood samples

obtained on at least two separate occasions. [1B]

26

For patients on the transplant list, regular samples

must be sent to the histocompatibility laboratory for

antibody testing. (3 monthly is suggested) [1A]

26

In cases where a patient has a stable HLA antibody

profile or are consistently HLA antibody negative a

vXMmay be issued – in these cases the serum

sample used to determine the absence of HLA-DSA

should be less than 3months old [1B]

27

We recommend that confirmation a patient has had no

sensitising events since the last sample tested should

be sought from the clinical team at time of reporting

a vXM. Otherwise, we suggest that prospective

antibody characterisation is undertaken using a day

of transplant sample [1B]

27

Reactivity attributable to autoantibodies can be

excluded in crossmatch interpretation – performing

an auto crossmatch at the time of allocrossmatch

should be considered. [1B]

27

We recommend that samples should be taken for

antibody screening at 2 and 4weeks following a

sensitising event (e.g blood transfusion). If the

patient is having ongoing transfusion support, we

recommend that the laboratory agrees a pragmatic

approach to testing with the clinical team [1B]

26

Level 2 (We suggest)

Evidence GRADEA

Guideline

section

N/A

Evidence GRADEB

Guideline

section

A risk assessment should be performed in conjunction

with the transplanting centre to ensure the risks

associatedwith a vXM are understood andmitigated.

[2B]

27

We recommend that the sample date of the serum

assessed for vXM should be considered in relation to

the patient’s sensitising events. In regrafts an

updated HLA antibody test should be performed -

with a sample no older than 2weeks before the

transplant date. [2B]

27

(Continues)
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10 BATTLE ET AL.

Evidence GRADEB

Guideline

section

For patients with pre-transplant donor specific antibodies

(DSA) these should be reported to the clinical team. The

clinical risk of undertaking transplantation should be

assessed together with the risk of delaying

transplantation and the likelihood of identifying an

alternative suitable donor.We suggest that the overall

degree of sensitisation should be reported as % cRF to

aid in this assessment.

The following stratification according to organ type

should be applied:

Bowel with other organs including liver: the

transplanted liver is resilient to all but the highest levels

of donor HLA class I specific antibodies (i.e., those likely

to result in a positive CDC crossmatch) and concomitant

transplantation of the liver together with other organs

confers a degree of protection from acute antibody

mediated rejection (AMR). HLA class I antibodies should

generally not be included in the contraindicated list of

specificities however all HLA class II antibodies should

be considered and discussedwith the clinical team.

Bowel with other organs excluding a liver: The risks of

transplanting against a knownDSA should be balanced

against the risks of not transplanting and the likelihood

of the patient receiving an alternative donor with a

lower immunological risk.Where bowel is transplanted

in the absence of a liver, antibodies against all HLA loci

should be considered equally. Antibodies to different

specificities may differ in pathogenicity but there are

insufficient peer-reviewed studies to define the

magnitude of such differences.

27

Which specificities to list as UAwill depend on factors

including but not limited to the patient’s overall level of

sensitisation (expressed as calculated reaction

frequency (%cRF)), clinical urgency andwhether a liver

is included in the allograft (broadly following the

stratification outlined below). [2B]

Bowel with other organs including liver: the

transplanted liver is resilient to all but the highest levels

of donor HLA class I specific antibodies (i.e., those likely

to result in a positive CDC crossmatch) and concomitant

transplantation of the liver together with other organs

confers a degree of protection from acute antibody

mediated rejection (AMR). HLA class I antibodies should

generally not be included in the contraindicated list of

specificities however all HLA class II antibodies should

be considered and discussedwith the clinical team.

Bowel with other organs excluding a liver: The risks of

transplanting against a knownDSA should be balanced

against the risks of not transplanting and the likelihood

of the patient receiving an alternative donor with a

lower immunological risk.Where bowel is transplanted

in the absence of a liver, antibodies against all HLA loci

should be considered equally. Antibodies to different

specificities may differ in pathogenicity but there are

insufficient peer-reviewed studies to define the

magnitude of such differences.

26

(Continues)

Evidence GRADEB

Guideline

section

We suggest that, when preparing to activate a patient

on the transplant waiting list, if IgGHLA specific

antibodies are detected in the patient serum, the

patient should be discussedwith the relevant

clinician responsible for patient care in conjunction

with the H& I laboratory to determine if/which HLA

specificities should be recorded as unacceptable

antigens (UA) with NHSBT-ODT [2B]

26

We suggest that, in the post-transplant period, testing

for donor specific antibodies is performed at regular

intervals (1, 3, 6, 9 and 12months) andwhen there

are clinical concerns of graft function [2B]

27

Executive Summary of Cardiothoracic transplantation
Recommendations

Level 1 (We recommend)

Evidence GRADE -B

Guideline

section

That two independent samples are to be tested for HLA

specific antibodies before listing a patient on the

transplant waiting list. Exceptions to this due to the

clinical urgency of the patient should be agreed

locally.[1B]

28

Single antigen beads should be used to determine the

HLA antibody profile in the presence of a positive

antibody screening result. [1B]

28

Laboratories must be able to define HLA-A, B, C,

DRB1/3/4/5, DQA1, DQB1, DPA1 andDPB1

antibody specificities. [1B]

28

HLA antibody detection and identification techniques

should be able to exclude reactivity attributable to

IgM antibodies. [1A] [1B]

28

The priming source (i.e., pregnancy; blood transfusion;

previous transplant; insertion of ventricular assist

device (VAD) in the presence of blood products) and

themagnitude and duration of the HLA specific

antibody response that may then develop should be

taken into account when interpreting HLA antibody

screening results. [1B]

28

Results from single antigen beads (SAB) should be used

to determine the overall degree of sensitisation which

should be reported as a calculated reaction frequency

(cRF%). The cRF% should ideally be reported at the

different levels of immunological risk defined in this

guideline: [1B]
∙ MFI 500 – 1999
∙ MFI 2000 – 4999
∙ MFI≥ 5,000

(please note: theMFI levels stated abovewere derived

from analysis usingOneLambda Single Antigen Bead

kits – alternative vendor kits may be used and

equivalence to theseMFI values determined)

28

(Continues)
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BATTLE ET AL. 11

Level 1 (We recommend)

Evidence GRADE -B

Guideline

section

Samples should be sent from patients on thewaiting list

for antibody screening at regular intervals, ideally at

least threemonthly for all patients. [1B]

28

Samples should be obtained for antibody screening at 2

and 4weeks following a potential sensitising event.

Where a patient is receiving ongoing transfusion

support, the timing of testing should be agreed in a

local policy. [1B]

28

When a patient has detectable HLA specific antibodies,

HLA typing of the patient should be performed to aid

interpretation of results. [1B]

28

All individual HLA antibodies detected by CDC (and

C3d or C1q solid phase assays if validated by the

laboratory) or atMFI level likely to cause a positive

CDCXM, should be considered as representing the

highest risk for development of antibodymediated

rejection (AMR). [1B]

28

The transplant unit must confirm that no potential

sensitising event has occurred since the last sample

tested for HLA specific antibodies. Otherwise,

prospective testing for HLA specific antibodies is

suggested with omission subject to a documented

risk assessment.[1B]

29

A vXM in a patient sensitised to HLA should utilise the

results from themost recent sample to determine

immunological risk.

However, consideration should also be given to

historical (i.e., over 6months old) HLA sensitisation

and prior sensitising events. There should be a locally

agreed policy for defining the level of immunological

risk in these “peak positive, current negative”

patients. [1B]

29

Consideration should be given to the balance of

transplanting versus not transplanting a patient

when performing a vXM. This is of particular

importance in those patients who are sensitised to

HLA and/or are exhibiting clinical deterioration and

listed on urgent or super-urgent waiting lists. [1B]

29

The laboratory should have an agreed strategy for

managing offers for patients without fully defined

HLA specific antibodies. [1B]

29

All vXMmust be assessed and reported by Health and

Care Professions Council (HCPC) registered

biomedical / clinical scientists specifically trained in

histocompatibility and immunogenetics. Consultant

H&I advice should be available at all times andmust

be sought when the guidance in this document is

deviated from. [1B]

29

(Continues)

Level 1 (We recommend)

Evidence GRADE -B

Guideline

section

Risk levels of donor-specific antibodies should be

calculated at the time of an offer. The assignment of

risk should include the following considerations: [1B]
∙ Whether the donor is homozygous at a given loci

(andMFI level of DSA doubled)
∙ Presence of supertypic antibodies such as Bw4
∙ Cumulative versus highestMFI of donor

mismatches.
∙ All HLA loci should be treated as equal.

Levels of immunological risk should be defined

according to following levels:

I. NoDSA detected by Luminex™we recommend

this confers standard immunological risk

II. DSA at a level that corresponds to aminimum risk

of HAR but an increased risk of AMR.We

recommend this isMFI 500 – 1999 and confers low

immunological risk

III. DSA at a level that corresponds to a low risk of

HAR but a significant risk of early rejection and

graft damage.We recommend this isMFI 2000 –

4999 and confers an intermediate immunological

risk

IV. DSA at a level which corresponds to a significant

risk of HAR and a veto to transplantation apart

from in exceptional cases.We recommend this is an

MFI> 5,000 and confers a high immunological risk.

(please note: theMFI levels stated abovewere derived

from analysis usingOneLambda Single Antigen

Bead kits – alternative vendor kits may be used and

equivalence to theseMFI values determined)

29

Centres should have a locally agreed policy with

regards to performing retrospective cell based

(CDCXMor FCXM) crossmatches. There is no

requirement to perform a retrospective crossmatch

in a recipient who is negative for HLA specific

antibodies, for other recipients, omission of a

retrospective crossmatch can occur if supported by

local audit evidence. [1B]

30

Each centre should have a procedure for informing the

transplant unit in the event of a positive

retrospective cell based crossmatch that is

attributable to HLA donor specific antibodies. [1B]

30

Following transplantation, patients above standard risk

should be tested for HLA-specific antibodies at 7 and

28 days; 3, 6, 9 and 12months; and then as required.

More frequent testing should be agreed as part of a

local policy according to level of immunological risk,

other risk factors and suspicion of rejection. [1B]

30

HLA antibody testing should be undertakenwhen

antibodymediated rejection is suspected andwhen

patients present with episodes of rejection

associated with haemodynamic compromise. Further

testing will depend on the course of the rejection

episode. [1B]

30

(Continues)
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12 BATTLE ET AL.

Level 1 (We recommend)

Evidence GRADE -B

Guideline

section

There is a lack of consensus opinion fromH&

laboratories in the United Kingdom and a paucity of

published evidence in the literature to suggest a

change in approach of either timing of HLA specific

antibody screening nor categorisation of level of

immunological risk in patients awaiting

retransplantation.We suggest that the transplant

unit andH&I laboratory have an agreed policy for

this scenario.[1B]

31

The use of dd-cfDNA assays to support the diagnosis of

acute rejection in cardiothoracic transplantation is in

its infancy therefore, no clinical recommendation can

bemade.

32

The use of assays detecting non-HLA antibodies to

support the diagnosis of acute rejection in

cardiothoracic transplantation is in its infancy

therefore no clinical recommendation can be

made.[1B]

33

That offers for highly sensitised patients that are not

defined as high immunological risk are given the

appropriate level of consideration taking into

account the likelihood of receiving another suitable

offer for that patient. [1B]

34

INTRODUCTION

Background

Solid organ transplantation represents the best (and in many cases

only) treatment option for patients with end-stage organ failure. The

effectiveness and functioning life of these transplants has improved

each decade due to surgical and clinical advances, and accurate

histocompatibility assessment. Patient exposure to alloantigen from

another individual is a common occurrence and takes place through

pregnancies, blood transfusions or previous transplantation. Such

exposure to alloantigen’s can lead to the formationof circulating allore-

active antibodies which can be deleterious to solid organ transplant

outcome. The purpose of these guidelines is to update to the pre-

vious BSHI/BTS guidelines 2016 on the relevance, assessment, and

management of alloantibodies within solid organ transplantation.

The Need for the Guidelines

The detection and identification of alloantibodies in a potential trans-

plant recipient is a prerequisite prior to transplant in the majority

of solid organ transplant settings. Guidelines to provide recommen-

dations of UK best practice in alloantibody detection have previ-

ously been published by the British Society of Histocompatibility and

Immunogenetics and theBritishTransplant Society. Significant changes

in practice have occurred since these guidelines were last published

(for example frequent use of virtual crossmatching in highly sensitised

patients across the UK).

These guidelines make recommendations concerning the detection

and identification of alloantibodies in the allotransplant setting and

updates the previous version published in 2014 and updated in 2016.

Process of Writing, Methodology and grading of
recommendations

This guideline was produced by the following actions:

(i) A main writing committee comprising Histocompatibility and

Immunogenetics (H&I) Scientists who are Fellows of the Royal

College of Pathologists, was convened under the auspices of the

British Society of Histocompatibility and Immunogenetics (BSHI),

the British Society of Transplantation (BTS) and the Royal College

of pathologists. This group comprised a chair for each solid organ

transplant type included in the guidelines.

(ii) Solid organ group chairs formed a writing committee for each

organ type from HCPC registered professionals working within

laboratory services supporting the organ transplant type

(iii) A search of peer-reviewed literature to 01/11/2022 was under-

taken.

(iv) Recommendations were produced from evidence obtained from

the literature search. Due to the specialist nature of histocom-

patibility testing, there are few large and/or multicentre studies.

Some recommendations are based on both literature review and

consensus of expert opinion.

(v) The evidence collected was evaluated using a modification of the

GRADEnomenclature [https://www.gradeworkinggroup.org/]. For

each recommendation, the strength of recommendation has been

indicated as one of:

Level 1 (we recommend)

Level 2 (we suggest)

Not graded (where there is not enough evidence to allow

formal grading)

Within each level, the quality of evidence has been graded as:

A (high)

B (low)

(i) Recommendations for Kidney, Kidney and Pancreas Transplanta-

tion, Pancreas, Islet Transplantation, Thoracic Organ Transplanta-

tion, Liver transplantation, Intestinal andMulti-Visceral Transplan-

tation are grouped separately. Each organ type has been reviewed

for the following guideline recommendations,HLAantibodydetec-

tion pre-transplant (inc. listing unacceptable), virtual crossmatch-

ing, crossmatching, post-transplant HLA antibody detection and

non-HLA antibodies. Not all sections may be appropriate for each

organ type – in such cases this is acknowledgedwithin the test.
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BATTLE ET AL. 13

(ii) When compiling the guidelines each section has been structured

so that it can be read independently of the other sections, with

cross-referencing between sections kept to a minimum. This was

undertaken so that the reader can review the recommendations

and rationale for each organ type separately. As such the guide-

lines can be considered as separate guidelines for each organ type.

However, as a consequence of this approach some duplication of

rationale and recommendations is observed between the sections.

Furthermore, abbreviations will be given in full the first time they

are used in each section.
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Disclaimer

These recommendations represent consensus opinion from experts in

the field of H&I within the United Kingdom. They represent a snap-

shot of the evidence available at the time of writing. This evidencemay

become superseded with time. It is recognised that recommendations

have been made even when the evidence is weak. The British Soci-

ety for Histocompatibility and Immunogenetics (BSHI), and the British

Society of Transplantation, cannot attest to the accuracy, completeness

or currency of the opinions and information contained herein and does

not accept any responsibility or liability for any loss or damage caused

to any practitioner or any third party as a result of any reliance being

placed on this guideline or as a result of any inaccurate or misleading

opinion contained in the guideline.

Renal Transplant recommendations

1 | Pre-transplant testing

1.1 | Requirement of testing pre-transplant assays

1.1.1 Laboratories must have procedures in place for the detection

and characterisation of HLA Class I and II specific antibodies.

[1A]

1.1.2 Laboratories must be able to define HLA-A, B, C, DRB1/3/4/5,

DQA1, DQB1, DPA1 andDPB1 antibody specificities. [1A]

1.1.3 HLA antibody detection and identification techniques must be

able to detect HLA IgG antibodies [1A]
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14 BATTLE ET AL.

1.1.4 HLA antibody detection and identification techniques must be

able to exclude reactivity attributable to IgM antibodies [1A]

1.1.5 Laboratories must employ methods to abrogate known causes

of false positive or negative results (e.g., the addition of EDTA).

[1A]

1.1.6 At least one solid phase assay should be used to detect and

characterise HLA class I and II specific antibodies. [1A]

1.1.7 A combination of tests should be considered in order to fully

resolve complex antibody profiles. Using different manufactur-

ers Luminex single antigen kits maybe beneficial during this

assessment. [1B]

1.2 | Pretransplant HLA antibody testing sampling
requirements (excluding vXM)

1.2.1 HLA-specific antibodiesmust be characterised at regular agreed

intervals prior to transplantation in sensitised patients and

whenever a change in HLA antibody profile is suspected e.g., fol-

lowing a sensitising event or following a change in the antibody

screening test results. [1A]

1.2.2 For patients on the transplant list, regular samples must be

sent to the histocompatibility laboratory for antibody testing. (3

monthly is suggested) [1A]

1.2.3 The clinical team must inform the laboratory of events that

might influence theHLA antibody profile and send a serum sam-

ple 14 days after the event. These include the transfusion of

blood products and treatment with therapeutic antibodies. [1B]

1.2.4 Serum samples must be stored for potential use in future

antibody screening and crossmatch tests. [1A]

1.3 | Reporting / interpretation of pretransplant
HLA antibody detection

1.3.1 The clinical team must inform the laboratory of potential sen-

sitisation events such as previous transplantation, skin grafting,

transfusion of blood products, and pregnancy (including known

miscarriage). [1A]

1.3.2 A patient’s HLA antibody profile must be assessed to determine

the risk, and delineate the antigens regarded as unacceptable

which should be listed as such at OTDT. A system should be

in place to monitor changes in a patient’s HLA antibody profile

when listed as active for a deceased donor offer [1A]

1.3.3 The listing of unacceptable antigens with OTDT should reflect

the centres locally accepted criteria regarding acceptable risk

thresholds in relation toHLA-DSA. The acceptable riskmay vary

between patients. E.g., crossing a HLA-DSA maybe considered

appropriate in a HSP but not in a moderately sensitised patient.

[1A]

1.3.4 HLA donor and recipient typing, HLA antibody testing and

crossmatch and vXM results must be assessed, reviewed and

reported by Health and Care Professions Council (HCPC) reg-

istered biomedical / clinical scientists specifically trained in

histocompatibility and immunogenetics. [1A]

1.3.5 Epitope analysis software may benefit HLA antibody profile

interpretation - donor and recipient HLA typing to the second

field are recommended for this process [2B]

1.3.6 Patient HLA antibody profiles should be reviewed at agreed

intervals. This is particularly important for HSP – whereby the

review of antibody profiles should include identifying delisting

opportunities. Such opportunities should be discussed with the

clinical team. E.g., historic HLA antibody positive, current neg-

ative, which may be an acceptable level of risk for a patient

that otherwise faces long wait and poorer long term outcomes

associated with dialysis. [1A]

Rationale

Since the first use of cytotoxicity testing to define HLA antibod-

ies (Patel & Terasaki, 1969), other methods (e.g. ELISA and flow

cytometry based assays) have been developed which vary in their

target, configuration, sensitivity and specificity (Tait et al., 2013). How-

ever, these have now mostly been superseded by Luminex based

techniques. Therefore, the writing committee focused upon Luminex

based assays as the dominant HLA antibody testing method in UK

laboratories.

The committee agreed that a comprehensive programme for anti-

body detection and characterisation is an essential component of

histocompatibility laboratory support for solid organ transplantation.

The aim of a laboratory’s pre transplant HLA antibody testing

strategy should be to support their clinical transplantation service by:

∙ Identifying HLA-specific antibodies in order to assess the immuno-

logical risk associated with transplantation from a given donor.

∙ Prevent shippingof anorganwhich is deemed incompatible by listing

defined HLA antibody unacceptable antigens with OTDT. (Peacock

et al., 2022)

∙ Ensuring known/suspected false positive HLA antibody data is not

listed at OTDT so that patients are not disadvantaged by denying

them the opportunity of an offer inappropriately.(Battle et al., 2022;

Ziemann et al., 2022)

∙ In sensitisedpatients identifyingHLA-specific antibodypositive sera

that can be used in the pre-transplant laboratory crossmatch test

(i.e., historic serum).

∙ Allowing a pre-transplant virtual crossmatch assessment (where

appropriate). (Taylor et al., 2000, 2010; Turner et al., 2019)

∙ Providing data to support a clinical antibody reduction protocol.

Many laboratories use a two-tier system for HLA antibody detec-

tion; an initial rapid primary screen to determine if a sample is HLA

antibodypositive or negative, followedby secondary testing of positive

samples to define the antibodies present. Effort can then be focused on

antibody definition in positive samples. The accuracy of initial antibody

testing is key as many laboratories omit the pre-transplant crossmatch
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BATTLE ET AL. 15

in patients negative for HLA antibodies and those with well-defined

antibody profiles.

While previous versions of these guidelines have recommended lab-

oratories determine between IgG and IgMHLA antibodies, the writing

committee’s interpretation of the contemporary evidence led to a rec-

ommendation that IgM reactivity was excluded, due to the lack of

evidence implicating HLA IgMDSAwith AMR or graft loss.

The writing committee also considered the process for determining

unacceptable antigen listing with OTDT. While it is widely acknowl-

edged that several factors can influence reactivity levels within the

Luminex assay and consequently when a patient is determined as pos-

itive for a particular HLA antibody (e.g., MFI levels being influenced by

shared epitopes/large assay coefficient of variation/ high background

reactivity etc), the writing committee also noted centres different

acceptable thresholds for risk in terms of crossing HLA-DSA. This

variation makes a universal recommendation for listing unacceptable

antigens problematic. As such the writing committee recommend that

the listing of unacceptable antigens with OTDT should reflect the cen-

tres locally accepted criteria regarding acceptable risk thresholds in

relation to HLA-DSA. This acceptable risk may vary between patients.

E.g., crossing a HLA-DSA maybe considered appropriate in a HSP but

not in a moderately sensitised patient. In addition, the writing com-

mittee did not feel that listing a repeat mismatch as unacceptable was

justified in the absence of a detected HLA-DSA. Indeed, recent evi-

dence demonstrates that repeat mismatches were not associated with

a risk of de novoDSAdevelopment, rejection or allograft loss (Lucisano

et al., 2020).

The presence of inhibitory factors which negatively impacts the

accurate determination of HLA antibody by SAB assays, have been

widely reported in the literature (Tambur & Schinstock, 2022). Such

inhibitory factors reported include presence of IgM antibodies (Kos-

moliaptsis et al., 2009), high concentration HLA IgG (Tambur & Schin-

stock, 2022) and complement components (Schnaidt et al., 2011;

Schwaiger et al., 2014;Weinstock&Schnaidt, 2013), the result of these

reported inhibitions being a negative result or falsely lowMFI readout.

Although the term ‘prozone’ is often used to describe these inhibitions

within the literature, this is an erroneous use of the term in this setting,

and its use often causes confusion (Tambur & Schinstock, 2022). Pro-

zone refers to agglutination / precipitation assays to describe a zone

in which reactions do not happen. While the true cause of inhibition

within SAB assays is most likely multifactorial, several studies have

assessed mechanisms to remove assay inhibition and demonstrated

that the most frequent cause of assay inhibition is due to complement

components (Schwaiger et al., 2014; Weinstock & Schnaidt, 2013).

Consequently the additional of EDTA into test serum is commonly used

within H&I labs to present this inhibition (Schnaidt et al., 2011). While

thewriting committee agrees that this is themost effectivemechanism

of removing assay inhibition, several studies have shown dilutions may

continue to beof benefit. Tambur and colleagues (Tambur&Schinstock,

2022) demonstrate that falsely lowMFI values can still be observed in

some sera treated with EDTA. Most recently the use of dilutions has

been suggested to assist in the investigations of HSP sera, particularly

where CDCXMassaymay not be available (Daga & Briggs, 2023).

Some centres also incorporate the use of Luminex assays which

detect either complement binding (C1q) or activation (C3d) HLA IgG.

Thewriting committee felt the literature on the use of these assayswas

mixed. While several studies suggest an association with complement

bindingDSAdetection in both the preformed and de novo settings (Lan

& Tinckam, 2018), further literature demonstrates that this is strongly

associated with high MFI levels/ antibody titres. Indeed low titre anti-

bodies have been shown to be negative for complement binding but

becomepositivewhen titres rise (Tambur et al., 2015; Tambur&Wiebe,

2018). As such careful interpretation of standard SAB assays appears

to be able to generate the same information. Given the varied nature

of the literature the writing committee did not feel the evidence sup-

ported a recommendation regarding the inclusion of SAB assays which

identify complement fixing/binding detection within routine testing.

2 | Virtual crossmatching recommendations

2.1 | Assessing eligibility for a vXM

2.1.1 A risk assessment should be performed in conjunction with the

transplanting centre to ensure the risks associated with a vXM

are understood andmitigated. [2B]

2.1.2 Prior to issuing a vXM, it is recommended that antibody screen-

ing/ specificity analysis is performed from two separate samples

obtained at different time points. [1A]

2.1.3 In caseswhere a patient has a stable HLA antibody profile or are

consistently HLA antibody negative a vXM may be issued – in

these cases the serum sample used to determine the absence of

HLA-DSA should be less than 3months old [1B]

2.1.4 Full donor HLA typing (HLA-A, -B, -C, -DRB1/3/4/5, -DQA1,

DQB1, DPA1 and –DPB1) should be available for vXM interpre-

tation. [1A]

2.1.5 Where a recipient has uncharacterized HLA-specific antibod-

ies, or has a defined antibody but there is an incomplete

donor HLA type (in relation to a recipient’s antibody specifici-

ties, e.g., recipient has allele-specific antibodies), or where the

intended recipient has known donor HLA-specific antibodies, a

pre-transplant crossmatchmust be performed [1B]

2.1.6 HLA donor and recipient typing, HLA antibody testing and

crossmatch and vXM results must be assessed, reviewed and

reported by Health and Care Professions Council (HCPC) reg-

istered biomedical / clinical scientists specifically trained in

histocompatibility and immunogenetics. [1A]

2.1.7 Patients with complex antibody profiles or incompletely defined

antibody profiles should be prospectively crossmatched using

flow cytometric techniques and/or complement dependent

cytotoxicity (CDC). [1A]

2.1.8 Historic HLA-DSA should be considered during vXM and Cross-

matching [2B]

2.1.9 We recommend that the sample date of the serum assessed for

vXM should be considered in relation to the patient’s sensitis-

ing events. In regrafts an updated HLA antibody test should be
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16 BATTLE ET AL.

performed - with a sample no older than 2 weeks before the

transplant date. [2B]

2.2 | Reporting of VXM

2.2.1 We recommended that a vXM crossmatch result is reported

before an organ arrives at a transplant centre. [1B]

2.2.2 We recommend that confirmation a patient has had no sensitis-

ing events since the last sample tested shouldbe sought from the

clinical teamat timeof reporting a vXM.Where sensitisation has

occurred,we suggest thatprospective antibodycharacterisation

is undertaken using a day of transplant sample [1B]

2.3 | Post - transplant testing when proceeding
with vXM

2.3.1 If a prospective crossmatch is omitted, confirmation of the HLA

antibody status should be assessedwith samples obtained at the

time of transplant. This confirmation may be performed retro-

spectively by Luminex HLA antibody testing, Flow Cytometry

crossmatch or CDCXM. [1A]

Rationale

In deceased donor transplantation, the laboratory crossmatchwas his-

torically performed once the donor kidney, spleen and lymph nodes

arrived in the transplanting centrewhich potentially delayed the trans-

plant operation. This approach has been shown to prolong the cold

ischaemic time (CIT) which is detrimental to graft outcomes, particu-

larly forDCDandextended criteria organswhere aCITof less than12h

is a recognized determinant of outcome (Aubert et al., 2015; Summers

et al., 2010). An alternate approach is to assess HLA antibody compati-

bility by predicting crossmatch results using a recipient’s HLA-specific

antibody data and donor HLA typing data. This virtual crossmatch

(vXM) approach has been widely reported, (Taylor et al., 2010; Turner

et al., 2019) and in most centres in the UK the majority of deceased

donor pretransplant assessment is achieved via vXM. The use of

vXM has been shown to reduce the aforementioned CIT and associ-

ated detrimental impact upon transplant outcome.(Rohan et al., 2020;

Taylor et al., 2010; Turner et al., 2019).

In specific circumstances, vXMis safe andeffective in allowing trans-

plantation while minimising CIT.(Taylor et al., 2010) It is important to

note that to maximise this impact upon CIT a vXM should ideally be

reported prior to an organ arriving at a centre. There are risks asso-

ciated with virtual crossmatching including the possibility of a donor

mistype when performing a virtual crossmatch in a sensitised patient.

In the UK, the donor mistype rate is consistently <1% and rarely

impacts on allocation (Peacock et al., 2022). Consequently, the writing

committee recommends that a risk assessment should be performed

in conjunction with the transplanting centre to ensure the risks associ-

ated with a vXM are understood and mitigated. Inherent risks include

changes to a HLA antibody profile since the last tested patient sample.

Consequently, the committee’s interpretation of the evidence for rec-

ommending the timing of samples led to two recommendations. Firstly,

before a vXM is issued a patient should have been tested using a mini-

mum of two samples collected at separate time points; secondly where

a patient is negative or has a consistent HLA antibody profile a sam-

ple within 3 months of the transplant date can be used to assess vXM

suitability. However, where a sensitisation event has occurred since

the last test, or when the patient has had a previous transplant, an

updated sample should be tested for HLA antibodies prior to trans-

plant, or a prospective crossmatch should be performed to ensure no

HLA antibodies have developed since the last test. The committee also

recommended that historicHLA-DSA should also be considered during

vXM assessment; while the presence of historic DSA in the absence of

current DSA (DSA at time of transplant) may not be a contraindication

to transplant the patientmay be at increased risk of AMR (Rennie et al.,

2022). This should be identified and communicated to the clinical team.

Clear communication with the clinical team is essential to ensure a

vXM can be safely performed by ensuring no sensitising events since

the last sample tested.

It is now recognised that alloantibodies can be stimulated by all

the classical, polymorphic HLA proteins (HLA-A, -B, -C, DRB1/3/4/5,

-DQA1, DQB1, -DPA1, DPB1), (Duquesnoy, Marrari, Mulder, et al.,

2014; Duquesnoy, Marrari, Tambur, et al., 2014), this requirement

aligns with the UK donor characterisation and commissioning service

specification, document SPN1439/3). (NHSBTODT2022SPN1439/3).

The committee agreed that for safe vXMHLA typing at all the classical

loci were required. If donor typing to this degree is not available, as a

minimumHLA typing for HLA loci corresponding to those represented

in the recipient’s antibody profile must be available. Additionally, shar-

ing of the raw HLA typing data between centres may aid the vXM

process, as this information may enable the presence or absence of

specific HLA alleles in the donor HLA type.

In order to assess the safety of proceedingwith a vXMacomprehen-

sive knowledge of the HLA system is required and should encompass a

working knowledge ofHLA linkage disequilibrium, rare alleles andHLA

epitopes, consequently a suitably qualified and competent HCPC reg-

isteredmember of staff should be responsible for performing a vXM.

3 | Crossmatching recommendations

3.1 | Requirements of crossmatching assays

3.1.1 Laboratory crossmatch tests must distinguish donor T cell and B

cell populations. [1A]

3.1.2 Laboratory crossmatch techniques must be able to detect HLA

IgG antibodies [1A]

3.1.3 Laboratory crossmatch testing must be able to exclude reactiv-

ity attributable to IgM antibodies. [1A]
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BATTLE ET AL. 17

3.1.4 Historic HLA-DSA should be considered during vXM and Cross-

matching [2B]

3.2 | Reporting and Interpretation of crossmatching
assays

3.2.1 Pretransplant assessment should be undertaken by carrying out

a laboratory crossmatch test or, in selected cases, by performing

a virtual crossmatch [1A]

3.2.2 Reactivity attributable to autoantibodies can be excluded in

crossmatch interpretation – performing an auto crossmatch at

the time of allocrossmatch should be considered. [1B]

3.2.3 HLA antibody data should be used in conjunction with the

crossmatch results for crossmatch interpretation [1A]

3.2.4 HLA donor and recipient typing, HLA antibody testing and

crossmatch and vXM results must be assessed, reviewed and

reported by Health and Care Professions Council (HCPC) reg-

istered biomedical / clinical scientists specifically trained in

histocompatibility and immunogenetics. [1A]

3.2.5 The crossmatch report must include appropriate interpretation

of the crossmatch results in the context of the patient’s antibody

profile. [1A]

3.2.6 Where intermediate or high-risk cases are being considered dis-

cussion between HCPC registered biomedical / clinical scientist

staff who hold FRCPath and the Clinical team is advised. This

discussion should include the chances of the patient receiving a

lower risk offer. [1B]

3.2.7 We suggest that HNA antibodies may be investigated when

crossmatch results and/or clinical outcome are not consistent

with HLA specific antibody screening results [2B]

Rationale

Despite the widespread use of vXM within the UK, prospective lab-

oratory crossmatching remains a pretransplant risk assessment tool,

which can provide an important risk stratification (Bestard et al., 2021,

2022; Orandi et al., 2014), and assist in identifying reactivity towards

denatured HLA which is thought to be clinically irrelevant (Visentin

et al., 2014).

In general, a positive crossmatch in the presence of a donor specific

HLA IgG antibody is considered a barrier to transplantation, except

where additional treatment is planned, such as in the case of HLA

incompatible transplantation.

Historically a complement-dependent-cytotoxic (CDC) crossmatch

was used to identify donor specific HLA antibodies and inform risk

of antibody mediated rejection, with a positive CDC XM due to HLA

IgG being considered a contraindication to transplantation (Patel &

Terasaki, 1969). Advances in HLA antibody detection techniques for

the pretransplant detection of donor specific HLA IgG antibodies have

enabled a degree of stratification of the immunological risk associ-

ated with a kidney transplant (Orandi et al). In general CDC positive

crossmatches are thought to represent the highest risk thresholdwhen

attributable to HLA-IgG DSA (Bentall et al., 2013; Motter et al., 2021;

Orandi et al., 2014) and are associated with inferior outcomes. Strong

evidence also demonstrates flow cytometry crossmatch positive reac-

tivity identifies higher risk transplants, when attributable to HLA-IgG

DSA. FCXM is more sensitive than CDC and is able to detect non-

complement fixing IgG subclasses (Bentall et al., 2013; Bestard et al.,

2021;Roelenet al., 2012), however the associationwithpositiveFCXM

and poorer outcome is dependent upon the presence of HLA-IgG DSA

being present in the recipient serum at the time of crossmatch. In the

absence of HLA-DSA being detected by Luminex single antigen bead

assays a positive FCXM is not predictive of rejection (Bestard et al.,

2021; Couzi et al., 2011; Eng et al., 2008). The incidence of B cell FCXM

positivity in the absence of HLA-DSA is a frequent occurrence and has

been observed in >60% of B cell positive FCXM in some reports (Eng

et al., 2008).

Consequently, the committee recommended that crossmatch

results should be interpreted in conjunction with Luminex based

HLA antibody testing data, to aid in this risk assessment and ensure

patients with a positive B cell crossmatch in the absence HLA-DSA are

not disadvantaged.

T and B cell flow crossmatch positive results due to the presence

of HNA3a antibodies have been reported at several centres in the UK

(Day et al., 2014; Key et al., 2018, 2019) which are associated with

detrimental outcomes. However, the literature is limited due to a small

number of case reports. It is recommended that any T and B cell posi-

tive crossmatches in the absence ofHLA-DSAare investigated, and any

reactivity thought to be due to HNA3a is reported to the clinical team.

The committee could not identify any evidence suggesting FCXMcould

detect any other antibody implicated in renal transplant outcome.Con-

sequently, FCXMpositivity in the absence ofHLAorHNA3a antibodies

should be considered as a standard risk transplant.

4 | Risk Stratification

4.1.1 Post-transplant serum samples should be taken at regular inter-

vals on an agreed basis (in view of the perceived immunological

risk at the time of transplant). [1A]

4.1.2 In higher risk transplants (e.g., donor-specific antibody is present

at the timeof transplant) a timetable of post-transplant sampling

must be agreedwith the local transplant unit. [1A]

Assigning universal risk categories is challenging, not least because

of the variation in UK immunosuppression strategies (as in the ratio-

nale). To this end 4 broad risk categories have been defined. Veto, High,

Intermediate and Standard. The criteria for inclusion are given below,

with the assays and results available to stratify patients into these

criteria are given in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2.

1) Veto -:

∙ High levels of circulating HLA-IgG antibodies specific for mis-

matched donor HLA present at the time of transplantation which
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18 BATTLE ET AL.

TABLE 4 . 1 Risk stratification based on CDC crossmatching results andHLA antibody Luminex testing.

CDCCrossmatch result

Current or historic

DSA tested

LuminexHLA IgG

antibody testing Immunological risk

Positive B±T 1 (with DTT) C HLADSA positive Veto

Positive B±T 1 (with DTT) H (Current Negative) HLADSA positive High

Negative T & B (with DTT) C HLADSA positive CDC unable to stratify the risk -

to be determined by Luminex

&/or flow crossmatch results

Positive T &/or B 3 (without DTT) C or H NoHLADSA Standard

Positive T &/or B 4 (with DTT) C or H NoHLADSA Standard

Negative T & B C or H Negative Standard

TABLE 4 . 2 Risk stratification based on Flow cytometry crossmatching results andHLA antibody Luminex testing.

FlowCrossmatch

result

Current or historic

DSA tested

LuminexHLA IgG antibody

testing

Immunological

risk

Strong Positive B±T C HLADSA positive High

Strong Positive B±T H (Current Negative) HLADSA positive High

Positive B±T C HLADSA positive High

Positive B±T H (Current Negative) HLADSA positive Intermediate

Negative B±T C HLADSA positive 2 Intermediate

Positive T &/or B 4 C or H NoHLADSA Standard

Negative T & B C or H NoHLADSA Standard

1. Significant risk of hyperacute rejection due to high titre HLA donor specific antibodies

2. Careful interpretation of Luminex only HLADSA is required to exclude false positive reactivity

3. Suggestive of IgM reactivity

4. Unexpected T and B cell positive results should be investigated for the presence of HNA3a.

N.B. The additional risk associatedwith ABO incompatibility should also be considered.

produce a CDC positive XM (Some centres may have a threshold of

‘Strong’ FCXMpositive which they consider a veto).

∙ The high risk of hyperacute rejection would constitute a veto to

transplantation in all but exceptional circumstances.

∙ Alternative donor sources should be investigated; in cases of liv-

ing donor transplantation this includes consideration of entering

the incompatible donor and recipient into the UK National Kidney

Sharing Schemes (UKNKSS).

2)High immunological risk:

∙ High levels of circulating antibodies for mismatches donor HLA

present at the time of transplantation

∙ FCXMpositive crossmatch due to HLA-IgGDSA

∙ The high risk of hyperacute rejection would normally constitute a

veto to transplantation

∙ It may be justifiable to use pre-transplant desensitisation regimens

to ameliorate this risk in some circumstances

∙ Alternative donor sources should be investigated, in cases of liv-

ing donor transplantation this includes consideration of entering the

incompatible donor and recipient into UK National Kidney Sharing

Schemes (UKNKSS)

3) Intermediate immunological risk:

∙ Current FCXMnegative

∙ Low level DSA present at the time of transplantation

∙ Historic DSA not detectable at the time of transplantation

∙ Patient at increased risk of humoral anamnestic response and

AMR

∙ Consider augmented immunosuppression / alternative donor

source, in cases of living donor transplantation this includes consid-

eration of entering the incompatible donor and recipient into UK

National Kidney Sharing Schemes (UKNKSS)

4) Standard immunological risk:

∙ The absence of current and/or historic HLA-DSA

∙ Patient has the lowest risk threshold for AMR
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∙ However, the patient may be at risk of a memory response if they

have received a sensitising event

Rationale

The aims of these guidelines are to enable risk stratification based

upon the testing assays currently available to histocompatibility and

Immunogenetics laboratories supporting renal transplantation. The

acceptable levels of immunological risk differ between patients. This

variation canbe influencedby factors suchas thepatient’s sensitisation

level, wait time, window for transplantation and chances of receiving

a better offer. As such, a clinical team may consider an intermediate

risk offer for a highly sensitised patient with limited access to poten-

tial donors a reasonable level of risk for the patient and proceed to

transplant with risk mitigation strategies such as augmented immuno-

suppression. Conversely the same risk level in a moderately sensitised

patient who has numerous potential donorsmay be considered unsuit-

able to proceed to transplant – as the patient is likely to receive a

standard risk transplant.

In order to help determine an appropriate level of risk for an

individual patient, risk communication tools are available. For the

H&I professional, input into clinical discussions around transplant risk

stratification includes not only crossmatch and HLA antibody data

interpretation but also the likelihood of a patient receiving a lower

immunological risk transplant.

The Risk communication tools – ODT Clinical – NHS Blood and

Transplant created by the NHSBT ODT statistical team allows patient

characteristics to be entered and displays information on patients

who have characteristics similar to these. Consequently, an esti-

mate of wait time can be made. A more nuanced assessment

can be made using the kidney calculated reaction frequency tool,

Calculators – ODT Clinical – NHS Blood and Transplant. This enables

the user to enter a definedHLA type and antibody specificity profile for

a patient and provides a calculation of the number of donors deemed

compatible from a pool of 10,000 UK donor HLA types. This can be

particularly useful when determining how likely a patient is to receive

a compatible organ. However, care should be taken when using these

tools. In particular, the ability to define HLA antibody has reached a

resolution that is not matched by the resolution of the UK register for

defined unacceptable HLA antigens.

The numbers of HLA incompatible transplants have fallen in the

UK in recent years with 11 HLAi transplants performed between April

2021 and March 2022 (Statistics and Clinical Research, 2022). The

increased immunological risk associated with such transplants is not

suitable for all patients and careful consideration of the appropri-

ate level of risk deemed acceptable should be taken on an individual

patient basis and involve a multidisciplinary team. While there is cur-

rently no recentUKdata available to support a cRF cut-off in deciding if

a high-risk transplant is appropriate for apotential transplant recipient,

analysis of the kidney allocation scheme in the US following changes

to benefit highly sensitised patients suggests that patients with a cRF

of ≥99.9% may benefit from a higher risk transplant (Schinstock et al.,

2019). While this data provides a good indicator of suitability for HLAi

transplants in the US, similar data from aUK cohort would be valuable.

In cases where pretransplant FCXM is negative, but HLA-DSA is

detected by Luminex SAB assays the associated risk is less clear. The

literature associated with such transplants is mixed, with some studies

suggesting HLA-DSA detected by Luminex only is not associated with

an increased risk of AMR (Couzi et al., 2011). However, ameta-analysis

of rejection rates and graft outcomes examining seven retrospective

studies and including 1119 patients concluded AMR rates were sig-

nificantly higher in Luminex only DSA groups in comparison to DSA

negative patients (Mohan et al., 2012). This finding was seen even

though only two of the included studies reached statistical significance

as individual studies, a findingmost likely related to the small numberof

patients included in some studies. Furthermore a significant decrease

in allograft survival was observed by Mohan and colleagues when

Luminex only HLA-DSA was detected pretransplant (Mohan et al.,

2012). A study of 660 transplants performed at a single centre with a

negative FCXM crossmatch but with HLA-DSA detected by Luminex

and with no desensitisation therapy identified no increase in AMR

when results were analysed in aggregate, however, an impact on AMR

wasobservedwhenDSA≥3000MFIwas assessedbut this didn’t trans-

late into inferior graft survival in the intermediate term (Adebiyi et al.,

2016). An assessment of MFI levels in Luminex only HLA-DSA trans-

plants has alsobeenundertaken. In a tightly controlled studyexamining

DSA ranging from 800–3000 MFI in a cohort of 1318 patients, an

increased risk of AMRwas detected when class I and II HLA DSAwere

present (Morrison et al., 2019), the authors of this study also looked

at post-transplant increases in MFI levels and found that increases

>3000 MFI were associated with an increase in acute rejection. In an

attempt to define which Luminex only HLA-DSA were associated with

an increased risk, a pre– and post-transplant assessment of HLA-DSA

was performed in 924 patients which found DSA resolved in 52.3%

of cases. In the 47.7% of cases where DSA remained graft failure and

increased incidence of AMR was observed (Senev et al., 2019). The

resolving DSA was most often HLA class I. The impact of Luminex

only DSA has also previously been postulated to vary between loci

typically thought to have high expression on cells in comparison to

those thought to be lower expressed, such as HLA-DP. Most recently

a study examining transplants which crossed an isolated HLA-DPDSA,

with a mean follow up of 1197 days, demonstrated that a pre-existing

HLA-DP DSA was a significant risk factor for AMR. Furthermore they

demonstrated that flow crossmatch positivity in these cases did not

help inform on the risk of graft failure or AMR (Seitz et al., 2022).

Thus, indicating a clear risk for pretransplant HLA-DP DSA regard-

less of if they are Luminex only, or capable of producing crossmatch

positivity.

Members of the writing committee agreed that the presence of a

Luminex only HLA-DSA indicated an increase level of risk in the lit-

erature when compared to when no HLA DSA was present. However,

the writing committee acknowledged that a challenge exists in pro-

viding recommendations guiding interpretation of the risk associated
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with the presence of pretransplant HLA-DSA when the FCXM is neg-

ative. This challenge is associated with the varying practice across the

UK, and in the literature used to support this practice. The UK renal

transplant centres do not share common immunosuppression thresh-

olds for when augmented immunosuppression should be considered in

higher risk cases and practice varies between centres. ATG, for exam-

ple being indicated in some UK centres when a cRF value reaches

a specific threshold despite a lack of HLA-DSA, when Luminex only

HLA-DSA is detected in others, and in some centres when the trans-

plant is a regraft. These differences are also observed in the literature

(Mohan et al., 2012), which can make interpretation of the literature

and data comparison between centres challenging. Furthermore, vari-

ation is observed in HLA antibody detection techniques. There is no

standard positive cut-off threshold associated with a FCXM for exam-

ple, testing laboratories validate their own thresholds against local

data. This is also true of MFI cut-offs used in Luminex HLA antibody

testing.While attempts have beenmade to standardise Luminex assays

to provide cut-offs which can be applied universally between centres,

this practice is not recommended due to significant assay coefficients

of variation (%CV). Indeed, a comparison of SAB results from7 centres

(Reed et al., 2013) using the same SAB reagents lots demonstrated that

while the centres detected the same HLA specificities the variation in

the MFI levels were high (CV = 62%). When attempts to standardise

the assaysweremade through universal protocols and reagent lots this

was reduced (CV = 25%) but remained too high for standardisation

of MFI cut-offs. Additionally, centres may also use different manufac-

turers Luminex SAB assay kits. These kits have been demonstrated to

detect denatured HLA at different frequencies (Jucaud et al., 2017;

J.-H. Lee, 2019), and such denatured HLA has been demonstrated

to be non-clinically relevant (Cai et al., 2009; Visentin et al., 2014,

2015). Exclusion of denatured HLA reactivity in patients HLA anti-

body profiles is challenging (Battle et al., 2020; Visentin et al., 2014).

This variation and complexity suggest different centresmaydetect non

clinically relevant denatured HLA at different frequencies depending

upon manufactures kit used, which again impacts upon a comparison

of the impact of Luminex only HLA-DSA between centres. Further-

more, the presence of reactivity towards denatured HLA detected by

the Luminex single antigen bead assays to some degree confounds

the assessment of reactivity towards HLA-DSA within the literature;

there is only limited data available which seeks to exclude reactivity

towards denatured HLA when assessing the impact of Luminex only

HLA-DSA on allograft outcome. Where this has been performed reac-

tivity on HLA-DSA detected on SAB which was due to denatured HLA

was not detrimental to outcome, only the reactivity identified to be

against native HLA were associated with inferior outcome (Visentin

et al., 2015). Consequently, when analysing SAB data the likelihood a

Luminex only HLA-DSA is directed towards native conformation HLA

rather than denatured HLA should be considered by reviewing sen-

sitising events, epitope grouping within SAB data, reactivity against

self, comparing results from different time points and using different

manufactures kits / allele panels (Tambur et al., 2018).

There are many nuances to immunological risk assessment with

factors such as priming sensitising event type and complement fixa-

tion (amongst others) being suggested to influence risk. Most recently

the ENGAGE guidelines have ascribed risk in broad terms (Bestard

et al., 2021), including risk stratification not only for patients who have

definedHLADSA detected, either by CDCXM, FCXMor Luminex only,

but formemory responseswhen noHLADSA is detected. These guide-

lines identify a risk of a memory response when the patient has had

a sensitising event when no DSA has been detected. The STAR work-

ing group (Tambur et al., 2018) have also previously described a latent

potential for an alloimmune memory response when a patient has a

history of a sensitising event. However, a further report by the same

working group (Tambur et al., 2020) identifies a need to develop the

assays used to characterise suchmemory responses and design studies

to assess the predictive value of such antibodies on transplant out-

come. The reports which are available in the literature have identified

antibody production towards paternal antigens being restimulated via

a non-specific stimulus (Billen et al., 2009). While the assays used to

detect humoralmemory responses have been shown to detect humoral

memory directed towards mismatched paternal antigens in patients

whose sera was HLA antibody negative (Karahan et al., 2021), the

only clinical data available assessingmemory B cells using these assays

examines patients with known HLA-DSA rather than those who are

negative at time of transplant ((Wehmeier, Karahan, et al., 2020)).

Further work is therefore required to assess this risk further.

While the writing committee acknowledge that while ABO

incompatibility (ABOi) has historically been considered an absolute

contraindication to transplantation, this is now no longer the case,

as desensitisation techniques enable this barrier to be crossed in

some selected cases. The British Transplantation Society has previ-

ously produced guidance on antibody incompatible transplantation

(https://bts.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2016/09/02_BTS_Antibody_

Guidelines-1.pdf) which outline the strategies, risks, rejection treat-

ment options and outcomes for ABOi - consequently the writing

committee did not produce guidance within this document.

5 | Post-transplant antibody detection

5.1.1 Post-transplant samples should be sent to the laboratory when

graft rejection is suspected or antibody production a concern

(e.g., following a change in immunosuppression or compliance

issues). [1A]

5.1.2 The use of single antigen bead MFIs to reflect changes in the

level ofDSA, is semi quantitative butmay be beneficial in patient

monitoring and assessing therapeutic interventions [2B]

5.1.3 Epitope analysis software may benefit HLA antibody profile

interpretation – donor and recipient HLA typing to the second

field are recommended for this process [2B]

Rationale

The development of donor HLA specific antibodies following kidney

transplantation has been implicated in acute and chronic antibody
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mediated rejection and poor graft outcome (R. Zhang, 2018). Circulat-

ingdenovoDSA (dnDSA) are consideredbiomarkers for antibodymedi-

ated rejection, the early detection of which enables early therapeutic

intervention and increased chance of prolonged graft survival.

dnDSAs have long been implicated as risk factors of antibody medi-

ated injury and allograft failure. In order to identify these potentially

deleterious antibodies post-transplant it is important to specify reac-

tivity against mismatched donor antigens. The presence of these anti-

bodies is routinely confirmed using Luminex® Single Antigen Beads

(SABs);whereas once the flowcytometric crossmatchwould havebeen

repeated, theneed for viable donor lymphocytes and thepersistenceof

therapeutic antibodies has favoured the solid phase assay.

The proportion of previously antibody negative patients developing

dnDSA post-transplant is reportedly up to 30% within 10 years from

transplantation,while 40%of patients are estimated to lose their grafts

within 5 years of developing dnDSA (Tambur et al., 2021). The time

taken to detection of HLA antibody varies considerably (Lionaki et al.,

2013).

The high number of shared epitopes within HLA antigens mean

that dnDSA have the potential to cross react with antigens in addi-

tion to those expressed by the allograft. Patients losing their graft due

to dnDSA are likely to develop humoral alloreactivity broader than

the original immunising donor antigen; such increases in sensitisation

will impact directly on the likelihood of future transplants (Duquesnoy,

2011).

The prevalence of HLA Class II dnDSA is approximately three times

that of HLA Class I (Bouatou et al., 2018). The role of DSA directed

against HLA-A, HLA-B andHLA-DR is well understood and reflected in

our current national allocation scheme. Despite this, HLA-DQ are the

most common dnDSA detected and known to have a deleterious effect

on graft survival and an increased risk of graft loss. This higher preva-

lence is attributed to fact that the HLA-DQ molecule is comprised of

twochains,DQα1,DQβ1 and theparticularly polymorphic natureof the

DQβ1 chain (Chowdhry et al., 2019). Between 54% and 77% of dnDSA

are due to antibodies directed against HLA-DQ (DeVos et al., 2012;

Willicombe et al., 2012). Unique to theseDSAs is their strength, persis-

tence, and apparent resistance to treatment. The greater the degree

of HLA-DQ mismatch the greater the associated risk of rejection; the

concept of eplet mismatch and the impact of eplet load on dnDSA

development is not a new one but the effect is most clearly demon-

strated by the HLA-DQ loci (Senev et al., 2020).Whether the influence

of epitope load is a cumulative one or, rather, an increased likelihood

that amore highly immunogenic eplet is amongst themismatches is not

yet known. Current evidence identifies some HLA-DQB1 and DQA1

combinations as being more immunogenic than others (McCaughan

et al., 2018), however further exploration of this concept is

required.

The prevalence of dnDSA directed against either HLA-Cw or HLA-

DP is unclear. As a result of lower levels of expression on renal

endothelial cells, HLA-Cw and HLA-DP were assumed to be less

immunogenic, however the contribution of these DSA, in particular

HLA-DP DSA on both graft outcome and rejection risk is increasingly

recognised (Bachelet et al., 2016).

The writing committee agreed that post-transplant samples should

be taken from transplant recipients at regular intervals on an agreed

basis and in view of perceived immunological risk, when AMR is sus-

pected or in cases of delayed graft function. Serum samples may be

tested at the time of receipt in those patients where there is cause

for concern or frozen for testing at a later date if there is no ongoing

clinical concern. For those patients that have undergone transplants

associated with intermediate or higher degrees of immunological risk

e.g., HLA incompatible, more intense monitoring is necessary. The risk

of rejection is greatest during the first two weeks’ post-transplant so

the frequency of testing must reflect this; exact regimens will depend

on both the clinical situation of the patient and local policies agreed

with the Renal Unit. Even in those patients considered as low risk with

no evidence of DSA at the time of transplant it is recommended that

DSA testing be performed when antibody production is a concern (fol-

lowing a change in immunosuppression or compliance issues) (Wiebe

et al., 2012).

Testing of these samples at the time of graft loss will assist in defin-

ing those antigens that should be listed as unacceptable for future

transplants.

6 | Non-HLA antibodies

6.1.1 We suggest that HNA antibodies may be investigated when

crossmatch results and/or clinical outcome are not consistent

with HLA specific antibody screening results [2B]

Rationale

Non-HLA antibodies develop either to donor epitopes of polymorphic

antigens not present in the recipient, or to epitopes of self-antigens

that become exposed on the cell surface in response to variousmecha-

nisms such as apoptosis or ischaemic damage. It is thought that there

may be many unidentified non-HLA antigens that could cause allo-

graft rejection. However, without identification of the target antigen,

antibody specificity screening is practically impossible (Li et al., 2009).

Despite this challenge the current version of the Banff Classification

suggests testing for non-HLA antibodies in the absence of DSA-HLA

antibodies (Haas et al., 2018). Therefore, the interest of non-HLA anti-

bodies in transplantation recipients is a developing area, but their

relevance has been limited by a lack of techniques available for reliable

detection and definition. Most of the techniques used in the litera-

ture have been assays developed in-house. Some commercial kits have

been developed including single plex ELISA based kits for the detec-

tion of angiotensin II type 1 receptor (AT1R) and endothelin receptor

type A (One Lambda Inc) and multi-plex solid phase assays cover-

ing a broad range of targets (LABScreen Autoantibody and Lifecodes

Non-HLA Antibody kit). Due to the recognition of non-HLA antibod-

ies within the Banff Classification the writing committee thought it

appropriate to review the non-HLA antibodies implicated within the

renal transplant setting. However, the evidence is limited – the writing
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committee felt that insufficient evidence existed to support a rec-

ommendation of testing for non-HLA antibodies within the routine

H&I laboratory supporting renal transplantation in the UK, with the

exception of investigating HNA in unexpected T and B cell positive

crossmatch cases.

The Human Neutrophil Antigen (HNA) system consists of five

groups (HNA 1–5) with limited polymorphism. HNA-3 is expressed on

neutrophils, lymphocytes, platelets, and endothelial cells. There have

been small studies suggesting that HNA-3a antibodies may be associ-

ated with antibody mediated rejection ((Key et al., 2018, 2019)). The

detection of HNA-3 antibodies in the pre and post-transplant setting

has resulted from the investigation of unexpected FCXM T and B cell

positive crossmatches (when no HLA-DSA was detected). The case

reports available describe strong FCXM reactivity in both the B and

T cell crossmatch. B cell or T cell positivity in isolation has not been

demonstrated as indicative of HNA reactivity. Furthermore, the sensi-

tising event leading to the production of HNA antibodies is commonly

pregnancy.While the evidence base remains small the writing commit-

tee felt that unexpected positive crossmatch demonstrating the above

characteristics should be investigated.

The MHC I-related (MIC) gene family includes seven genes (MICA

toMICG). MICA andMICB are functional genes with numerous alleles

for each gene being identified.

A retrospective study of 727 kidney recipients, with a MICA anti-

body pre-transplant incidence of 7.1%, found that the presence of

MICA specific antibodies and HLA specific antibodies was signifi-

cantly associated with decreased allograft survival and that MICA

specific antibodieswere associatedwith early graft rejection (Sánchez-

Zapardiel et al., 2013). A similar study by Chowdhry et al suggested an

independent role forMICA specific antibodies (Chowdhry et al., 2018).

Conversely other groups did not find significant associations between

pre-transplantMICAantibodies andgraft outcome. Lemyet al foundno

association with rejection at 1 year nor with graft outcome at 10 years

(Lemy et al., 2010)

The studies looking at de novo production post-transplant of MICA

antibodies also demonstrate cases where development is associated

with higher incidence of rejection (He et al., 2013; Panigrahi et al.,

2007) and those where no impact on graft survival (Ciszek et al., 2017;

Lemy et al., 2012). Most recently Carapito and colleagues reported

a multicentre cohort of 1356 kidney transplants, demonstrating that

MICA mismatches were associated with decreased graft survival and

that pre and post-transplant MICA DSA was strongly associated with

AMR, with post-transplant DSA being associated with reduced graft

survival. The group were able to demonstrate MICA-DSA was inde-

pendently associated with AMR (Carapito et al., 2022). The writing

committee acknowledged the developing evidence base assessing the

impact ofMICwithin the renal transplant setting, however they did not

feel the evidence justified a recommendation of routine testing within

the H&I lab at present.

Angiotensin II type 1 receptor (AT1R) and endothelin type A recep-

tor (ETAR) are G protein-coupled receptors expressed on endothelial

cells. Unlike HLA, AT1R has limited polymorphism and antibodies

targeting this antigen are auto-antibodies capable of binding both

recipient and allograft antigens.

Pre-transplant AT1R antibodies have been found to be significantly

associated with both acute antibody mediated rejection (Min et al.,

2018; Philogene et al., 2018) and acute cellular rejection (J. Lee et al.,

2017).

The association with graft failure however is less clear with studies

demonstrating an association between de novo production and early

and long-term graft failure (Banasik et al., 2014; Giral et al., 2013).

Whilst a multi-centre study of 940 recipients was unable to detect any

association (Deltombe et al., 2017).

A group from the Johns Hopkins Hospital, Maryland, recognis-

ing the low “cost vs benefit ratio” sought to define characteristics of

kidney transplant recipients who may benefit from screening for non-

HLA antibodies by testing patients transplanted over a 5-year period

at their centre. Pre-transplant antibody levels were compared to

clinical and biopsy indications of graft dysfunction. They found that re-

transplanted patients (p<0.0001), males (p = 0.008) and those with

Focal SegmentalGlomerulosclerosis (p = 0.04) and younger (p = 0.04)

at time of transplantation were more likely to be positive for AT1R

antibody prior to transplantation. Recipients who were positive for

AT1R prior to transplantation had increases in serum creatinine within

3months post-transplantation (p<0.0001) and developed abnormal

biopsies earlier than did AT1R antibody negative patients (126days

versus 368days respectively; p = 0.02) (Philogene et al., 2018). The

writing committee did not feel the evidence justified testing within the

routine H&I lab.

Perlecan is a major component of vessels’ walls and is involved in

modulation of cell growth. The C-terminal fragment of perlecan, LG3,

can be released during apoptosis and lead to antibody production. Car-

dinal et al showed that higher levels of LG3 specific antibodies were

associatedwith vascular rejection (Cardinal et al., 2013).More recently

in a study with 172 kidney recipients the pre-transplant LG3 antibody

titres were shown to be associated with a risk of delayed graft func-

tion (Yang et al., 2016). Thewriting committee did not feel the evidence

justified testing within the routine H&I lab.

Agrin is a heparan sulphate proteoglycan expressed in the glomeru-

lar basementmembrane. Antibodies against agrin have been identified

in patients with transplant glomerulopathy (TG) and therefore, they

may be associatedwith the pathogenesis of TG (Joosten et al., 2005). It

has been found that renal transplant recipients with TG generally have

a higher concentration of agrin specific antibodies, which suggests that

patients with these antibodies have a greater risk of allograft rejection

and graft failure (Cardinal et al., 2017). The writing committee did not

feel the evidence justified testing within the routine H&I lab.

Vimentin is a type III intracellular intermediate filament protein

that is found in cells of mesenchymal origin, such as neutrophils,

macrophages, leukocytes, and endothelial cells; it is the crucial

cytoskeletal component of these cells. Vimentin, however, can some-

times be expressed on the surface of apoptotic cells or secreted under

specific conditions; therefore, it is thought to play a role as an antigen

which can initiate an immune response (Rose, 2013).
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Besarani et al investigated the production of vimentin specific anti-

bodies in primary kidney transplant patients. It was found that levels

of IgG vimentin specific antibodies in serum were proven to be asso-

ciated with Interstitial fibrosis/tubular atrophy (Besarani et al., 2014).

These findings have been supported by several other groups (Fhied

et al., 2014; Lopez-Soler et al., 2016) especially in chronic rejection.

Peroxisomal Trans-2-Enoyl-CoA Reductase (PECR) catalyses the

reduction of trans-2-enoyl-CoAs as part of lipid metabolism and is

NADPH-specific. Dinavahi et al showed that the pre-transplantation

detection of antibodies against the kidney-expressed target, PECR, has

a strong association with the late development of transplant glomeru-

lopathy (TG) (Dinavahi et al., 2011). Patients with TG can experience

a variety of symptoms ranging from proteinuria, hypertension, rising

creatinine, and declining glomerular filtration rate. TG can be silent

in many cases, making it difficult to detect, therefore the presence of

PECR specific antibodies may be a marker of TG. The writing commit-

tee did not feel the evidence justified testing within the routine H&I

lab.

7 | Special considerations for paediatric renal
patients

7.1.1 Decisions to restrict the number of mismatches for paediatric

patients awaiting deceased donor transplantation should be

made in conjunction with the H&I laboratory [2B]

Rationale

The impact of ESRD during childhood has a significant effect on life

development asmeasured using Health RelatedQuality of Life (HQRL)

tools such as PedsQL (Varni et al., 1999). Consequently, paediatric

renal transplantation aims to provide a transplantwhich provides good

patient and graft survival rates without unnecessarily prolonged wait

times, whilst protecting the chance for re-transplantation in the future.

Data from national and multi-national registries shows the benefit

on graft survival of pre-emptive transplantation (Amaral et al., 2016).

The writing committee considered the impact of HLA mismatching

within a first transplant and the subsequent access to a graft if retrans-

plant is required. The committee felt the current data was mixed.

With UNOS data demonstrating that HLAmismatch is a risk factor for

decreased allograft survival with a 30% reduction for 1 HLAmismatch

and almost two-fold reduction for 6mismatches (Williams et al., 2018),

while concluding that in the modern era, the effect of HLA mismatch-

ing is additive and is not influenced by which loci is mismatched, which

is in contrast to the older studies which showed the deleterious effect

of HLA-DRmismatching (Connolly et al., 1996).

Many paediatric units in the UK adopt strategies aimed at minimis-

ing the risk of sensitisation that might preclude future donation.

Including:

∙ Registering parental mismatches as unacceptable antigens in a

deceased donor

∙ Restricting the match grade to minimise the number of antigens

mismatched

∙ Restricting thematch grade to avoid 2 HLA-DRmismatches

When adopting this approach, it is essential that these decisions are

made in the context of;

∙ the patient’s chance of an offer – using the NHS BT ODT risk

communication tool and thematchability calculator

∙ living donor options available – including registration in theUKLKSS

∙ the clinical status of the patient – such as dialysis access

Whilst the evidence for prioritising matching at HLA-DR is not

demonstrated in recent studies,many centres still avoid2HLA-DRmis-

matches as this has been shown to be associated with sensitisation,

rejection and malignancies which all impact negatively on the chance

of re-transplantation (Gralla et al., 2013). The writing committee felt

that careneeds tobe takenwhenconsidering restrictingmismatches so

that a patient is not unfairly disadvantaged. For example, the frequency

of a patient’s HLA antigens in the UK population will impact upon the

number of potential donorswhichwill bematched atHLA-DR. Further-

more, if a patient is homozygous, they will also have fewer donors who

would be matched at HLA-DR. Restricting mismatches when a patient

has a less frequent type my disadvantage them unfairly. If a patient is

already sensitised consideration should also be given to the appropri-

ateness of restricting mismatches. A sensitised patient will have fewer

potential donors and mismatch restrictions will further deplete the

potential donor pool.

Due to the complexity of the HLA system the writing com-

mittee felt that any decision to restrict mismatches for paediatric

patients should be made on an individual basis and in collaboration

with the H&I laboratory. Tools which access the impact of sensiti-

sation and match grades may facilitate this decision. Calculators –

ODTClinical – NHS Blood and Transplant.

Liver Transplant recommendations

The liver is generally perceived as at a lower risk of HLA antibody

mediated damage when compared to other solid organ transplants.

This protection from rejection is thought to be mediated by a num-

ber of liver specific factors, including high secretion of soluble HLA

class I antigens leading to elimination of resultant antigen-antibody

complexes by Kupffer cells; a large endothelial surface; potential for

regeneration and diminished endothelial expression of HLA class II

antigens (Demetris et al., 2016). Despite this protection, the relevance

of preformed and de-novo HLA donor specific antibody has been well

studied in liver transplant alone and simultaneous liver-kidney (SLK)

recipients.
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8 | Primary deceased donor pretransplant
recommendations

8.1.1 Prospective HLA antibody definition is not indicated prior to

primary deceased donor liver transplantation [1A]

8.1.2 H&I laboratories must store time of transplant samples for liver

and SLK transplants (serum and DNA from patient, ideally DNA

from donor, although for most donors HLA typing data will be avail-

able viaNHSBT) to havematerial to assess baselineHLAantibody

levels in the event of development of potential de novoHLA-DSA

or declining graft function [1A]

8.1.3 Retrospective testing for the presence of HLA-DSA at the time

of primary liver transplantation (by crossmatch or vXM) may be

of use to aid post-transplant management [2B].

Rationale

Evidence has accumulated over many years that preformed IgG HLA

donor specific antibodies (HLA-DSA) increase the risk of deleteri-

ous outcomes in liver transplant recipients, although most of this

data comes from small single centre retrospective analyses. In early

studies, patients with a positive complement dependent cytotoxic

crossmatch (CDC-XM) were shown to have a reduced 1 year graft

survival (Bathgate et al., 1998; Takaya et al., 1992), although other

groups did not see such an association (Gordon et al., 1986). In a

prospective study of 109 consecutive liver transplant patients, pre-

formed HLA-DSA, defined by flow cytometry, were associated with

clinically significant acute cellular rejection (Musat et al., 2013). This

contrasted with an earlier study that showed no association with out-

come at one year when 90 consecutive recipients were tested for

HLA-DSA pre and post-transplant (Taner et al., 2012). This latter study

highlighted one of the consistent observations with liver transplanta-

tion; levels of HLA-DSA are often significantly reduced immediately

post-transplant, presumably as a result of antibodies binding to the

graft or being phagocytosed as complexes after binding to soluble HLA

molecules.

In a large retrospective study of over 1000 patients by O’Leary

et al, preformed HLA-DSA reduced significantly after liver transplant,

although to a lesser extent with high level HLA class II antibodies.

In this study the presence of HLA class II antibodies at the time

of transplant was associated with an increased risk of rejection and

even impacted patient survival, as did preformed HLA class I HLA-

DSA (O’Leary, Gebel, et al., 2013; O’Leary, Kaneku, et al., 2013). In

an update to this initial study the impact of preformed HLA-DSA on

patient and graft survival was refined by stratifying according to IgG

subclass and C1q positivity in bead based assays (O’Leary et al., 2015).

Preformed high level HLA-DSA (>10,000median fluorescent intensity

(MFI) in a standard Luminex bead based assay) were also associated

with recipient mortality in a study of 459 liver transplant recipients

from Scotland (McCaughan et al., 2016). Another analysis of a mix

of living and deceased donor liver transplant recipients showed that

preformed DSA were associated with graft failure in deceased donor

recipients, again with higher level DSA leading to lower graft survival

(Levitsky et al., 2016). A single centre analysis from France of 297

adult liver transplant recipients showed only 4.7%had preformedDSA,

lower than in other studies and likely due to the mostly male, non-

transfused patient cohort. Patients with persistent preformed DSA,

when analysedwith those who developed de novoDSA in the first year,

had increased acute rejection, but patient and graft survival were not

significantly different at 1 year (Vandevoorde et al., 2018). For paedi-

atric liver transplantation, in a review of 31 patients from UCLA, early

AMR cases associated with the presence of HLA-class I and/or class II

DSA, either pre-formed or defined as de novo (Wozniak et al., 2017).

While the writing committee acknowledge the results above link-

ing the presence of preformed HLA-DSA with liver outcome, in the

UK, listing of ‘unacceptable antigens’ for liver patients is not part of

the NHSBT liver allocation system (NHSBT ODT allocation Liver pol-

icy, 2018)Therefore, the presence of HLA antibodies is not usually

assessed whilst patients are listed for deceased donor primary liver

transplantation or even at the time of transplant via crossmatch.While

the writing committee thought in some circumstances pretransplant

assessment may be warranted e.g., in SLK or retransplant cases (see

below), a recommendationwas notmade for pretransplant assessment

in primary deceased donor liver transplantation.

9 | Simultaneous liver-kidney (SLK)

9.1.1 H&I laboratories must store time of transplant samples for liver

and SLK transplants (serum and DNA from patient, ideally DNA

from donor, although for most donors HLA typing data will be avail-

able viaNHSBT) to havematerial to assess baselineHLAantibody

levels in the event of development of potential de novoHLA-DSA

or declining graft function [1A]

9.1.2 Prospective HLA antibody definition should be performed in

patients listed for SLK in order to assess risk at the time of offer.

We suggest that this decision be taken with the clinical team

and the risk of antigen avoidance (and therefore the number

of organs deemed not suitable) balanced against the risk of not

transplanting [2B]

Rationale

Forpatients being listed for simultaneous liver-kidney (SLK) transplant,

the writing committee felt that understanding the antibody profile of

patients may be important for assessing AMR risk to the kidney graft,

given that the transplanted livermaynot alwaysprovide immunological

protection against high levels of preformedHLA-DSA. Investigations of

the kinetics of HLA antibody changes pre, peri and post SLK transplant

show that both HLA class I and II DSA are reduced after reperfusion of

the liver allograft, albeit with more pronounced changes to HLA class I

DSA (Kueht et al., 2021).
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As with the liver transplant data, contradictory studies have been

published on the relevance of preformed HLA-DSA in recipients of

SLK transplants. In a study of 30 SLK patients, the presence of pre-

formed HLA class II DSA, but not class I, gave an increased risk of

renal AMR, liver rejection and both renal and liver graft loss (O’Leary,

Gebel, et al., 2013). Multiple HLA-DSA (>10,000 MFI) that resulted in

strongly positive FCXM have also been shown to increase the rate of

kidney and liver graft rejection in SLK recipients (Ong et al., 2016). A

recent study of SLK patients from Spain (n = 88) analysed HLA-DSA

and patient/graft survival in conjunction with other risk factors such

as comorbidities, rejection, immunosuppression and infections (Piñeiro

et al., 2020). Patients were divided into high immunological risk and

low risk groups based on CDC-XM and/or FCXM positivity and pres-

ence ofDSA. The high risk group hadmore episodes of kidney rejection

although eGFR was similar between the two groups at 3 years post-

transplant. These results were similar to those from Leca et al, who in

an analysis of 56 SLK transplants categorised 15 patients into a high

sensitisation group which had more renal rejection episodes, but no

change to graft function at 1 year (Leca et al., 2013). A larger retrospec-

tive multicentre study of SLK outcomes in 166 recipients from eight

European centres, including 46 with preformed DSA, again showed

that kidney rejection was increased in the patients with HLA-DSA, but

this did not influence long term kidney function, with similar eGFR

rates observed at 5 years in those with and without HLA-DSA at the

time of transplant (Del Bello et al., 2020). This latter study did, how-

ever, show that SLK recipients with preformed HLA-DSA had reduced

patient survival, likely due to differences in induction andmaintenance

immunosuppression given to the higher immunological risk patients.

Recently, in an observational study, Shah et al have reported on out-

comes of 27 SLK transplants. Patients classified as higher risk, with

class II DSA >10,000 MFI by Luminex, exhibited kidney AMR even

with increased immunosuppression, but these cases were successfully

treated by plasma exchange and IvIg. Interestingly this data also indi-

cated that HLA class I DSA may have an impact on kidney rejection

with the liver not always abrogating the impact of preformedHLA class

I antibodies. In commonwith other studies, graft function at 1 year post

transplant was not compromised by the presence of time of transplant

HLA-DSA or AMR (Shah et al., 2020).

Overall, studies of the effect of preformed HLA-DSA in SLK recip-

ients show that the liver provides a protective effect in relation to

alloreactivity directed towards the kidney graft. It is supposed that

this is mediated by the ability of the liver to reduce levels of circu-

lating alloantibody, but recent data indicates that the liver may also

impact on alloreactivity by skewing T cell phenotypes to donor-specific

hypo-alloresponsiveness (Taner et al., 2018).However, given theobser-

vations of high level DSA, particularly HLA class II, impacting on AMR

in the kidney, knowledge of HLA antibodies present pre-transplant

in SLK patients may be of use to guide decisions on acceptance

of offers and for post-transplant patient management (Das et al.,

2021).

10 | Liver Re-transplantation

10.1.1 Where time permits, prospective antibody screening assays

should be performed on patients awaiting re-transplantation

and, to aid interpretation, both recipient and previous donor(s)

HLA types obtained [2B].

10.1.1 IgG HLA specific antibodies that are circulating at levels likely

to cause a positive crossmatch and are directed against known

previous donor HLA mismatches associated with adverse

events (e.g., rejection) warrant consideration for prospective

avoidance in the liver re-transplantation setting. This decision

should be taken with the clinical team and the risk of avoid-

ance (and therefore thenumberof organsdeemednot suitable)

balanced against the risk of not transplanting [2B].

Rationale

Re-transplantation is the only life-saving option for patients with

primary graft failure, however it comeswith significant ethical and eco-

nomic issues due to factors such as lower patient and graft survival

compared to primary transplantation and the use of organs from a

scarce donor pool (Zahr Eldeen et al., 2014; Zakaria et al., 2020). The

incidence of re-transplantation is typically quoted as between 5% -

22% of total liver transplants numbers (Zahr Eldeen et al., 2014). With

the increasing use of marginal and DCD donors for transplantation it

is likely that the incidence of primary graft loss may increase result-

ing in a concomitant increase in re-transplantation (Zahr Eldeen et al.,

2014; Zakaria et al., 2020). Re-transplantation is generally divided into

early (within 30 days of primary transplant) and late (after 30 days of

primary transplant) (Shamsaeefar et al., 2021). The two main indica-

tions for early re-transplantation are hepatic artery thrombosis (HAT)

and primary non function (PNF), (Zahr Eldeen et al., 2014) with HAT

increased in paediatric recipients and adults receiving a partial graft

(Shamsaeefar et al., 2021). The indications for later re-transplantation

typically show a more mixed picture, including chronic rejection, vas-

cular complications and disease reoccurrence (Shamsaeefar et al.,

2021).

The UK data from the NHSBT Annual report on liver transplanta-

tion 2019/2020 summarises transplants taking place between 2010

to 2020 including both adult and paediatric transplantation (NHSBT

liver transplantation report 2020, 2021). During this time period there

were a total of 8,502 transplants (excluding atypical or multiorgan)

and of these 821 (9.7%)were re-transplants. Therewas no information

available on the timing of re-transplant from primary transplant. In the

year 2019/2020 there were 46/979 (5%) adults listed for a regraft and

the number of liver only retransplants from donors after brain death

(DBD) ranged between 51 in 2010/2011 and 98 in 2013/2014 with

86performed in2019/2020 (NHSBT liver transplantation report2020,

2021)
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There is very limited published literature on the role of HLA spe-

cific antibodies in the re-transplant setting. There may be a role of

HLA in the late graft failure setting with chronic rejection being a fac-

tor for later graft loss (Shamsaeefar et al., 2021). This, together with

the overall lower graft and patient survival in the re-transplant setting,

means the writing committee thought it may be prudent to consider

HLA-DSA for patients requiring re-transplantation. In the early re-

transplant setting, immediately after initial transplant, this may not

be possible nor necessary due to time constraints, but there is time

for consideration of HLA in the late re-transplant setting. We suggest,

where time permits, that prospective antibody screening assays are

performedonpatients awaiting re-transplantation and, to aid interpre-

tation, both the recipient and previous donor(s) HLA types should be

obtained.

We suggest that IgG HLA specific antibodies that are circulating at

levels likely to cause a positive FCXM or CDC-XM and are directed

against known previous donor HLA mismatches and have been asso-

ciated with adverse events (e.g., rejection) warrant consideration for

prospective avoidance in the re-transplantation setting. We suggest

that this decision be taken with the clinical team and the risk of

avoidance (and therefore the number of organs deemed not suitable)

balanced against the risk of not transplanting.

Where it is deemed appropriate to avoid certain HLA antigens the

laboratory must have the capacity to perform vXM to provide an indi-

vidualised compatibility assessment for a given donor and recipient

pair.

11 | Living liver transplantation

11.1.1 For living donor liver transplantation, especially in paediatric

cases, full compatibility testing (HLA antibody screening and

typing) of the patient and donor should be undertaken to aid

patient management [1B].

Rationale

In the financial year to 31 March 2020, living donor liver transplan-

tation represented a small proportion (18/942 (1.9%)) of transplants

performed in 2019/2020 in the UK (NHSBT liver transplantation

report 2020, 2021). Living donor liver transplants are performed in

both adult and paediatric recipients but are more common in pae-

diatric recipients where the left lateral lobe is transplanted (NHSBT

liver transplantation report 2020, 2021). The presence of HLA-DSA

has been investigated in the living liver transplant setting. Tamura et

al demonstrated that in their series of transplants between 2001 and

2015 in Japan that preformed HLA-DSA had a detrimental impact

on survival, with the 90-day survival rate of DSA-positive patients

(50%) being significantly lower than that of DSA-negative patients

(84.4%). This was also seen on univariate analysis with the HLA-DSA

positive rate being significantly higher in the 90-day mortality group

(Tamura et al., 2019). Conversely, Badaway et al showed that a posi-

tive lymphocytotoxic crossmatch andHLAmismatches between donor

and recipient did not affect the overall graft survival after adult to

adult living donor liver transplantation and this group suggest that

HLA incompatibility should not be considered as a contraindication

for liver transplantation (Badawy et al., 2018). However, this group

did not perform HLA antibody screening using more sensitive solid

phase assays so it may be that HLA-DSA levels were underreported

by this group. Overall, the writing committee recommend that given

the living liver donor transplant operation is planned, full work up

prior to transplantation, including consideration of HLA compatibil-

ity through antibody screening and HLA typing, is performed prior to

transplantation.

12 | Crossmatching and Virtual Crossmatching

12.1.1 Where it is deemed appropriate to avoid certain HLA antigens

for liver and SLK transplantation the laboratory must have the

capacity to perform virtual crossmatches 24/7 to provide an

individualised compatibility assessment for a given donor and

recipient pair [2B].

12.1.2 Laboratories must have procedures in place for the detection

and characterisation of HLA Class I and II specific antibodies.

[1A]

12.1.3 At least one solid phase assay should be used to detect and

characterise HLA class I and II specific antibodies. [1A]

12.1.4 Laboratories must be able to define HLA-A, B, C, DR, DQA1,

DQB1 andDPA1 andDPB1 antibody specificities. [1A]

12.1.5 HLA antibody detection and identification techniques should

be able to detect HLA IgG antibodies [1A]

12.1.6 HLA antibody detection and identification techniques should

be able to exclude reactivity attributable to IgM antibodies.

[1A]

12.1.7 Laboratories must employ methods to abrogate known causes

of false positive or negative results. [1A]

Rationale

In the absence of patient HLA antibody data in primary liver trans-

plantation, a prospective virtual crossmatch (vXM) approach is not

possible, nor necessary. However, in SLK or liver re-transplantation,

in patients identified to have high levels of HLA antibodies, attempts

at pre-Tx assessment by vXM may enable decisions on acceptance of

donor offers and patient management.

As described above, in liver transplantation historic data shows

that patients with positive CDC-XM and FCXM results are at a higher

risk of rejection and graft loss. A retrospective crossmatch or antibody

test (enabling a retrospective vXM) may be used in some centres to

inform patient management, but it is unclear how clinically useful this

information is.
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13 | Post-transplant HLA antibody detection

13.1.1 H&I laboratoriesmust store timeof transplant samples for liver

andSLK transplants (serumandDNAfrompatient, ideallyDNA

from donor, although for most donors HLA typing data will be

available via NHSBT) to have material to assess baseline HLA

antibody levels in theeventof developmentof potentialdenovo

HLA-DSA or declining graft function [1A]

Rationale

Many studies have shown the relationship between development of

de novo HLA-DSA and acute or chronic AMR and graft failure in liver

transplantation (Beyzaei et al., 2020; Sultani et al., 2021; Vandevoorde

et al., 2018). The rate of positivity for de novoHLA-DSA is comparable

to ratesobservedafter kidney transplantationandaprevalenceof class

II, particularlyHLA-DQdirectedHLA-DSA, has been described (Sultani

et al., 2021; Vandevoorde et al., 2018). Knowledge of the presence of

HLA-DSApost-transplant canhelp in diagnosis of rejectionwhen recip-

ients are being investigated for declining graft function. It is therefore

recommended that the H&I laboratory has arrangements in place to

test for HLA-DSA when indicated post-transplant. Samples taken at

the time of transplant (patient serum and DNA samples) will enable

investigation of the presence of de novo HLA-DSA at the time of graft

dysfunction or a biopsy indicating AMR.

As in other forms of solid organ transplantation a case can be made

for regular post-transplant DSAmonitoring of liver transplant and SLK

patients as a non-invasive biomarker measure of graft rejection risk. A

recent meta-analysis of over 2000 liver transplant recipients showed

that the development of de novo HLA-DSA gave an OR of 6.43 for

allograft rejection leading the authors to argue that HLA antibody

screening could be of use in identifying patients requiring changes to

immunosuppression or informing decisions about immunosuppression

withdrawal (Beyzaei et al., 2020).

Whilst it is recorded that pre-formed DSA is not uncommon in the

SLK setting, data relating to the incidence and clinical significance of

de novo HLA-DSA in SLK recipients is limited in the main to small sin-

gle centre studies. Parajuli et al recently reported a series of 83 SLK

recipients, transplanted between2005 and2017,whoweremonitored

for the production of de novo DSA post SLK transplant (Parajuli, Aziz,

et al., 2021a). From this cohort 23/83 patients (28%) produced de novo

DSA, mainly against HLA class II mismatches, including 6 patients who

had additional, pre-existing, DSA at the time of transplant. Even though

at last follow up the presence of de novo DSA was not associated with

failure of either the kidney or the liver, protocol and ‘for-cause’ biop-

sies suggested a higher incidence of subclinical rejection of the kidney

in the de novo DSA positive group. The group note that these patients

received additional immunosuppression at the time of the subclini-

cal diagnosis, which may have limited the impact of the antibody on

outcome.

Similar to the advice for liver transplantation, monitoring HLA anti-

body in SLK recipients transplanted across known preformedDSA, and

fordenovoDSAat timesoforgandysfunction, is recommended toassist

in decisions relating to treatment and biopsy.

14 | Non-HLA

14.1.1 No recommendationmade

Rationale

The presence of non-HLA antibodies and their impact on graft and

patient outcomes has also been investigated in liver transplantation.

O’Leary et al studied both HLA and non-HLA autoantibodies (against

angiotensin II type-1 receptor and endothelin-1 type A receptor) in

1269 recipients and described an increased risk of death in the pres-

ence of combined HLA-DSA and non-HLA antibodies as well as effects

on rejection and fibrosis of de novo non-HLA antibodies alone (O’Leary,

Kaneku, et al., 2013). In another study, following immunosuppression

withdrawal in paediatric living donor liver transplant recipients, post-

transplant detection of both HLA class II and angiotensin II type-1

receptor antibodies was seen more frequently in patients defined as

having advanced fibrosis compared to controls, leading to speculation

that antibodies to both HLA and non-HLA targets may be important in

graft fibrosis (Oheet al., 2014). Investigations in this area are limited, so

thewriting committee did not feel the evidence justified recommenda-

tions. Therefore, no recommendation that routine testing of non-HLA

antibodies in the context of liver transplant or SLK is indicated.

Pancreas Transplant recommendations

A successful pancreas transplant in patients with type 1 diabetes may

prolong life, reduce many complications associated with prolonged

hyperglycaemia, and improve the quality of life (F. Aziz et al., 2020a).

Pancreas transplant is nowa frequently performedprocedure that dra-

matically improves quality of life and may prolong survival expectancy

of selected diabetic recipients. Pancreas transplantation is frequently

performed in patients with insulin-dependent diabetes and advanced

diabetic nephropathy in the context of a simultaneous pancreas and

kidney (SPK) transplantation. It may also be performed as a sequen-

tial pancreas after kidney (PAK), in patients with a functioning kidney

graft, or as a pancreas transplant alone (PTA) in patients without

overt diabetic nephropathy and poor metabolic control leading to

hypoglycaemia unawareness (Vistoli et al., 2021).

Pancreas graft survival has improved significantly over the past

decades,mainly due to better immunosuppression protocols and lower

technical failure rates. However, immunological factors continue to

play an important role in pancreas graft loss beyond the first 3 months
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28 BATTLE ET AL.

after transplantation. Antibody-mediated rejection of the pancreas

graft has gained attention over the past 10 years and is now con-

sidered a key factor in long-term pancreas graft failure (Uva et al.,

2020). Multiple studies have shown that acute and chronic pancreas

allograft rejection is a significant prognostic factor for long-term pan-

creas graft failure (F. Aziz et al., 2020a). Both pre-transplant DSA,

and post-transplant de-novo DSA (dnDSA) which specifically refers

to DSA development after transplantation, are associated with acute

antibody-mediated rejection (ABMR) and T-cell-mediated rejection

(TCMR) of the pancreas allograft, and any rejection episode is associ-

ated with reduced long-term allograft survival (Khan et al., 2021).

Pancreas allograft function is clinically most often monitored by

measuring hyperglycaemia, serum amylase, serum lipase, or (when

bladderdrained) amylasuria .Moreaccuratediagnosis ismadeby tissue

evaluation, enabling the distinction between non-immune and immune

injury to the graft and T-cell mediated versus antibody-mediated

injury. Pancreas biopsy is however, perceived as having more risks

for complications than in other transplanted organs and availability of

serial donor specific antibody data may therefore improve pancreas

transplant patient management.

Histocompatibility testing for kidney transplantation can be applied

to pancreas transplantation and, by inference, the same histocompat-

ibility criteria can also be applied to PTA and PAK transplantation in

that, the presence of HLA antibodies is investigated at the time of list-

ing and regularly whilst awaiting an offer, with unacceptable antigens

listed to avoid donor HLA that may pose an immunological risk. Con-

sequently, much of the rationale in renal sections of these guidelines

(sections 1–7) can be applied to the pancreas section. As such to avoid

duplication, rationale relating tomethodology and sample timing is not

reproduced here.

15 | Pre-transplant testing recommendations

15.1 | Requirement of testing pre-transplant assays

15.1.1 Laboratories must have procedures in place for the detection

and characterisation of HLA Class I and II specific antibodies.

[1A]

15.1.2 Laboratoriesmust be able to defineHLA-A, B, C,DRB1/3/4/5,

DQA1, DQB1, DPA1 andDPB1 antibody specificities. [1A]

15.1.3 HLA antibody detection and identification techniques must

be able to detect HLA IgG antibodies [1A]

15.1.4 HLA antibody detection and identification techniques should

be able to exclude reactivity attributable to IgM antibodies.

[1A]

15.1.5 Laboratories must employ methods to abrogate known

causes of false positive or negative results (e.g., the additional

of EDTA) [1A]

15.1.6 At least one solid phase assay should be used to detect and

characterise HLA class I and II specific antibodies. [1A]

15.1.7 HLA-specific antibodies must be characterised at regular

agreed intervals prior to transplantation in sensitisedpatients

and whenever a change in HLA antibody profile is suspected

e.g., following a sensitising event or following a change in the

antibody screening test results. [1A]

15.1.8 For patients on the transplant list, regular samples must be

sent to the histocompatibility laboratory for antibody testing.

(3 monthly is suggested) [1A]

15.1.9 The clinical teammust inform the laboratory of potential sen-

sitisation events such as previous transplantation, skin graft-

ing, transfusion of blood products, and pregnancy (including

knownmiscarriage). [1A]

15.1.10 Serum samples must be stored for potential use in future

antibody screening and crossmatch tests. [1A]

15.1.11 HLA donor and recipient typing, HLA antibody testing and

crossmatch and vXM results must be assessed, reviewed and

reportedbyHealth andCareProfessionsCouncil (HCPC) reg-

istered biomedical / clinical scientists specifically trained in

histocompatibility and immunogenetics. [1A]

15.1.12 A patient’s HLA antibody profile must be assessed to deter-

mine the acceptable risk, and delineate the antigens regarded

as unacceptable. A system should be in place to monitor

changes in a patient’s HLA antibody profile when listed as

active for a deceased donor offer [1A]

15.1.13 The listing of unacceptable antigenswithOTDT should reflect

the centres locally accepted criteria regarding acceptable

risk thresholds in relation to HLA-DSA. The acceptable risk

may vary between patients. E.g., crossing a HLA-DSA maybe

considered appropriate in a HSP but not in a moderately

sensitised patient. [1A]

15.1.14 Patient HLA antibody profiles should be reviewed at agreed

intervals. This is particularly important forHSP–whereby the

review of antibody profiles should include identifying delist-

ing opportunities. Such opportunities should be discussed

with the clinical team. E.g., historic HLA antibody positive,

current negative, which may be an acceptable level of risk for

a patient that otherwise faces long wait and poorer long term

outcomes associated with dialysis. [1A]

15.1.15 A combination of tests should be considered in order to fully

resolve complex antibody profiles. Using different manufac-

turers Luminex single antigen kits maybe beneficial during

this assessment. [1B]

15.1.16 The clinical team must inform the laboratory of events that

might influence the HLA antibody profile and send a serum

sample 14 days after the event. These include the transfusion

of blood products and treatment with therapeutic antibodies.

[1B]

Rationale

Thewriting committee felt themajority of renal transplant recommen-

dations aligned with those of pancreas transplantation. In a concise

summary, the committee recommends testing two independent clotted

blood samples (obtained on two separate occasions) before a patient
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BATTLE ET AL. 29

is registered for transplantation to ensure confirmation of the HLA

antibody profile. It is suggested that patients are screened for HLA

antibodies every three months and two weeks after known sensitis-

ing events while waiting for a pancreas transplant. Careful selection of

patients for PAK transplantation is recommended where a history of

renal allograft rejection is present. Optimal HLA matching and avoid-

anceof donor-specific antibodies are both expected tomitigate the risk

of post-PAK rejection (Boggi et al., 2021).

The inaugural world consensus conference on pancreas transplant

held in 2021 recommends that donor specific antibodies (DSA) with a

mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of up to 5000 may not be an abso-

lute contraindication to pancreas transplantation if the T and B cell

laboratory crossmatch is negative. The recommendationwas subject to

clinical andmethodological limitations, withMFI values acknowledged

asmethod dependent and hence centre specific (Boggi et al., 2021).

Considering recent developments in analyses of both B cell and T

cell epitopes (i.e., eplet mismatches and predicted indirectly recognis-

able HLA epitopes (PIRCHE) scores, respectively), more sophisticated

approaches may become possible in pancreas transplant that lead to

personalised predictions with respect to post-transplant dnDSA pro-

duction and tailored post-transplant immunosuppression. Evaluating

mismatches of HLA eplets,—small configurations of surface-exposed

aminoacids of theHLAmolecule—insteadof antigenmismatchesmight

offer an improved approach to prediction of dnDSA. Since not all

eplets are equally capable of inducing an immune response, antibody

verification to confirm their ability to be bound by antibodies could

enhance the clinical relevance of epletmismatches that are considered

(Meneghini et al., 2021; A. Russo et al., 2018; Senev et al., 2020).

Post-transplant risk prediction strategies may also benefit from the

use of the PIRCHE II algorithm which is able to predict HLA-mismatch

derived T-cell epitopes by quantifying the number of mismatched

donor HLA-derived peptides that can be presented on HLA class II

molecules of the recipient. PIRCHE-II scores have been shown to

be related to HLA antibody formation after kidney transplantation

and also had positive predictive capabilities with respect to de novo

DSA production in pancreas and islet transplantation (Nakamura &

Shirouzu, 2021). Implementation of these risk prediction strategies

may be especially important for young recipients, in whom repeat

transplantations are anticipated and the goal is to minimize HLA

sensitization.

16 | Virtual crossmatching Recommendations

16.1.1 HLA donor and recipient typing, HLA antibody testing and

crossmatch and vXM results must be assessed, reviewed and

reportedbyHealth andCareProfessionsCouncil (HCPC) reg-

istered biomedical / clinical scientists specifically trained in

histocompatibility and immunogenetics. [1A]

16.1.2 Prior to issuing a vXM, it is recommended that antibody

screening/ specificity analysis is performed from two sepa-

rate samples obtained at different time points. Including a

recent sample [1A]

16.1.3 In cases where a patient has a stable HLA antibody profile or

are consistently HLA antibody negative a vXMmay be issued

– in these cases the serum sample used to determine the

absence of HLA-DSA should be less than 3months old [1B]

16.1.4 Full donor HLA typing (HLA-A, -B, -C, -DRB1/3/4/5, -DQA1,

DQB1, DPA1 and –DPB1) should be available for vXM inter-

pretation. [1A]

16.1.5 Pretransplant assessment should be undertaken by carrying

out a laboratory crossmatch test or, in selected cases, by

performing a virtual crossmatch [1A]

16.1.6 Patients with complex antibody profiles or incompletely

defined antibody profiles should be prospectively cross-

matched using flow cytometric techniques and/or comple-

ment dependent cytotoxicity (CDC). [1A]

16.1.7 If a prospective crossmatch is omitted, confirmation of

the HLA antibody status should be assessed with samples

obtained at the time of transplant. This confirmation may be

performed retrospectively by Luminex HLA antibody testing,

FlowCytometry crossmatch or CDCXM. [1A]

16.1.8 A risk assessment should be performed in conjunction with

the transplanting centre to ensure the risks associated with

a vXM are understood andmitigated. [2B]

16.1.9 We recommend that the sample date of the serum assessed

for vXM should be considered in relation to the patient’s

sensitising events. In regrafts an updated HLA antibody test

should be performed - with a sample no older than 2 weeks

before the transplant date. [2B]

16.1.10 Historic HLA-DSA should be considered during vXM and

Crossmatching [2B]

Rationale

The writing committee recognized the benefit of the VXM being

its ability to provide an assessment of donor-recipient compatibil-

ity without subjecting the pancreas to additional cold ischemia time

(CIT) required for laboratory crossmatching. The ability to reduce

CIT may not only contribute to improved outcomes by reducing

ischemia-reperfusion injury, but also may increase the overall number

of pancreases transplanted (Eby et al., 2016)

The rationale relating to recommendations for vXM in pancreas

transplantation mirrors that within the renal transplantation. Where

practice in a centre differs between pancreas and kidney vXM pro-

tocols these should be captured with the risk assessment relat-

ing to vXMs within the unit and clinical teams should be made

aware of the limitations of the antibody screening methods avail-

able and the potential for errors in donor HLA typing that could

lead to an unexpectedly positive retrospective crossmatch post-

transplant.
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17 | Crossmatching recommendations

17.1.1 HLA donor and recipient typing, HLA antibody testing and

crossmatch and vXM results must be assessed, reviewed and

reportedbyHealth andCareProfessionsCouncil (HCPC) reg-

istered biomedical / clinical scientists specifically trained in

histocompatibility and immunogenetics. [1A]

17.1.2 Pretransplant assessment should be undertaken by carrying

out a laboratory crossmatch test or, in selected cases, by

performing a virtual crossmatch [1A]

17.1.3 HLA antibody data should be used in conjunction with the

crossmatch results for crossmatch interpretation [1A]

17.1.4 Patients with complex antibody profiles or incompletely

defined antibody profiles should be prospectively cross-

matched using flow cytometric techniques and/or comple-

ment dependent cytotoxicity (CDC). [1A]

17.1.5 Laboratory crossmatch tests should distinguish donor T cell

and B cell populations. [1A]

17.1.6 The crossmatch report must include appropriate interpreta-

tion of the crossmatch results in the context of the patient’s

antibody profile. [1A]

17.1.7 CDC positive XM is a contraindication to pancreas transplan-

tation, but lower levels of HLA-DSA that lead to a positive

FCXM may on occasion be transplanted across in line with

local policy.[1A]

17.1.8 Where a recipient has uncharacterizedHLA-specific antibod-

ies, or has a defined antibody but there is an incomplete

donorHLA type (in relation to a recipient’s antibody specifici-

ties, e.g., recipient has allele-specific antibodies), orwhere the

intended recipient has known donor HLA-specific antibodies,

a pre-transplant XMmust be performed [1B]

17.1.9 Reactivity attributable to autoantibodies can be excluded in

crossmatch interpretation – performing an auto crossmatch

at the time of allocrossmatch should be considered. [1B]

17.1.10 Where intermediate or high-risk cases are being considered

discussion between HCPC registered biomedical / clinical

scientist staff who hold FRCPath and the Clinical team is

advised. This discussion should include the chances of the

patient receiving a lower risk offer. [1B]

17.1.11 Historic HLA-DSA should be considered during vXM and

Crossmatching [2B]

Rationale

As with renal transplantation, a number of factors determine the

clinical significance of a laboratory crossmatch. The writing com-

mittee recommend the reader reads the rationale regarding cross-

matching in renal transplantation when considering these guidelines.

These include: specificity and immunoglobulin class of the antibod-

ies, timing of patient samples in relation to sensitisation event(s) and

sensitisation history. Aswith kidney transplantation both complement-

dependent cytotoxicity (CDC) and flow cytometry crossmatches may

be performed for pancreas transplantation. In general, a positive

crossmatch contraindicates pancreas transplantation. Limited evi-

dence shows that pre-transplant B cell crossmatch positivity does

not affect patient and pancreas graft survival but is associated with

higher rates of antibody-mediated rejection. In addition, a few soli-

tary pancreas transplants have also been reported that have pro-

ceeded with a positive crossmatch with reported good outcomes

(Vistoli et al., 2021)

18 | Post-transplant HLA antibody detection

18.1.1 Post-transplant serum samples should be taken at regular

intervals on an agreed basis (in view of the perceived immuno-

logical risk at the time of transplant). [1A]

18.1.2 In higher risk transplants (e.g., donor-specific antibody is

present at the timeof transplant) a timetableof post-transplant

samplingmust be agreedwith the local transplant unit. [1A]

18.1.3 Post-transplant samples should be sent to the laboratorywhen

graft rejection is suspected or antibody production a concern

(e.g., following a change in immunosuppression or compliance

issues). [1A]

18.1.4 Post-transplant sampling for anti-HLA-DSA in immunologically

low risk patients and/or patients with stable function post-

transplant might be undertaken at locally defined time points,

to aid in patient management (2B)

18.1.5 The use of single antigen bead MFIs to reflect changes in

the level of DSA, is semi quantitative but may be beneficial

in patient monitoring and assessing therapeutic interventions

[2B]

18.1.6 Epitope analysis software may benefit HLA antibody profile

interpretation - donor and recipient HLA typing to the second

field are recommended for this process [2B]

Rationale

The prognostic significance of de novoDSA (dnDSA) on transplant out-

comes has been demonstrated in solid organ transplantation including

kidney, heart and lung; however, evidence in pancreas transplantation

is still emerging (Mittal et al., 2014). Biopsies are the gold standard

for the diagnosis of pancreas graft rejection, with an available interna-

tional standardized rejection-grading schema.However, pancreas graft

biopsies are invasive and not performed in every centre.

Antibody-mediated rejection (ABMR) of the pancreas allograft is a

serious condition, and when it occurs it is likely to be detrimental to

the graft (De Kort et al., 2013). Pre-transplant DSA and dnDSA are

important markers to predict pancreas allograft rejection and are risk

factors for worse graft survival. In patients with antibody-mediated

rejection (ABMR), dnDSA appears to have greater negative effect than

pre-existing DSA (F. Aziz et al., 2020a) (Parajuli et al., 2019)(Parajuli,

Aziz, et al., 2021b). In a large homogenous cohort of patients,
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analysis ofDSA specificities showedall loci to be represented, although

recipients who developed both class I and class II DSA were more

likely to have pancreas or pancreas and kidney graft failure than recip-

ients who developed either class I or class II only (Mittal et al., 2014).

Post-transplant monitoring of donor-specific antibodies is now more

widely recommended as consensus evidence shows that the detection

of dnDSA is strongly associated with worse outcomes (F. Aziz et al.,

2020b; Khan et al., 2021; Parajuli, Aziz, et al., 2021c).

A 2021 meta-analysis by Khan et al., evaluating the efficacy of anti-

HLA dnDSA in predicting pancreatic allograft rejection and failure that

included eight studies and over 1400 patients, showed that patients

with positive anti-HLAdnDSAare at significantly increased risk of both

graft rejection and graft failure. Subgroup comparisons between anti-

HLA dnDSA and other de novo anti-HLA antibodies confirmed that

anti-HLA antibodies without donor specificity are of little significance

consistent with similar observations in kidney and lung transplanta-

tion (Khan et al., 2021) . Other studies on association between de novo

HLA antibodies following pancreas transplant and graft outcomes also

demonstrate a strong association between development of DSA and

graft dysfunction leading to recommendations of post –transplant anti-

body monitoring as part of routine follow-up (De Kort et al., 2013;

Mittal et al., 2014; Uva et al., 2020)

In common with renal and liver transplantation a major proportion

of dnDSA detected have been against class II antigens, especially DQ

(Ladowski et al., 2021). The results of a recentmeta-analysis show that

anti-HLA dnDSA is strongly associated with pancreas graft failure and

rejection. The ability of anti-HLA dnDSA to bind C1q and activate the

complement cascade are mechanisms of ABMR, and previous stud-

ies document deposition of both DSA and complement components in

rejecting grafts. Even in the absence of complement binding, dnDSA

can mediate graft damage via antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxic-

ity (Khan et al., 2021). Surveillance for HLA dnDSA is recommended in

the setting of recipients with pre-transplant DSA, immunosuppression

reduction, patient non-adherence, or a rejection episode occurrence,

with close allograft function surveillance when detected (Drachenberg

et al., 2011).

19 | Non-HLA antibodies

19.1.1 We suggest that HNA antibodies may be investigated when

crossmatch results are not consistent with HLA specific anti-

body screening results [2B]

Rationale

Type 1 diabetes (T1D) recurrence has been documented in simulta-

neous pancreas–kidney transplants (SPKT), but this diagnosis may be

underestimated. It is reported that recurrent T1D explains 50% of

the immunologic failures, while the other 50% is attributed to chronic

graft rejection. A recent study found that approximately 7% to 8% of

all recipients develop T1D recurrence particularly those carrying HLA

DR3/DR4 genotype and sharing HLA-DR alleles with the donor (Ven-

drame et al., 2016a), but other studies did not find this association

significant (Anteby et al., 2021a) (Martins et al., 2014).There is grow-

ing interest in the use of pancreatic autoantibodies, anti-islet cell (ICA),

antieglutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD), anti-insulin autoantibodies

(IAA), anti-tyrosinephosphatase (IA2) andanti-zinc transporter 8 (anti-

ZnT8) as possible early detection markers for T1DR after pancreas

or islet transplantation. The writing committee acknowledged this is a

developing area but did not belive sufficient evidence was available to

support a recommendation.

Several autoantibodies against non-HLA targets have been impli-

cated in allograft rejection, such as angiotensin II type 1 receptor

(AT1R), endothelin-1 type A receptor (ETAR), agrin, myosin, per-

lecan, vimentin and tubulin. Some of these autoantibodies might also

influence pancreas transplant outcomes, but currently data on this

is limited (Jackson et al., 2020). While the writing committee also

aknowledged that no data is available relating to HNA antibodies in

pancreas transplantation, the committee non-the-less recommended

HNA antibodies are investigated as a possible cause of unexplained

crossmatch positive. This is recommended to determine the cause of

the unexplained positity rather than confer a risk stratification on the

transplant – as the impact of HNA within pancreas transplantation is

unknown.

Islet Transplant recommendations

Islet transplantation is established as a therapy for selected patients

with type 1 diabetes mellitus (T1D). Patients usually require more

than one allograft from different donors to achieve metabolic success.

The more limited pool of donors suitable for islet isolation and the

small number of patients on the transplant list precludes significant

HLAmatching between donors and recipients and therefore recipients

may be exposed to multiple mismatched antigens during treatment.

Transplants may be performed as islet alone, islet after kidney or as

simultaneous islet and kidney.

As with other tissue and cell transplantation, loss of function after

allogeneic islet transplantation is amultifactorial process. In islet trans-

plantation the re-emergence of autoimmune reactivity may be as

relevant as alloimmune responses directed against donor HLA and

non-HLA targets. In addition, when considering the relevance of auto

and alloimmune elements of the response to transplanted islets, both

cellular and antibody reactivity needs to be considered (Buron et al.,

2021).

20 | Pre-transplant testing recommendations

20.1.1 Laboratories must have procedures in place for the detection

and characterisation of HLA Class I and II specific antibodies.

[1A]

20.1.2 Laboratoriesmust be able to defineHLA-A, B, C,DRB1/3/4/5,

DQA1, DQB1, DPA1 andDPB1 antibody specificities. [1A]
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20.1.3 HLA antibody detection and identification techniques must

be able to detect HLA IgG antibodies [1A]

20.1.4 HLA antibody detection and identification techniques should

be able to exclude reactivity attributable to IgM antibodies.

[1A]

20.1.5 Laboratories must employ methods to abrogate known

causes of false positive or negative results (e.g., the additional

of EDTA) [1A]

20.1.6 At least one solid phase assay should be used to detect and

characterise HLA class I and II specific antibodies. [1A]

20.1.7 HLA-specific antibodies must be characterised at regular

agreed intervals prior to transplantation in sensitisedpatients

and whenever a change in HLA antibody profile is suspected

e.g., following a sensitising event or following a change in the

antibody screening test results. [1A]

20.1.8 For patients on the transplant list, regular samples must be

sent to the histocompatibility laboratory for antibody testing.

(3 monthly is suggested) [1A]

20.1.9 Between first and second (or subsequent) islet transplants

patients should be regularly tested for HLA antibodies and

unacceptable antigens updated as appropriate. [1B]

20.1.10 The clinical teammust inform the laboratory of potential sen-

sitisation events such as previous transplantation, skin graft-

ing, transfusion of blood products, and pregnancy (including

knownmiscarriage). [1A]

20.1.11 Serum samples must be stored for potential use in future

antibody screening and crossmatch tests. [1A]

20.1.12 HLA donor and recipient typing, HLA antibody testing and

crossmatch and vXM results must be assessed, reviewed and

reportedbyHealth andCareProfessionsCouncil (HCPC) reg-

istered biomedical / clinical scientists specifically trained in

histocompatibility and immunogenetics. [1A]

20.1.13 A patient’s HLA antibody profile must be assessed to deter-

mine the acceptable risk, and delineate the antigens regarded

as unacceptable. A system should be in place to monitor

changes in a patient’s HLA antibody profile when listed as

active for a deceased donor offer [1A]

20.1.14 The listing of unacceptable antigenswithOTDT should reflect

the centres locally accepted criteria regarding acceptable

risk thresholds in relation to HLA-DSA. The acceptable risk

may vary between patients. E.g., crossing a HLA-DSA maybe

considered appropriate in a HSP but not in a moderately

sensitised patient. [1A]

20.1.15 Patient HLA antibody profiles should be reviewed at agreed

intervals. This is particularly important forHSP–whereby the

review of antibody profiles should include identifying delist-

ing opportunities. Such opportunities should be discussed

with the clinical team. E.g., historic HLA antibody positive,

current negative, which may be an acceptable level of risk for

a patient that otherwise faces long wait and poorer long term

outcomes associated with dialysis. [1A]

20.1.16 A combination of tests should be considered in order to fully

resolve complex antibody profiles. Using different manufac-

turers Luminex single antigen kits maybe beneficial during

this assessment. [1B]

20.1.17 The clinical team must inform the laboratory of events that

might influence the HLA antibody profile and send a serum

sample 14 days after the event. These include the transfusion

of blood products and treatment with therapeutic antibodies.

[1B]

Rationale

There are limited studies in the literature addressing the question as

to whether the presence of HLA-DSA at the time of transplant has a

deleterious impact on islet graft outcome. In 2006 data in just seven

patients was published describing outcomes in patients with HLA anti-

body positivity defined by CDC, ELISA and Flow bead methods and

FCXM positivity, with the conclusion that “pre-existing HLA sensitiza-

tionmay be one of the factors that could be detrimental to the function

of transplanted islets” (Mohanakumar et al., 2006). Another early study

from the Edmonton group (n=81), using FlowBeads for antibody anal-

ysis, indicated that the presence of HLA-DSA at the time of transplant

led to a reduced C-peptide survival, although this study did not see an

effect of a positive FCXM on outcome (Campbell et al., 2007). A 2016

study of 18 islet patients had 5 caseswithmoderate levels of class I and

IIDSA,measuredbyLuminexSAB, at the timeof transplant,whichwere

not associatedwith reduced graft function (Chaigne et al., 2016).Work

from an Italian group looking at the relevance of changes to both HLA

andType1diabetes (T1D) associated autoantibodies even showed that

patients having IgGandor/IgMHLA-DSAhad improved islet transplant

outcome (Piemonti et al., 2013). However, elegant mouse experiments

investigating the relevance of HLA DSA in islet transplantation sup-

port the impact of pre-formed DSA by showing that the pre-transfer

of donor specific alloimmune serum intomice led to a reduction in graft

functionwhen allogeneic donor isletswere injected into the portal vein

(Chen et al., 2018).

Based on this clinical and experimental data it has become prac-

tice for islet transplant recipients to be treated in a similar fashion

to renal transplant recipients in that the presence of HLA antibodies

is investigated at the time of listing and regularly whilst awaiting an

offer, with unacceptable antigens listed to avoid donor HLA that may

pose an immunological risk. In previous UK Islet Consortium H&I Sub-

group guidelines, published in 2009, it was recommended that patients

should be tested at 2 weeks, 4 weeks and then monthly following the

first islet transplant, to identify de novo DSA that needed to be listed

as unacceptable for a second or subsequent graft. However, as there is

limited de novoHLA antibody production in islet recipients whilst they

remain immunosuppressed (see below), less frequent testing may be

indicated as long as antibodies are reassessed regularly after the first

procedure and unacceptable antigens updated if required.
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21 | Virtual crossmatching

21.1.1 HLA donor and recipient typing, HLA antibody testing and

crossmatch and vXM results must be assessed, reviewed and

reportedbyHealth andCareProfessionsCouncil (HCPC) reg-

istered biomedical / clinical scientists specifically trained in

histocompatibility and immunogenetics. [1A]

21.1.2 Prior to issuing a vXM, it is recommended that antibody

screening/ specificity analysis is performed from two sepa-

rate samples obtained at different time points. Including a

recent sample [1A]

21.1.3 In cases where a patient has a stable HLA antibody profile or

are consistently HLA antibody negative a vXMmay be issued

– in these cases the serum sample used to determine the

absence of HLA-DSA should be less than 3months old [1B]

21.1.4 Full donor HLA typing (HLA-A, -B, -C, -DRB1/3/4/5, -DQA1,

DQB1, DPA1 and –DPB1) should be available for vXM inter-

pretation. [1A]

21.1.5 Pretransplant assessment should be undertaken by carrying

out a laboratory crossmatch test or, in selected cases, by

performing a virtual crossmatch [1A]

21.1.6 Patients with a complex antibody profiles or incompletely

defined antibody profiles should be prospectively cross-

matched using flow cytometric techniques and/or comple-

ment dependent cytotoxicity (CDC). [1A]

21.1.7 If a prospective crossmatch is omitted, confirmation of

the HLA antibody status should be assessed with samples

obtained at the time of transplant. This confirmation may be

performed retrospectively by Luminex HLA antibody testing,

FlowCytometry crossmatch or CDCXM. [1A]

21.1.8 We recommended that a vXM crossmatch result is reported

before islets arrive at a transplant centre. [1B]

21.1.9 We recommend that confirmation a patient has had no sen-

sitising events since the last sample tested should be sought

from the clinical team at time of reporting a vXM [1B]

21.1.10 A risk assessment should be performed in conjunction with

the transplanting centre to ensure the risks associated with

a vXM are understood andmitigated. [2B]

21.1.11 We recommend that the sample date of the serum assessed

for vXM should be considered in relation to the patient’s

sensitising events. In regrafts an updated HLA antibody test

should be performed - with a sample no older than 2 weeks

before the transplant date. [2B]

21.1.12 Historic HLA-DSA should be considered during vXM and

Crossmatching [2B]

Rationale

Virtual crossmatching is acceptable for islet transplantation in linewith

local policies. As with pancreas translantation the recommendations

alignwith those of renal transplantation, often however, given the time

taken for islet isolation, updating HLA antibody testing or even wet

crossmatching might be possible within normal working hours with-

out impacting on the transplant timing. It should be noted that patients

for initial islet transplantation often receive lymphocyte depleting

agents at induction (e.g. Alemtuzumab) which interfere with the wet

crossmatch, therefore a vXM may be the only option for assessing

compatibility for second and subsequent islet grafts.

22 | Crossmatching

22.1.1 HLA donor and recipient typing, HLA antibody testing and

crossmatch and vXM results must be assessed, reviewed and

reportedbyHealth andCareProfessionsCouncil (HCPC) reg-

istered biomedical / clinical scientists specifically trained in

histocompatibility and immunogenetics. [1A]

22.1.2 Pretransplant assessment should be undertaken by carrying

out a laboratory crossmatch test or, in selected cases, by

performing a virtual crossmatch [1A]

22.1.3 HLA antibody data should be used in conjunction with the

crossmatch results for crossmatch interpretation [1A]

22.1.4 Patients with a complex antibody profiles or incompletely

defined antibody profiles should be prospectively cross-

matched using flow cytometric techniques and/or comple-

ment dependent cytotoxicity (CDC). [1A]

22.1.5 Laboratory crossmatch tests should distinguish donor T cell

and B cell populations. [1A]

22.1.6 Laboratory crossmatch techniques must be able to detect

HLA IgG antibodies [1A]

22.1.7 Laboratory crossmatch testing must be able to exclude reac-

tivity attributable to IgM antibodies. [1A]

22.1.8 The crossmatch report must include appropriate interpreta-

tion of the crossmatch results in the context of the patient’s

antibody profile. [1A]

22.1.9 CDC positive XM is a contraindication to islet cell transplan-

tation, but lower levels of HLA-DSA that lead to a positive

FCXM may on occasion be transplanted across in line with

local policy.[1A]

22.1.10 Where a recipient has uncharacterizedHLA-specific antibod-

ies, or has a defined antibody but there is an incomplete

donorHLA type (in relation to a recipient’s antibody specifici-

ties, e.g., recipient has allele-specific antibodies), orwhere the

intended recipient has known donor HLA-specific antibodies,

a pre-transplant XMmust be performed [1B]

22.1.11 Reactivity attributable to autoantibodies can be excluded in

crossmatch interpretation – performing an auto crossmatch

at the time of allocrossmatch should be considered. [1B]

22.1.12 Where intermediate or high-risk cases are being considered

discussion between HCPC registered biomedical / clinical

scientist staff who hold FRCPath and the Clinical team is

advised. This discussion should include the chances of the

patient receiving a lower risk offer. [1B]
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22.1.13 Historic HLA-DSA should be considered during vXM and

Crossmatching [2B]

Rationale

In linewith the renal transplant recommendations crossmatching prior

to islet transplantation may be required depending on the listing

of unacceptable antigens and the presence of potential DSA. To aid

interpretation of testing at the time of transplant, it is important to dis-

tinguish between alloreactivity and autoreactivity in the islet patient

group by undertaking both allo and auto crossmatches.

23 | Post-transplant HLA antibody detection

23.1.1 Post-transplant serum samples should be taken at regular

intervals on an agreed basis (in view of the perceived immuno-

logical risk at the time of transplant). [1A]

23.1.2 Post-transplant HLA-DSA testing (after all infusions for a

patient have been completed) should be undertaken when

graft dysfunction is suspected or when immunosuppression

has been reduced, although early (∼3 month post final graft)

testingmay provide a baseline for future DSA testing (2B).

23.1.3 In higher risk transplants (e.g., donor-specific antibody is

present at the timeof transplant) a timetableof post-transplant

samplingmust be agreedwith the local transplant unit. [1A]

23.1.4 Post-transplant sampling for anti-HLA-DSA in immunologically

low risk patients and/or patients with stable function post-

transplant might be undertaken at locally defined time points,

to aid in patient management (2B)

23.1.5 Post-transplant samples should be sent to the laboratorywhen

graft rejection is suspected or antibody production a concern

(e.g., following a change in immunosuppression or compliance

issues). [1A]

23.1.6 The use of single antigen bead MFIs to reflect changes in

the level of DSA, is semi quantitative but may be beneficial

in patient monitoring and assessing therapeutic interventions

[2B]

23.1.7 Epitope analysis software may benefit HLA antibody profile

interpretation – donor and recipient HLA typing to the second

field are recommended for this process [2B]

Rationale

Many studies have shown that islet transplants can induce de novo

HLA antibody production, particularly after immunosuppression with-

drawal (Chaigne et al., 2016; Hilbrands et al., 2013; Rios et al., 2021).

However, there is still no consensus as to whether the production

of de novo HLA-DSA in immunosuppressed patients affects graft sur-

vival, with some studies supporting a role for HLA antibody mediated

rejection of islets (Brooks et al., 2015; Kessler et al., 2009) and oth-

ers finding no association between HLA-DSA formation and graft loss

(Chaigne et al., 2016; Pouliquen et al., 2017). Unpublished data from

NHSBT shows that out of 39 patients receiving two islet donations,

11 (28%) produced HLA-DSA to either the first, second or both grafts.

In 6 patients with DSA against both grafts, 3 lost function at a time

point after or coincidentwithDSAbeing identified against bothdonors.

However, data on the immunosuppression in these patients at the time

of de novoDSA production is limited, so it is unclear whether antibody

production caused rejection or was a result of immunosuppression

tapering when the grafts were deemed to have failed.

A potential explanation for a limited impact of de novo HLA-DSA

on islet graft survival is the observation that revascularisation of islets

derives mainly from recipient cells, thereby limiting the frequency of

donor HLA target antigens on the surface of endothelial cells. In a

mouse model of allogeneic islet transplantation, the infusion of DSA

twice weekly for 30 days post-transplant did not lead to microvascular

lesions, whichwere seen in a comparable heart transplantmodel (Chen

et al., 2018). This latter study alsoobserved that vascular sequestration

of immunoglobulin and complement componentsmay also help to limit

the damage caused by HLA-DSA, by preventing the migration of these

immunemediators into tissues.

The 2009 UK Islet Consortium H&I Subgroup guidelines recom-

mended that post second islet transplant samples should be sent to

the lab at 2 weeks, 4 weeks and monthly up to 6 months and there-

after quarterly up to 5 years post-transplant. In the absence of any

clear data indicating the benefit of post-transplant monitoring to pre-

dict islet allograft loss, it may not be appropriate to maintain this

frequency of sampling, but to align with other forms of transplant and

only request samples are sent for testing when rejection/graft loss is

suspected. However, regular sampling between first and second (and

subsequent) procedures is required to ensure theHLA antibody profile

of the patient is clear to facilitate vXMwhere used.

24 | Non-HLA antibodies

24.1.1 No recommendationmade

Rationale

Islet transplant recipients are at risk of recurrence of T1D, which

would be observed as a loss of graft function. This would be caused

by the re-emergence of autoreactive T cells and might be expected

to be seen more frequently in well matched class II recipients given

the known importance of class II as a target of autoimmune T cells,

especially if donors expressed the T1D associated HLA class II pro-

teins. In a study of pancreas transplant recipients, T1D recurrence

occurred more often when donor and recipient were matched for

HLA-DRB1, especially HLA-DR3 (Vendrame et al., 2016b). In the

absence of routine methods for T cell monitoring, a number of stud-

ies have investigated autoantibodies associated with T1D, including

anti-insulin, anti-GAD65, anti-IA2 and anti-ZnT8, pre and post islet
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transplantation. Some studies have suggested that changes in autoan-

tibodies may be associated with graft outcome (Lablanche et al., 2014;

Piemonti et al., 2013), although this has not been confirmed in a more

recent study (Anteby et al., 2021b). The writing committee did not

feel that the evidence in the literature supported a recommendation

regarding non-HLA antibodies in the islet transplant setting.

25 | Simultaneous islet kidney transplant recipients

25.1.1 Management according to local policy for renal transplant

testing is recommended [2B]

Rationale

For patients being listed for simultaneous islet kidney (SIK) trans-

plant, antibodies should be investigated and unacceptables listed as

for other kidney transplant recipients in the centre. Islets will normally

be transplanted 12–24 hours after the kidney procedure, therefore

there will be little risk of immune consequences for the islet graft

if the kidney transplant has been deemed immunologically safe to

proceed.

Intestinal Transplant recommendations

Intestinal transplantation (Itx) is relatively new in the field of transplan-

tation, with the first UK transplant taking place in Cambridge in 1988,

((Grant et al., 1990)) and few Itxs performedworldwide each year com-

pared to other types of solid organ transplant (SOT). For example, in

theUK134adult Itxswere performedbetween2010–2020, compared

to 3,190 adult kidney transplants in year 2019–2020 alone (NHSBT,

2020, 2021). It is partly due to the novelty of the field, as well as the

unique immunological and surgical challenges with Itx itself, why out-

comes following Itx are inferior compared to other SOT types. The

Intestinal Transplant Registry (ITR) analysed outcomes of 2887 trans-

plants in 2699 patients across the world, and found that survival rates

were 76%, 56% and 43% at 1, 5 and 10 years post-transplant respec-

tively (Grant et al., 2015). This compares to kidney transplantation in

the UK where patient survival is 98%, 88% and 75% at 1, 5 and 10

years post-transplant respectively. It is evident that patient survival

in Itx remains a challenge. Improvements in the first year following

transplant have been observed in recent years due to the advances in

immunosuppressive protocols, surgical techniques, and antimicrobial

therapy, however these effects are not seen long-term. Achieving long-

termpatient and graft survival following Itx is now the focus of the next

era of Itx.

The ITR report stated that practices and outcomes across the world

are now similar, however we recognise that centre variability still

exists, for example at Cambridge they prefer not include the stomach

in Itx as previous experience has resulted in poorer outcomes (due to

gastroparesis). (Rutter et al., 2016) The report also highlighted aworld-

wide decline in patients undergoing Itx, which is in contrast to the UK

where an increase in adult Itx has been observed in the past 10 years

(NHSBT, 2020; Rutter et al., 2016). It is important to consider this

variation between centres, as generalised outcome data frommultiple

centres may not reflect individual practices.

The nature of ITx itself presents a number of unique challenges, par-

ticularly regarding the immunological feasibility of transplantation (S.

J. Middleton & Jamieson, 2005)

Graft Rejection in Intestinal transplantation

The intestinal graft comprises the largest mass of lymphoid tissue in

the human body (the gut-associated lymphoid tissue (GALT)), expres-

sion of HLA class II on intestinal epithelial cells is high, and the graft

has good blood supply. This means that circulating antigen is readily

presented. Thegraft is highly immunogenic, rendering itself susceptible

to rejection (Berger et al., 2012) Additionally, patients are often highly

sensitised prior to Itx adding further risk of rejection to transplant

(Hawksworth &Matsumoto, 2019)

Rejection involves both cellular and humoral arms of the adaptive

immune response and is provoked when mismatches between donor

and recipient human leucocyte antigen (HLA) occur.

The cellular response,mediatedbyCD8+Tcell recognitionof donor

HLA and subsequent destruction of graft cells, can occur within hours

or days following transplant and is termed acute cellular rejection

(ACR). Despite advances in immunosuppressive regimes targetingACR

which have improved short-term success of Itx, ACR is still the primary

cause of intestinal graft failure in the first twomonths post-transplant,

suggesting that the optimal immunosuppressive regime for Itx is still

unknown (Farmer et al., 2001; Koo &Wang, 2016).

The humoral response is referred to as antibodymediated rejection

(AMR). In AMR, antigen presenting cells (APCs) capable of process-

ing and displaying mismatched donor-derived peptide in HLA class II

to CD4+ T cells, activate CD4+ T cells, which then stimulates the

formation of class switched, high affinity IgG antibodies from plasma

cells. To mount a de novo donor specific antibody (DSA) response via

this mechanism takes some time, days-years in some cases (Gerlach

et al., 2014), but if preformed DSA is already circulating in the patient

at the time of transplant or a rapid memory response is generated,

hyperacute rejection becomes a major risk and immediate graft loss

may result (G.-S. Wu, 2016). DSA can trigger activation of the classi-

cal complement cascade via C1q, resulting in leukocyte recruitment,

cell-mediated cytotoxicity and formation of membrane attack com-

plexes on the surface of donor cells, culminating in graft cell damage

(van Erp et al., 2019). For assessment of ACR in Itx, there are spe-

cific histological criteria and some endoscopic guidance, but findings

are similar in AMR and there are no specific clinical features to single

out an AMR diagnosis (Crismale et al., 2021; Ruiz et al., 2004). There

is uncertainty around the relevance of C4d deposition (used in renal

transplantation) as a marker for AMR in Itx; studies have produced

conflicting findings (de Serre et al., 2008; Rabant et al., 2018). Clear-

cut histopathologic guidelines for AMR, noting the relevance of DSA
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in Itx, that are comparable to the likes of Banff criteria in renal trans-

plantation would be ideal (Loupy et al., 2020). There is now increasing

evidence of DSA involvement in long-term chronic rejection, (K. M.

Abu-Elmagd et al., 2012; Berger et al., 2012; G.-S.Wu, 2016),which is a

significant contributor to long-termgraft failure, occurring inup to10%

of Itx patients (Lauro et al., 2018). Some individuals require eventual

enterectomy and/or re-transplantation. This highlights the need for

improved understanding of immune mechanisms in Itx, including the

relevance of DSA, in order to improve long-term success in absence of

rejection.

Liver Inclusion in Intestinal Transplantation

Multiple accounts of the liver providing protective effect in Itx have

been reported in single-centre studies and international registries.

Notably, the ITR reported significantly better graft survival outcomes

with LITx (Grant et al., 2015), likewise to outcomes reported from

Europe alone (Clarysse et al., 2020).

The liver is unique compared to other organs of the human body

as it receives blood from the systemic circulation as well as the por-

tal circulation linking to the gastrointestinal tract, and it also houses

specialist immune cells. This facilitates a default tolerogenic environ-

ment so that when foreign antigen is brought from the gastrointestinal

tract, activation of the immune system is avoided. The mechanisms

of immunomodulation by the liver are not fully elucidated but it is

acknowledged that the organ has immunological privilege. In the UK,

isolated liver transplantation takes place without any pre transplant

compatibility assessment for determination of immunological risk and

cases of AMR are extremely rare (Taner, 2017). Studies have shown

that HLA class I DSA in particular is preferentially cleared by the liver

(Cheng et al., 2017), reasoning that the liver has strong expression of

HLA class I, is able to secrete HLA class I antigens and absorb away any

circulating HLA class I DSA (Abrol et al., 2019). This is reflected in cur-

rent UK immunological risk guidelines for Itx which state that for LITx,

HLA class I antibodies (unless at extremely high level) should not be

included in the contraindicated list of specificities that would preclude

transplantation (NHSBT, 2012)

Results from Pittsburgh in a cohort of 194 adults indicated better

clearance of pre-transplant DSA and lower incidence of de novo DSA

development and better graft survival with LITx (K. M. Abu-Elmagd

et al., 2012). In a more recent study by the same centre with 212

adults, LITxprovedmore tolerable to rejection, but increased the riskof

acquiring infectionpost-transplant (G.Wu&Cruz, 2018). At this centre

however, recipients receive adjunct intravenous infusionof donor bone

marrow cells and simultaneous ex-vivo graft irradiation which is not

common practice in the UK. There are concerns regarding graft radi-

ation damage (S. J. Middleton & Jamieson, 2005; Murase et al., 2000).

Contextualising these results in the scope of UK practice should be

approached with caution (S. J. Middleton & Jamieson, 2005). Similar

findings were reported from a smaller study with 30 adults where, in

the 33% of patients who produced de novoDSA post-transplant, fewer

LITx recipients (n=3) produced de novoDSA than LETx (n=7) (Gerlach

et al., 2014). This was speculated to result from the immunoprotection

provided by the liver. LITx recipients also had reduced AMR risk in this

study (Gerlach et al., 2014).

Conversely, in the Indiana study in 79 adults, LITx showednobenefit

in clearing preformedDSA or preventing de novoDSA, but significantly

more LETx patients experienced acute rejection (Kubal et al., 2015).

However, authors speculated that differences in immunosuppression

between LITx and LETx groups may have contributed towards this

effect. Elsewhere, LITx has shown protection against rejection-related

graft loss but not when persistent DSA is present (K. M. Abu-Elmagd

et al., 2012; Cheng et al., 2017). In terms of overall patient survival,

results have been conflicting. ITR data and data from a sizable Itx

study from California found that LITx was a significant predictor of

better survival outcomes (Farmer et al., 2010; Grant et al., 2015). How-

everPittsburghdata indicated poorer overall survival statistics for LITx

patients, despite death-censored graft survival data for LITx showing

superior outcomes (G. Wu & Cruz, 2018). Although there are mixed

reports and differences in practices at Itx centres across the world,

the general consensus appears to be that LITx is beneficial to post-Itx

outcomes.

This seeming advantage of a concomitant liver transplant is

restricted to patients listed for Itxwith advanced liver disease only, and

could not benefit all Itx patients due to the need for deceased donor

livers to alleviate the high death rates worldwide in patients await-

ing isolated liver grafts (Grant et al., 2015). Paradoxically, if a liver is

required as part of the graft (applicable to approximately half of all Itx

listed patients), patientswill typicallywaitmuch longer for a transplant

offer which may result in their condition worsening, but waiting for a

liver may achieve better outcomes long-term. In time, we may better

understand the immunomodulatory effects of the liver to be able to

replicate the mechanisms by which it is able to harness the immune

system.

26 | Pretransplant testing in Intestinal
transplantation and transplant Immunological Risk
Management

26.1.1 Laboratories must have procedures in place for the detection

and characterisation of HLA Class I and II specific antibodies.

[1A]

26.1.2 Laboratoriesmust be able to defineHLA-A, B, C,DRB1/3/4/5,

DQA1, DQB1, DPA1 andDPB1 antibody specificities. [1A]

26.1.3 HLA antibody detection and identification techniques must

be able to detect HLA IgG antibodies [1A]

26.1.14 HLA antibody detection and identification techniques should

be able to exclude reactivity attributable to IgM antibodies.

[1A]

26.1.5 Laboratories must employ methods to abrogate known

causes of false positive or negative results (e.g., the additional

of EDTA) [1A]

26.1.6 At least one solid phase assay should be used to detect and

characterise HLA class I and II specific antibodies. [1A]
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26.1.7 We recommend that during transplant assessment patients

are screened for the presence of IgG HLA-specific antibod-

ies using blood samples obtained on at least two separate

occasions. [1B]

26.1.8 We suggest that, when preparing to activate a patient on

the transplant waiting list, if IgG HLA specific antibodies are

detected in thepatient serum, thepatient shouldbediscussed

with the relevant clinician responsible for patient care in con-

junction with the H & I laboratory to determine if/which HLA

specificities should be recorded as unacceptable antigens

(UA) with NHSBT-OTDT [2B]

26.1.9 Which specificities to list as UAwill depend on factors includ-

ingbut not limited to thepatient’s overall level of sensitisation

(expressed as calculated reaction frequency (%cRF)), clini-

cal urgency and whether a liver is included in the allograft

(broadly following the stratification outlined as below). [2B]

Bowel with other organs including liver: the transplanted

liver is resilient to all but the highest levels of donor HLA

class I specific antibodies (i.e., those likely to result in a pos-

itive CDC crossmatch) and concomitant transplantation of

the liver together with other organs confers a degree of

protection from acute antibody mediated rejection (AMR).

HLA class I antibodies should generally not be included in

the contraindicated list of specificities however all HLA class

II antibodies should be considered and discussed with the

clinical team.

Bowel with other organs excluding a liver: The risks

of transplanting against a known DSA should be balanced

against the risks of not transplanting and the likelihood of the

patient receiving an alternative donor with a lower immuno-

logical risk. Where bowel is transplanted in the absence of

a liver, antibodies against all HLA loci should be consid-

ered equally. Antibodies to different specificities may differ

in pathogenicity but there are insufficient peer-reviewed

studies to define themagnitude of such differences.

26.1.10 For patients on the transplant list, regular samples must be

sent to the histocompatibility laboratory for antibody testing.

(3 monthly is suggested) [1B]

26.1.11 We recommend that samples should be taken for antibody

screening at 2 and 4 weeks following a sensitising event (e.g.,

blood transfusion). If the patient is having ongoing transfu-

sion support, we recommend that the laboratory agrees a

pragmatic approach to testing with the clinical team [1B]

Rationale

Identification and characterisation of preformed DSA in the pre-

transplant setting is crucial when evaluating patients for transplant.

As patients are often highly sensitised prior to Itx (Hawksworth &

Matsumoto, 2019), understanding the impact of pre-transplant DSA is

important to establish so that the appropriate level of caution is applied

to safeguard and not hinder access to transplantation.

Luminex X-Map technology is a semi-quantitative, solid-phase bind-

ing assay commonly used to identify HLA antibodies, including DSA,

in patient sera pre- and post-transplant. HLA antibodies in the patient

sera are detected via their specific binding to SABs of a unique

HLA specificity which comprise a unique dye signature, as well as a

secondary antibody-conjugate which fluoresces. Testing using SABs

producesMFI values relative to the amountof IgGHLAantibodybound

to beads. This is an extremely sensitive assay, not without its limita-

tions, namely interferences of non-specific binding, cryptic epitopes,

high dose hook effect and manufacturer differences (D. Middleton

et al., 2014; South & Grimm, 2016). Over time, centres have gained

more confidence understanding these limitations, and with expertise

interpretation, the value ofDSAdetection in predicting graft outcomes

has increased, facilitating virtual crossmatching.

Which specificities to list as unacceptable antigens with NHSBT-

ODT depend upon several factors, including but not limited to, the

patient’s overall level of sensitisation (expressed as calculated reaction

frequency (%cRF)), clinical urgency and whether a liver is included in

the allograft (broadly following the stratification outlined as below).

Bowel with other organs including liver: the transplanted liver is

resilient to all but the highest levels of donor HLA class I specific anti-

bodies (i.e., those likely to result in a positive CDC crossmatch) and

concomitant transplantation of the liver together with other organs

confers a degree of protection from acute antibodymediated rejection

(AMR). HLA class I antibodies should generally not be included in the

contraindicated list of specificities however all HLA class II antibodies

should be considered and discussedwith the clinical team.

Bowel with other organs excluding a liver: The risks of trans-

planting against a known DSA should be balanced against the risks

of not transplanting and the likelihood of the patient receiving an

alternative donor with a lower immunological risk. Where bowel is

transplanted in the absence of a liver, antibodies against all HLA loci

should be considered equally. Antibodies to different specificities may

differ in pathogenicity but there are insufficient peer-reviewed studies

to define themagnitude of such differences.

With still very few transplants taking placeworldwide, there are few

centres able to comment on the implications of pre-transplant DSA in

Itx. The outcomes from six major recent Itx studies are summarised

(table 26.1). Evident from all studies is that presence of pre-transplant

DSA is common, detected in 7.6-38% of patients, indicating that sensi-

tisation events prior to Itx are common. Pittsburgh and Miami studies

clearly indicated that pre-transplant DSA results in higher incidences

of acute rejection and graft loss (K. M. Abu-Elmagd et al., 2012; Tsai

et al., 2011). The Pittsburgh study cohort is of reasonable size, with

considerable follow-up period and a breadth of pre-transplant DSA

to analyse, therefore conclusions drawn seem credible. As previously

discussed however, the Pittsburgh study data should be interpreted

with caution as their pre-transplant conditioning practices are quite

different to the UK. The Miami study is less reliable, being smaller and

with only five patients harbouring pre-transplant DSA. In 2010 the

California group stated that pre-transplant DSA was the most pow-

erful multivariate predictor for both graft loss and patient survival,

with poorer outcomes in LETx, however pre-transplant DSA statuswas
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BATTLE ET AL. 39

unknown in 43.3% of patients in this study due to evolving practices

during the study period (Farmer et al., 2010). In their later 2017 study

involving further SAB testing of all patients with positive PRA, they

concluded that although pre-transplant DSA did increase the cumu-

lative incidence of acute rejection slightly, this was not significantly

different when compared to patients without pre-transplant DSA

(Cheng et al., 2017). Similar outcomes from the Indiana study showed

that pre-transplant DSA did not impact graft rejection or survival

(Kubal et al., 2015). Also from the California study, conversely, earlier

graft failure and poorer graft survival outcomes were associated with

patients with pre-transplant DSA. The conflicting significance of find-

ings from the California group may be as a result of small sample size,

as only 11% of patients had pre-transplant antibody DSA (Cheng et al.,

2017).Data fromthe2010California study showedearly evidence that

pre-transplant DSA was a significant dominant risk factor for mortal-

ity after Itx (Farmer et al., 2010). This was also demonstrated in the

Miami study where pre-transplant DSA was associated with greater

mortality (Tsai et al., 2011). Finally, a UK study awaiting publication

examined a retrospective cohort of 95 adult Itx patients transplanted

between 2007–2019 at Cambridge. 54 (57%) Itx cases contained a

liver, and 28 (29%) harboured pre-transplant DSA. Using the Kaplan-

Meier survival method, pre-transplant DSA at any level greater than

500 MFI as identified by Luminex single antigen beads, seemed to

negatively affect post-Itx survival and rejection outcomes. Addition-

ally, liver-inclusive allografts seemed to show particular resistance to

HLA class I DSA. Evidently, findings are inconsistent between centres

and there is no consensus on the role of pre-transplant DSA influenc-

ing post-Itx patient outcomes. This could be reflective of the different

practices at each centre, including differences in: immunosuppressant

strategies, surgical preferences, experience, level of risk/severityof dis-

easeburdenat transplant, andmethods/definitionsofDSAassessment.

Also, as most studies report results surmised from both paediatric

and adult cohorts, results may not translate directly into adults. Pae-

diatric Itx typically includes a smaller volume lymphoid tissue, and a

younger, immature immune systemmay bemore immunologically mal-

leable, potentially resulting in seeminglybetter Itx outcomes compared

to adults (Selvaggi et al., 2007; G.Wu&Cruz, 2018).

Immunological risk is currently interpreted from guide-

lines developed in 2013 by the MCTAG on behalf of NHSBT

OTDT (table 26.2)).The level of immunological risk assigned to a

donor/recipient pair, in addition to consideration of other clini-

cal risk factors, helps inform clinicians on whether to proceed to

transplant versus holding out for a potentially more suitable offer

in the future. Patient management post-transplant can be tailored

according to immunological risk and clinical status, highlighting the

importance of providing an accurate assessment of pre-transplant

DSA.

As previouslymentioned, in LITx, current guidance is to include only

HLA class II and not HLA class I antibodies (unless at extremely high

level) in the list of contraindicated specificities, as the liver has shown

resilience tomostHLA class I antibodies. In LETx however, all HLA class

I and II antibodies should be considered. This is in line with current

literature (Matsumoto & Rosen-Bronson, 2021).

TABLE 26 . 2 NHSBTODTMCTAG criteria for defining
immunological risk based on pre-transplant Luminex SAB and
crossmatch results.

NHSBTODTMCTAG criteria for defining immunological risk based on

pre-transplant Luminex SAB and crossmatch results

DSAMFI

cut-offs Crossmatch results

Immunological

Risk

0 Flow cytometry and

CDC crossmatch

likely negative

Standard risk

<2000 Flow cytometry and

CDC crossmatch

likely negative

Low risk

2000-8000 Flow cytometry

crossmatch likely

positive

Intermediate

risk

>8000 CDC crossmatch

likely positive

High risk

It is important to note, as Luminex SAB assay results are only semi-

quantitative (that is, the MFI level of an antibody for a particular

epitope is not precise and is only ever an estimation of how much

antibody is actually present), DSA MFI cut-offs are somewhat arbi-

trary. DSA MFI cut-offs in an immunological risk assessment have

evolved through clinical necessity as a means to evaluate DSA some-

what objectively in the context of a donor offer. They are not hard

cut-offs applied in a strict fashion, but aremore fluid, to allow for varia-

tion in batches/lots (e.g., due to fluctuating negative control values) and

variation between centres (Sullivan et al., 2017). The clinical context

of SAB results with knowledge of the patient’s sensitisation history is

important to consider and will affect overall interpretation of results.

Other factors, such as epitope sharing (which may dilute the apparent

strength of an antibody over multiple beads), and variable amounts of

HLA molecules on beads will also affect the non-precise MFI output

(Tait et al., 2013). It is acknowledged that there are inherent prob-

lems associatedwith this technology, however it is the best technology

available at present for an assessment of HLA antibodies via virtual

crossmatch. Where it is warranted, a “wet” pre-transplant crossmatch

could be performed which would help evaluate the status of HLA anti-

bodies present to establish their clinical relevance, although in practice

this rarely occurs primarily due to the complex logistics of Itx.

27 | Crossmatching and vXM recommendations

27.1.1 Laboratory crossmatch tests should distinguish donor T cell

and B cell populations. [1A]

27.1.2 Laboratory crossmatch techniques must be able to detect

HLA IgG antibodies [1A]

27.1.3 Laboratory crossmatch testing must be able to exclude reac-

tivity attributable to IgM antibodies. [1A]

27.1.4 HLA antibody data should be used in conjunction with the

crossmatch results for crossmatch interpretation [1A]
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40 BATTLE ET AL.

27.1.5 Reactivity attributable to autoantibodies can be excluded in

crossmatch interpretation – performing an auto crossmatch

at the time of allocrossmatch should be considered. [1B]

27.1.6 The crossmatch report must include appropriate interpreta-

tion of the crossmatch results in the context of the patient’s

antibody profile. [1A]

27.1.7 In cases where a patient has a stable HLA antibody profile or

are consistently HLA antibody negative a vXMmay be issued

– in these cases the serum sample used to determine the

absence of HLA-DSA should be less than 3months old [1B]

27.1.8 We recommend that confirmation a patient has had no sen-

sitising events since the last sample tested should be sought

from the clinical team at time of reporting a vXM. Other-

wise, we suggest that prospective antibody characterisation

is undertaken using a day of transplant serum sample.[1B]

27.1.9 We recommend that the sample date of the serum assessed

for vXM should be considered in relation to the patient’s

sensitising events. In regrafts an updated HLA antibody test

should be performed - with a sample no older than 2 weeks

before the transplant date. [2B]

27.1.10 HLA donor and recipient typing, HLA antibody testing and

crossmatch and vXM results must be assessed, reviewed and

reportedbyHealth andCareProfessionsCouncil (HCPC) reg-

istered biomedical / clinical scientists specifically trained in

histocompatibility and immunogenetics. [1A]

27.1.11 Prior to issuing a vXM, it is recommended that antibody

screening/ specificity analysis is performed from two sepa-

rate samples obtained at different time points. Including a

recent sample [1A]

27.1.12 Full donor HLA typing (HLA-A, -B, -C, -DRB1/3/4/5, -DQA1,

DQB1, DPA1 and –DPB1) should be available for vXM inter-

pretation. [1A]

27.1.13 Patients with complex antibody profiles or incompletely

defined antibody profiles should be prospectively cross-

matched using flow cytometric techniques and/or comple-

ment dependent cytotoxicity (CDC). [1A]

27.1.14 If a prospective crossmatch is omitted, confirmation of

the HLA antibody status should be assessed with samples

obtained at the time of transplant. This confirmation may be

performed retrospectively by Luminex HLA antibody testing,

FlowCytometry crossmatch or CDCXM. [1A]

27.1.15 A risk assessment should be performed in conjunction with

the transplanting centre to ensure the risks associated with

a vXM are understood andmitigated. [2B]

27.1.16 For patients with pre-transplant donor specific antibodies

(DSA) these should be reported to the clinical team. The clin-

ical risk of undertaking transplantation should be assessed

togetherwith the riskof delaying transplantationand the like-

lihoodof identifying analternative suitabledonor.Wesuggest

that the overall degree of sensitisation should be reported as

%cRF to aid in this assessment. The following stratification

according to organ type should be applied:

Bowel with other organs including liver: the transplanted

liver is resilient to all but the highest levels of donor HLA

class I specific antibodies (i.e., those likely to result in a pos-

itive CDC crossmatch) and concomitant transplantation of

the liver together with other organs confers a degree of

protection from acute antibody mediated rejection (AMR).

HLA class I antibodies should generally not be included in

the contraindicated list of specificities however all HLA class

II antibodies should be considered and discussed with the

clinical team.

Bowel with other organs excluding a liver: The risks

of transplanting against a known DSA should be balanced

against the risks of not transplanting and the likelihood of the

patient receiving an alternative donor with a lower immuno-

logical risk. Where bowel is transplanted in the absence of

a liver, antibodies against all HLA loci should be consid-

ered equally. Antibodies to different specificities may differ

in pathogenicity but there are insufficient peer-reviewed

studies to define themagnitude of such differences.

27.1.17 We suggest that, in the post-transplant period, testing for

donor specific antibodies is performed at regular intervals (1,

3, 6, 9 and 12months) andwhen there are clinical concerns of

graft function (Grade 2B).

Rationale

The relevance of DSA and a CDC positive crossmatch in Itx is not clear.

Historically, the approach at some centres has been to perform Itx

irrespective of DSA presence and a positive CDC crossmatch status,

however it is from these studies that increased frequency and severity

of rejection episodes, as well as graft loss in CDC crossmatch positive

patients, has been observed (K. Abu-Elmagd et al., 1998; Bond et al.,

2000).

Some early research reported severe perioperative observations of

spasming of the allograft with cyanotic discoloration, haemorrhaging,

and severe mucosal congestion, which were later attributed to CDC

crossmatchpositive patients (T.Wuet al., 2004). Since these early stud-

ies, centres across the world appear to be more cautious with regards

to taking the decision to transplant in the presence of pre-transplant

DSA, although practices are still variable. The Pittsburgh group still do

not consider a CDC positive crossmatch a contraindication to trans-

plant (G. Wu & Cruz, 2018), as they have previously found positive T

and B cell CDC results not to impact overall or allograft survival (K. M.

Abu-Elmagd et al., 2009). Whereas some centres, e.g., Germany, hold a

more conservative approach, transplanting only in complete absence

of DSA and with a negative CDC crossmatch (Gerlach et al., 2014).

At other centres, clinicians tend to evaluate more on a patient-by-

patient basis, where immunological risk is considered in the context

of the patient’s clinical status; urgency for transplant may be priori-

tised, and the importanceplacedonpre-transplantDSAdowngraded.A

similar approach is taken at some centres in the United States but the
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BATTLE ET AL. 41

acceptance level of DSA MFIs with respect to future potential donor

offers is evaluatedprospectively (Matsumoto&Rosen-Bronson, 2021).

“Wet” crossmatching using either/both Complement Dependent

Cytotoxicity (CDC) and/or Flow Cytometry techniques are currently

utilised by some centres. Both methods involve an assessment of

reactivity occurring between donor lymphocytes and recipient sera

containing possible IgG HLA antibodies. The CDC assay is a func-

tional test, providing evidence of clinically relevant, complement fixing

DSA in the patient serum (Patel & Terasaki, 1969). Typically, IgG

DSA at high MFI level fixes complement, however complement fix-

ing autoantibody (usually IgM) could give false-positive CDC results.

Addition of dithiothreitol (DTT) is used to discriminate IgM antibodies,

which have limited pathological relevance in transplantation, from IgG

. FlowCytometry is amore sensitive crossmatching technique, capable

of detecting non-complement fixing antibodies, non-HLA antibodies

and low level DSA, as well as autoantibodies. Despite differences

in crossmatching practices in UK H&I laboratories, all results con-

tribute to informing a level of immunological risk for a specific donor

offer.

Cardiothoracic transplantation guidelines

Cardiothoracic organ allocation in the UK is based on blood group

and size match, taking into account clinical urgency and HLA anti-

body risk (NHSBT ODT POL 228/13, 2023; NHSBT ODT POL 230,

2023). IgG HLA specific antibodies present in the recipient, directed

against mismatched donor antigens remain a serious cause of morbid-

ity and mortality for patients following cardiothoracic transplantation

(Kobashigawa et al., 2018). The development of antibody-mediated

rejection (AMR) is responsible for up to 40% of deaths before 5 years

in cardiac transplant patients (Barten & Zuckermann, 2019). This has

been linked to development of DSA to the graft, but there is no estab-

lished threshold level between AMR development and DSA levels, as

well as no clear treatment strategies for when DSA has developed (Su

et al., 2019).

28 | Pre-Transplant Testing recommendations

28.1.1 That two independent samples are tobe tested forHLAspecific

antibodies before listing a patient on the transplantwaiting list.

Exceptions to this due to the clinical urgency of the patient

should be agreed locally.[1B]

28.1.2 Single antigenbeads should beused todetermine theHLAanti-

body profile in the presence of a positive antibody screening

result. [1B]

28.1.3 Laboratories must be able to define HLA-A, B, C, DRB1/3/4/5,

DQA1, DQB1, DPA1 andDPB1 antibody specificities. [1B]

28.1.4 HLA antibody detection and identification techniques should

be able to exclude reactivity attributable to IgM antibodies.

[1B]

28.1.5 Thepriming source (i.e., pregnancy; blood transfusion; previous

transplant; insertion of ventricular assist device (VAD) in the

presence of blood products) and the magnitude and duration

of the HLA specific antibody response that may then develop

should be taken into account when interpreting HLA antibody

screening results. [1B]

28.1.6 Results from single antigen beads (SAB) should be used to

determine the overall degree of sensitisation which should

be reported as a calculated reaction frequency (cRF%). The

cRF% should ideally be reported at the different levels of

immunological risk defined in this guideline: [1B]

∙ MFI 500 – 1999

∙ MFI 2000 – 4999

∙ MFI≥ 5,000

(please note: the MFI levels stated above were derived from analy-

sis usingOneLambda Single Antigen Bead kits – alternative vendor kits

may be used and equivalence to theseMFI values determined)

28.1.7 Samples should be sent from patients on the waiting list for

antibody screening at regular intervals, ideally at least three

monthly for all patients. [1B]

28.1.8 Samples should be obtained for antibody screening at 2 and 4

weeks following apotential sensitising event.Where apatient

is receiving ongoing transfusion support, the timing of testing

should be agreed in a local policy. [1B]

28.1.9 When a patient has detectable HLA specific antibodies, HLA

typing of the patient should be performed to aid interpreta-

tion of results. [1B]

28.1.10 All individual HLA antibodies detected by CDC (and C3d or

C1q solid phase assays if validated by the laboratory) or at

MFI level likely to cause a positive CDCXM, should be con-

sidered as representing the highest risk for development of

antibodymediated rejection (AMR). [1B]

Rationale

Since Patel and Terasaki demonstrated a correlation between a pos-

itive pre-transplant complement-dependent cytotoxicity crossmatch

(CDCXM), hyperacute rejection (HAR) and graft loss (Patel & Terasaki,

1969), detection and characterisation of HLA specific antibodies using

CDC together with the pre-transplant crossmatch became the stan-

dard approach for defining immunological risk in transplantation.

However, despite a very strong association with clinical outcome, as

technologies advanced, it became apparent that detection of HLA

specific antibodies solely by CDC was neither sensitive nor specific

enough to detect all pathogenic antibodies. This led to the develop-

ment of the more sensitive flow cytometry crossmatch (FCXM) and

solid phase assays (SPA) such as ELISA and bead-based Luminex™
assays.
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42 BATTLE ET AL.

Currently, the main method of antibody detection and character-

isation used in laboratories in the UK is the solid-phase bead assay,

and more specifically Luminex™ based testing. This consists of incu-

bating patient serumwith fluorochrome impregnated beads displaying

HLA antigens, stainingwith a fluorescence-conjugated secondary anti-

body, and then running these in single file past two lasers, one of

which identifies the specific bead due to its unique fluorochrome sig-

nature, and the second which detects the amount of bound antibody

in a semi-quantitative manner, giving this amount as median fluo-

rescence intensity (MFI). The beads can either contain multiple HLA

antigens giving an indicationofwhether apersonhas antibodies toHLA

class I or II (antibody detection or screening), or individual HLA anti-

gens, allowing characterisation of the specific HLA antibodies present,

termed single antigen beads (SAB). The results from the SAB are typ-

ically expressed in the UK as a calculated reaction frequency (cRF %),

which is the antibody reactivity against 10,000 consecutive deceased

organ donors. NHSBT-OTDT have provided a tool that can be used to

calculate this.

Thehigh specificity of Luminex™ assays (and resultant highnegative

predictive value) allowed for the development of the virtual cross-

match (vXM) which has been in routine clinical practice in the UK for

over 20 years (Taylor et al., 2000, 2010). The vXMassesses immunolog-

ical compatibility between a recipient and potential donor by analysing

the results of the recipient HLA specific antibody screening tests and

the donor HLA type. To be able to utilise the solid-phase bead assay

for vXM, detailed knowledge of the recipient’s sensitisation history

is extremely important when interpreting HLA antibody screening

results and a single cut-off value cannot accurately be applied to all

tests. The high sensitivity of SAB has led to a limited positive predictive

value (50.0% and 51.6% for positive CDCXM and FCXM respectively)

(Morris et al., 2010), suggesting that low level antibodies detected by

Luminex™ alonemay not be clinically relevant.

The MFI result generated from the SAB assay in itself is not a true

representation of antibody load (Levine et al., 2016) as the assay is

semi-quantitative andMFI is not a true representation of the strength

of an antibody. MFI levels are affected by antigen density on any given

bead and its numerical value can neither be compared across different

beadsordifferent batchesof kits, nor is it an accurate representationof

actual antibody titre (Wehmeier,Hönger, et al., 2020). In addition, stud-

ies show an inter-laboratory coefficient variation (CV) of 65% (Reed

et al., 2013) and there are inter-batch variations, potentially making

a difference of up to 50% in MFI clinically insignificant (Tambur et al.,

2018). There are also variations reported in MFI levels when the same

samples are tested with kits from different Luminex™ suppliers (Tait

et al., 2013) and the HLA antigen representation on the single antigen

bead panels varies between suppliers.

MFI levels are also influenced by the epitope that the antibody

recognises. For instance, an antibody reacting with an epitope that is

present on several beads can be falsely underestimated. Although the

most obvious example of this is the case of a patient sensitised against

Bw4 or Bw6 epitopes, other shared epitopes such as those on HLA-

DP antigens should not be ignored as the sensitisation against HLA-DP

antigens is predominantly due to reactivity against a limited number of

cross-reactive immunogenic epitopes (Cano & Fernández-Viña, 2009;

Simmons et al., 2016).

Another reason for the lack of association between Luminex™
detected DSA and clinical outcome may be the presence of antibody

reacting with denatured HLA antigens on Luminex™ SAB kits (El-Awar

et al., 2009). While patients receiving kidney transplants with DSA

reacting to native HLA antigens had significantly lower graft survival

(P= 0.007) compared to those without DSA, reactivity with denatured

HLA antigens was not associated with decreased graft survival (Otten

et al., 2013). The presence of antibodies reacting with cryptic epitopes

on denatured antigens can result in a positive vXM in the absence of a

positive CDCXM or FCXM (Jacob et al., 2011), resulting in denial of an

organ transplantation or unnecessary desensitisation treatment. How-

ever, it should be noted that denatured HLA antigens may be present

on activated T- and B-cells (Matko et al., 1994) and may result in pos-

itive crossmatches (Oaks et al., 2014). SAB kits are marketed by two

vendors (One Lambda Inc., Canoga Park, CA, USA and Immucor, Life

Codes Corporation, Stamford, CT, USA). Although both SAB kits are

affectedby thepresenceofdenaturedHLAantigens, the frequencyand

the beads that are affected differ (Battle et al., 2022) and using both

kits may assist in detecting potentially clinically irrelevant reactivity to

the denatured beads.

Utilising epitope analysis is another approach that may help with

identifying such reactivity as the specificities that do not fit with a

clear epitope reactivity may be false positive due to denatured anti-

gens. Programs such as HLA matchmaker (Duquesnoy, 2008) can be

utilised clinically to facilitate transplantation, as demonstrated with its

use in the Eurotransplant acceptablemismatch program for highly sen-

sitised patients (Heidt et al., 2018). Much work has been undertaken

to publish known HLA epitopes with both the HLA matchmaker and

Terasaki epitope groups creating registries. Regardless of the source

of the definition of the epitope, there is a growing body of evidence

that utilizing an epitope based approach to antibody analysis will be a

useful addition to determining HLA profiles in patients. A recent study

used HLAMatchmaker, PIRCHE-II and HLA epitope mismatch algo-

rithm (HLA-EMMA) to calculate eplet mismatch (EpMM) loads, T-cell

epitope mismatch (TEpMM) loads and solvent accessible amino acid

mismatch (SAMM) loads, respectively and showed the benefit of epi-

tope based assignment of risk in the heart transplant setting (Bedford

et al., 2022).

The standard Luminex™ assay has been further modified to detect

C3d and C1q binding antibodies and therefore has an ability to

distinguish between complement fixing and non-complement fixing

antibodies. These assays have superior specificity when compared to

CDCXM but inferior sensitivity with C1q being more sensitive than

C3d (Tait et al., 2013). The C3d and C1q assays have been shown to

detect a sub-set of antibodies capable of fixing complement and which

are predictive of AMR early after transplant (Chin et al., 2011a; Kang

et al., 2022; Smith et al., 2007).

Risk factors for the development of HLA specific antibodies include

pregnancy; previous transplant; transfusions and implantation of

human homograft tissue or ventricular assist devices (VAD) with the

concomitant administration of blood products (Kobashigawa et al.,
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2018). In one kidney transplantation study (Higgins et al., 2015), the

largest increase from pre-transplant HLA DSA MFI levels to peak

post-transplant MFI level were detected in patients where the DSA

also correlated with previous pregnancy sensitisation. The next high-

est increases were seen for patients sensitised by transplant with

repeat HLA epitope mismatches, followed by transfusion-induced

sensitisation.

Development of sensitisation to HLA associated with ventricular

assist device (VAD) implantation appears to pose a low risk (Shankar

et al., 2013). Studies suggested that reactivity detectedbyLuminex™ in

VAD patients was due to production of anti-albumin antibodies, which

could bind beads on SAB kits (Newell et al., 2006) but did not lead

to positive FCXM results or adverse clinical outcomes (Nikaein et al.,

2012). However, if a VAD implant occurs with the concomitant admin-

istration of blood products there is evidence that sensitisation to HLA

can occur in this scenario (Halpin et al., 2019).

There is little data on the relevance of historic transient HLA anti-

bodies versus HLA antibodies detectable on the day of transplant. In

one case report, accelerated acute severe antibodymediated graft fail-

ure was reported in a 31 year old male heart transplant patient with

nopre-transplant circulatingHLAantibodies. The transplant tookplace

17 years following a heart valve replacement at which time transient

HLA antibodies were reported (Andreas et al., 2018) but beyond this

there is a scarcity of published literature on the relevance of tran-

sient HLA specific antibodies. UK practice is to treat historic transient

antibodies as non-relevant if not detectable on the day of transplant

dependent on the priming source.

While a clear and strong association exists between antibodies

detected by CDC with graft loss (Patel & Terasaki, 1969), and an

increased risk of cellular and vascular rejection and poor graft survival

with a positive FCXM (S. Aziz et al., 1998;McCarthy et al., 1998), stud-

ies into the clinical impact of DSA detected by Luminex™ alone have

produced conflicting results. Studies in kidney transplantation demon-

strated that these antibodies were associated with a higher incidence

of acute antibodymediated rejection (AMR) but had no effect on acute

cell-mediated rejection (ACR) and produced conflicting results on their

impact on graft survival (Caro-Oleas et al., 2012; Kannabhiran et al.,

2015; Kwon et al., 2018; Lefaucheur et al., 2010; Parajuli, Aziz, et al.,

2021a; Salvadé et al., 2016; Thammanichanond et al., 2012;Wehmeier

et al., 2021; Ziemann et al., 2019). Thammanichanond and colleagues

(Thammanichanond et al., 2012) showed that recipients with a neg-

ative CDCXM but positive DSA detected by Luminex™ had a higher

incidenceofAMRbutwith no statistically significant impact ondelayed

graft function, patient survival or 1- and 5-year graft survival, when

compared with DSA negative patients. Similarly, (Parajuli, Bath, et al.,

2021) did not see any effect of DSA on graft or patient survival. In con-

trast, Caro-Oleas et al. (2012) and Lefaucheur et al. (2010) reported

a lower graft survival in patients with pre-formed DSA detected by

Luminex™ despite a negative CDCXM. The presence of DSA was not

associated with decreased patient survival (Lefaucheur et al., 2010). A

CDCXMnegative, FCXMpositive result in the presence of DSA is not a

contraindication to cardiothoracic transplantation but has been shown

to be associated with AMR (Couzi et al., 2011).

There are several methods available for the definition of an indi-

vidual’s HLA type currently in clinical use in the UK and these vary

between different laboratories. For solid organ transplantation, DNA

based typing that allows “split” antigens to be defined is required for

deceased donors. Although the recipient HLA type is not required

pre-transplant for cardiothoracic transplants as it is not considered

in the organ allocation process, it is essential for the interpreta-

tion of HLA antibody detection and characterisation results as well

as establishing compatibility between a donor and HLA sensitised

patients. Recipient HLA typing to the second field level is not required

but is helpful in instances where patients have allelic antibodies, in

order to distinguish whether a donor with a particular allele may

be compatible. The main methods used in deceased donor typing

are polymerase chain reaction (PCR) sequence-specific primers, PCR

sequence-specific oligonucleotides or real-time PCR, which can pro-

vide a low to intermediate resolution HLA type within the 4 hours

timeframe required by NHSBT-OTDT. High resolution HLA typing can

be achieved by next and third generation sequencing, but the cur-

rent turnaround time exceeds that required for deceased donors,

although improvementswith this technology and turnaround times are

expected.

29 | Recommendations at the time of an organ offer

29.1.1 The transplant unit must confirm that no potential sensitis-

ing event has occurred since the last sample tested for HLA

specific antibodies. Otherwise, prospective testing for HLA

specific antibodies is suggested with omission subject to a

documented risk assessment.[1B]

29.1.2 Patients that are either negative for HLA specific antibodies or

have fully definedHLAspecific antibodies testedwithin the last

3months using single antigen beads can be transplanted on the

basis of a pre-transplant vXM. Deviation from this should be

subject to a documented risk assessment. [1B]

29.1.3 A vXM in a patient sensitised to HLA should utilise the results

from the most recent sample to determine immunological risk.

However, consideration should also be given to historical (i.e.,

over 6 months old) HLA sensitisation and prior sensitising

events. There should be a locally agreed policy for defining

the level of immunological risk in these “peak positive, current

negative” patients. [1B]

29.1.4 Consideration should be given to the balance of transplant-

ing versus not transplanting a patient when performing a vXM.

This is of particular importance in those patients who are sen-

sitised to HLA and/or are exhibiting clinical deterioration and

listed on urgent or super-urgent waiting lists. [1B]

29.1.5 The laboratory should have an agreed strategy for manag-

ing offers for patients without fully defined HLA specific

antibodies. [1B]

29.1.6 All vXM must be assessed and reported by Health and Care

Professions Council (HCPC) registered biomedical / clini-

cal scientists specifically trained in histocompatibility and
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immunogenetics. Consultant H&I advice should be available

at all times and must be sought when the guidance in this

document is deviated from. [1B]

29.1.7 Risk levels of donor-specific antibodies should be calculated at

the time of an offer. The assignment of risk should include the

following considerations: [1B]

∙ Whether the donor is homozygous at a given loci (and MFI level of

DSA doubled)

∙ Presence of supertypic antibodies such as Bw4

∙ Cumulative versus highestMFI of donormismatches.

∙ All HLA loci should be treated as equal.

Levels of immunological risk should be defined according to follow-

ing levels:

V No DSA detected by Luminex™ we recommend this confers

standard immunological risk

VI DSA at a level that corresponds to a minimum risk of HAR but an

increased risk ofAMR.Werecommend this isMFI500–1999and

confers low immunological risk

VII DSA at a level that corresponds to a low risk of HAR but a signifi-

cant risk of early rejection and graft damage.We recommend this

is MFI 2000 – 4999 and confers an intermediate immunological

risk

VIII DSA at a level which corresponds to a significant risk of HAR and

a veto to transplantation apart from in exceptional cases.We rec-

ommend this is anMFI> 5,000 and confers a high immunological

risk.

(please note: the MFI levels stated above were derived from

analysis using OneLambda Single Antigen Bead kits – alternative

vendor kits may be used and equivalence to these MFI values

determined)

Rationale

For cardiothoracic transplants the total ischemic time has been shown

to affect transplant outcome (Banner et al., 2008). For donation

after brainstem death (DBD) donors 4 hours cold ischemia time (CIT)

is thought to be acceptable (Vandendriessche et al., 2021) and an

extended CIT (>3.5h) has been shown to be detrimental to survival (M.

J. Russo et al., 2007). There have been recent advances organ preserva-

tion suchasmachineperfusion allowing for a greater flexibility in donor

management which may alleviate the time pressures associated with

cardiothoracic transplantation.

Risk stratification basedon a prospective positiveCDCXMorFCXM

would be relatively straightforward, but due to the time constraints,

risk stratification is performed using a vXM based on the MFI results

obtained from SAB. It is generally accepted that a positive CDCXM

would be a contraindication to transplantation while a positive FCXM

would not be a contraindication to transplant but would represent an

increased risk of cellular and humoral rejection. Although it has been

reported that an MFI less than 2000 will result in negative CDCXM

and FCXM and an MFI greater than 8000 will result in positive CDC

XM (Colvin et al., 2019; Tambur & Lavee, 2016), identifying an MFI

cut-off point that will translate to a positive cell-based crossmatch and

defined clinical significance is not a straightforward task. In one small

single centre studywhich considered FCXMresults in 55 patients, DSA

withMFI less than 2000 was predictive of a negative crossmatch; DSA

greater than 5000 MFI was predictive of a positive crossmatch, while

DSA between 2000 and 5000was likely, though not certain to be asso-

ciated with a negative crossmatch. In a larger retrospective study of

102 crossmatches, DSAMFI>2215was significantly associatedwith a

positive flow cytometric crossmatch (p<0.001) while DSAMFI> 4689

was significantly associatedwith a positive CDC crossmatch (p<0.001)

(Pandey et al., 2021)

Many studies use an MFI of 2000 as a cut-off value for positivity,

as lower levels are generally considered to be not clinically relevant

or nonspecific binding due to the sensitivity of the assay. However,

lack of or true low level antibodies could still indicate potential for a

memory response if there has been previous exposure to the specific

antigen (Karahan et al., 2017; Njue&Chih, 2019). Conversely, low level

antibodies have poor correlation with positivity in CDCXM, indicating

that they do not carry a high risk of rejection, so using these to define

risk may result in over cautious compatibility assessment (Hachem &

Reinsmoen, 2015; Setia et al., 2021). Setia et al (2021) studied 864

adult heart transplant recipients and reported a reduced freedom from

AMR in the patientswith pre-existingDSA at low (MFI<5,000) ormod-

erate (MFI 5,000-10,000) levels in the first year post-transplant but

with no effect on 3-year survival, freedom from cardiac allograft vascu-

lopathy (CAV) and non-fatal major adverse cardiac events (NF-MACE).

86.6% of patients with pre-existing DSA received induction immuno-

suppression with anti-thymocyte globulin (ATG). This was 75% and

40.3% for sensitised patients with no DSA and unsensitised patients,

respectively.

In a single centre study (Olymbios, 2017), out of 514 trans-

planted patients, 63 and 36 patients were transplanted against DSA

at MFI<5000 and MFI 5,000-10,000, respectively. No difference in 3-

year survival was detected between patients with DSA and those with

no DSA. However, the presence of DSA resulted in a higher incidence

of AMR. In this study, patients with DSA received induction therapy

with ATG with or without intravenous immune globulin (IVIG). Studies

in lung recipients have shown that crossing low to intermediate lev-

els of pre-transplant DSA (MFI <6000) without planned augmented

immunosuppression is not associatedwith decreased chronic lung allo-

graft dysfunction (CLAD)-free survival (P= 0.28) or increased Grade 3

primary graft dysfunction (PGD) (P = 0.75) (Courtwright et al., 2021).

However, a significant association with 1-year post-transplant survival

has been reported when crossing DSA with MFI>5000 compared to

those with MFI<2000 (Smith et al 2014). In a retrospective study of

425 lung transplant patients, DSA MFI > 5000 had 1-year survival of

33.3% compared with 71.4% for MFI between 2000 and 5000 and 1-

year survival of 62.5% forMFI less than 2000 (p= 0.0046) (Smith et al.,

2014)).
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Other factors such as the HLA Class of the antibody may influence

the result of the cell-based assays and the impact of a DSA on graft

outcome. In a study by Raess et al (2013), detection of Class I DSA by

Luminex™was associated with decreased 1- and 5-year survival when

compared to a non-DSA group (62% and 50% versus 87% and 73%,

respectively) (P = 0.038). ROC curve analysis showed a sensitivity of

76% and specificity of 73% at a cut-off value of MFI 2000 (Raess et al.,

2013). In contrast, Class II DSA had no predictive value (P = 0.330).

Liu et al (2012) demonstrated that Class I DSA resulted in positive

CDC crossmatch at a lower MFI value than Class II DSA, and within

Class II, therewas difference betweenDR andDQ loci (Liu et al., 2012).

HLA class II DSA are thought to be more significant than class I). Of

all HLA class II loci, antibodies directed against HLA-DQ may be more

significant (Bedford et al., 2022)

It has been shown that transplantation across DSA solely detected

by Luminex™ assays has acceptable graft outcomes. However, it is not

clear atwhat point theMFI levels translate to positive cell-based cross-

matches and/or result in poor clinical outcomes. An arbitrary cut-off

value of MFI 3000 has been used by many laboratories as a value to

separate low titre antibodies from those considered clinically relevant.

The difficulties in correlatingMFI level of DSAwith FCXM, CDCXM

or with clinical outcomes may be in part due to the differential expres-

sion of HLA on cells. A recent review article by Carey et al describe the

factors that influence cellular expression of HLA and the implications

this has for transplantation (Carey et al., 2019). In this they describe

evidence of large locus-specific variations in HLA class I expression,

with HLA-A and HLA-B being expressed at similar levels, but HLA-C at

about 15 times lower (Apps et al., 2015). Additionally in healthy renal

microvascular endothelial cells, HLA-DR expression is found at much

higher levels than HLA-DQ or HLA-DP (Cross et al., 2016). They draw

on evidence from the haematopoietic stem cell transplantation field

where there is a direct correlation between the expression level ofmis-

matched HLA-C, and HLA-DP antigen with both GVHD and mortality

(Petersdorf et al., 2014, 2015) and suggest this lowerexpressionof cog-

nate antigen could represent a reduced risk of graft rejection in the

cardiothoracic setting (Carey et al., 2019).

30 | Post-Transplant HLA antibody monitoring
recommendations

30.1.1 Centres should have a locally agreed policy with regards to

performing retrospective cell based (CDCXM or FCXM) cross-

matches. There is no requirement to perform a retrospective

crossmatch in a recipient who is negative for HLA specific

antibodies, for other recipients, omission of a retrospective

crossmatch can occur if supported by local audit evidence. [1B]

30.1.2 Each centre should have a procedure for informing the trans-

plant unit in the event of a positive retrospective cell based

crossmatch that is attributable to HLA donor specific antibod-

ies. [1B]

30.1.3 Following transplantation, patients above standard risk should

be tested for HLA-specific antibodies at 7 and 28 days; 3, 6,

9 and 12 months; and then as required. More frequent test-

ing should be agreed as part of a local policy according to

level of immunological risk, other risk factors and suspicion of

rejection. [1B]

30.1.4 HLA antibody testing should be undertaken when antibody

mediated rejection is suspected and when patients present

withepisodesof rejectionassociatedwithhaemodynamic com-

promise. Further testing will depend on the course of the

rejection episode. [1B]

Rationale

Immunosuppression regimens aim to prevent rejection of the donor

organ, however rejection can still develop despite immunosuppression.

Rejection can be mediated through cellular or antibody driven mecha-

nisms, whichmay often be seen in combination (Kfoury &Miller, 2019).

When assessing cardiac AMR, endomyocardial biopsies (EMB) are cur-

rently the key tool in classification and diagnosis, with DSA and clinical

dysfunction not used (Berry et al., 2013). Recommendations from The

International Society for Heart and Lung Transplantation (ISHLT) for

EMB surveillance prescribe regular immunostaining for up to a year

posttransplant (Berry et al., 2013). Likewise, DSA monitoring follows

a similar pattern for patients who have received a higher immunolog-

ical risk transplant. Both testing protocols are guided by whether the

patient experiences clinical features of rejection, and so knowledge

of pre-clinical manifestations of rejection is limited. The existence of

asymptomatic AMR is well documented (Kfoury & Miller, 2019), but

this is not reflected in monitoring protocols. Moreover, DSA testing

is generally only regularly performed in patients who are above stan-

dard risk at time of transplant, thus the course of AMR development

in patients who develop de novo (dn) DSA outside of this scenario is

even less well understood. This is a particular issue as dnDSA, and in

particular persistent dnDSA, is associated with worse outcomes post-

transplant (Moayedi et al., 2018). While DSA are no longer considered

during classification of AMR, as they are not considered to be sensi-

tive enough for diagnosis, their presence may carry prognostic value

as the presence of class II DSA may predict patients at risk of future

AMR,morbidity, andmortality (Clerkin et al., 2017). Complement fixing

DSA, as identified by theC1qassay, have also been seen to increase risk

of AMR (Farrero Torres et al., 2017). The use of DSA identification for

prognostication is useful in that it is a preferential test for thepatient as

opposed to a biopsy, which inherently carries a higher risk and is more

unpleasant for the patient. Acute AMR, early in the post-transplant

course is associated with better outcomes for patients than late devel-

oping chronic AMR (Barten&Zuckermann, 2019). In a small studywith

predominantly non-sensitised patients by Hodges et al. (2012), devel-

opment of dnDSA was followed by late AMR at a median of 4.5 years

post-transplant, and60%diedwithin2yearsof diagnosis (Hodgeset al.,
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2012), which may reflect the lack of consensus on how and when to

treat AMR in these patients (Berry et al., 2013), as well as the lack of

knowledge about the exact role of dnDSA in AMR. However, increased

levels of cytotoxic T-cells have been seen in patients with DSA (Frank

et al., 2015), although this was only identified in single biopsies at one

timepoint post-transplant, with biopsies not necessarily performed on

the same day as DSA measurement. Nevertheless, this indicates an

area for further study in larger patient groups to identify the inflam-

matory cells recruited during these periods, which may help further

elucidate the precise role of dnDSA in AMR, and better identify where

it will be of themost use in post-transplant monitoring.

Standard immunosuppression in cardiothoracic transplant recip-

ients involves a combination of calcineurin inhibitors, such as

cyclosporine or tacrolimus, corticosteroids, antimetabolites, such

as mycophenolate mofetil, and mammalian target of rapamycin

inhibitors, such as sirolimus (Costanzo et al., 2010; Njue & Chih, 2019).

Attempts to wean patients deemed to be of lower risk from immuno-

suppression, or changes to the type of drug used are often made to

reduce toxicity. Adjustments are also made in response to rejection,

but it is critical to ensure patients maintain adherence to immunosup-

pressive regimens, which has been identified as a key factor in DSA

development and rejection (Barten & Zuckermann, 2019; Costanzo

et al., 2010). It is clearly a fine line to stay within therapeutic range, as

one study has indicated that DSA development is associated with an

effective immune response, as those patients who develop DSA have

been seen to be less likely to succumb to infection (Farrero Torres

et al., 2017). While this study also links DSA to poor allograft survival,

the question of how to treat patients with DSA, particularly those who

are stable, is a pertinent one, which is as yet unclear as there have

not been any trials to investigate the impact of differing treatment

regimens (Njue & Chih, 2019; Tait et al., 2013). In the attempt to avoid

or reduce DSA, over suppression of the immune response may have an

impact on non-rejection associated deaths, as well as affecting patient

quality of life through potential toxicities, and thus avoiding this where

possible would be beneficial. Moreover, AMR may stop responding to

treatment, as has been seen in some lung transplant cases (Levine et al.,

2016), although one recent cardiac transplant case has successfully

used themonoclonal antibody daratumumab, which is normally used in

multiple myeloma to target malignant plasma cells, to treat refractory

AMR (Aguilera Agudo et al., 2021). With the lack of clear therapy for

AMR, utilisation of treatments with success in other diseases could

represent a new field for study.

31 | Re-transplantation in the cardiothoracic setting

31.1.1 There is a lack of consensus opinion from H&I laboratories in

the United Kingdom and a paucity of published evidence in the

literature to suggest a change in approach of either timing of

HLA specific antibody screening nor categorisation of level of

immunological risk in patients awaiting retransplantation. We

suggest that the transplant unit and H&I laboratory have an

agreed policy for this scenario.[1B]

Rationale

Re-transplantation in the cardiothoracic setting is a rare event both

within the United Kingdom and worldwide. Data collected by the

Collaborative Transplant Study (CTS) show that of 48,318 heart trans-

plants performed between 1990 and 2019, 1,178 (1.7%) were in recip-

ients undergoing re-transplantation. Within this re-transplantation

group 1,143 underwent a second and 35 a third heart transplant (Col-

laborative Transplant Study Slide H11101-0821, n.d.). When specif-

ically considering European heart transplantation, the number of

re-transplants for the same time periodwas 672 of 31,382 (2.1%) (Col-

laborative Transplant Study Slide H11101E-0821, n.d.). In the United

Kingdom the latest NHSBT annual report on cardiothoracic transplan-

tation covering the time period 2010 to 2020 shows that in adult heart

transplants, 17 of 1,420 (1.2%) and in lung transplant 21 of 1,737

(2.1%) were re-transplants. Data is similar for the paediatric setting

with re-transplantation accounting for 1.6% and 3% of heart and lung

transplants respectively (NHSBTODT annual report, 2020).

Overall survival following re-transplantation is in general worse

than after primary transplantation with survival at 5 years approxi-

mately 60% for second and third heart transplantation versus 75%

for those recipients undergoing primary transplantation (Collaborative

Transplant Study Slide H11101-0821, n.d.; Collaborative Transplant

Study Slide H11101E-0821, n.d.)

Information fromananalysis of theSpanishheart transplant registry

between 1984 and 2018 showed that re-transplantation accounted

for 2.3% of total transplants and the indication for re-transplantation

was primarily cardiac allograft vasculopathy (CAV) accounting for

42.2% of cases, with 80% of the re-transplantations occurring 5 years

after the primary transplant. Re-transplantation was associated with

higher mortality especially in the presence of acute rejection but

beyond 5 years mortality rates were similar to primary transplanta-

tion (Salterain-González et al., 2022). Zhu et al retrospectively analysed

data from their single centre and 5.8% were re-transplantations (both

adult andpaediatric)with80%requiring re-transplantationdue toCAV

and the overall matched median survival was lower in the retransplant

cohort (4.6 years vs 6.5 years) (Zhu et al., 2022).

More promisingly, Barghash and Pinney report that heart re-

transplantation in the most recent era of 2002 to 2012 has been

associated with improved outcomes. Where patients undergo re-

transplantation for CAV more than one year following their first

transplantation and patients are not in critical condition, they can have

outcomes approaching those seen in primary heart transplant. This

paper suggests there are other modifiable factors and patient man-

agement strategies which warrant further investigation (Barghash &

Pinney, 2020).

Considering lung transplantation, an analysis ofUNOSdataof trans-

plants performed between 2006 and 2017 showed re-transplantation

accounted for 4% of transplants and overall one year survival was

lower (76.7 vs 84.8), however there was improvement in survival with

era of transplant. Patients retransplanted between 2014 -2017 had

80% survival vs 72.1% survival in the 2006 – 2009 era. Additionally

the UNOS analysis showed that where centre volume was higher
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survival was improved with the authors proposing that re-

transplantation might be performed in fewer centres to improve

outcome (Randhawa et al., 2022).

Data from Sweden in a cohort off 635 transplants performed

between1991-2017, 49 were re-transplants. This group compared

retransplants to primary transplants and considered timing of re-

transplantation. In 8 patients (16%) re-transplantation was performed

within the first year after primary transplantation. The 1-year sur-

vival for this group was 50% compared with 81% for patients who

underwent re-transplantation after 1 year. They conclude that re-

transplantation is a reasonable option for a selected group of patients

with a number of well-established risk factors avoided and ideally per-

formed more than 1 year after primary transplant (Wallinder et al.,

2019).

With regards to strategies for HLA specific antibody screening it is

not clear from the studies published in the literature whether differ-

ent approaches were taken for patients awaiting re-transplantation.

Within the UK an attempt was made to collate the current approaches

the H&I laboratories in the UK take regarding the management

of patients awaiting re-transplantation, however no clear consensus

emerged.

32 | cfDNA

32.1.1 The use of dd-cfDNA assays to support the diagnosis of acute

rejection in cardiothoracic transplantation is in its infancy

therefore no clinical recommendation can bemade.

Rationale

Cardiac allograft vasculopathy (CAV) and bronchiolitis obliterans syn-

drome (BOS) are leading causes of graft failure andmortality following

cardiothoracic transplantation. EMB remains the gold standard test

for detecting acute rejection post heart transplant. In addition, flexible

bronchoscopy can be helpful in lung transplant recipients when rejec-

tion is a possibility (Du Rand et al., 2013). However, these methods are

both invasive and expensive. Developments in assays of non-invasive

biomarkers have the potential to become a clinical useful tool to

highlight patients at risk of experiencing rejection episodes.

One of the biomarkers that has seen increasing interest in recent

years is the detection of donor-derived cell-free DNA (dd-cfDNA).

Cell-free DNA (cfDNA) is released into circulation as a result of cell

turnover and can be detected at higher levels when tissue injury is

occurring. Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNP) can be used to dis-

tinguish recipient from donor DNA in genetic assays. In the allograft

setting, most of the cfDNA is recipient-derived with only a small pro-

portionderived from thedonor organ.Quantificationof dd-cfDNAmay

be used to highlight if acute rejection is occurring as damage to the

transplanted organ can lead to an increase in dd-cfDNA. Studies have

been performed in both heart and lung transplants investigating the

correlation of dd-cfDNA to acute rejection.

In heart transplant recipients, one prospective study found that

a dd-cfDNA threshold of 0.25% had a negative predictive value for

acute rejection of 99% and would have eliminated 81% of biopsies

(Agbor-Enoh et al., 2021) though dd-cfDNA levels appeared to bemore

relevant to antibody-mediated rejection, rather than cell-mediated.

However, another publication reported that with a threshold of 0.2%,

dd-cfDNA had 44% sensitivity to detect rejection and 97% negative

prediction value (Khush et al., 2019). These findings suggest that the

assay may be more useful for eliminating the presence of rejection,

rather than confirming its occurrence. An earlier study reported that

dd-cfDNA levelswere significantly higher in recipientswhowere expe-

riencing acute rejection and correlated with severity of the rejection

as determined by biopsy (De Vlaminck et al., 2014). Feingold and col-

leagues found that circulating donor-specific antibodies were more

common in patients with elevated dd-cfDNA, indicating that perhaps

a combined approach to non-invasive diagnostic assays may support a

case for reduced biopsies other thanwhen rejection is suspected (Fein-

gold et al., 2022). Although generally the assay is not recommended

in the immediate period after an organ is implanted due to elevated

cfDNA levels resulting from surgical tissue injury, one study serially

testing paediatric heart transplant recipients within 10 days of trans-

plant reported that of the 4 patients who died during the first year

post-transplant, all had a rise or blunted decline in donor fraction from

days 4 – 8 and/or persistently elevated total cfDNA levels at one week

post-transplant (Zangwill et al., 2019). This indicates that the assaymay

be clinically useful to identify patients at increased risk of mortality

whomay require more intensivemonitoring.

In lung transplantation, there is currently no reliable predictor for

patients experiencing BOS and alterations in dd-cfDNA levels are

detectable prior to clinical diagnosis or pathological features of rejec-

tion, suggesting this assay may be useful as an early, non-invasive

rejectionmarker (Bansal et al., 2019). Amulticentre, prospective study

serially testing lung transplant recipients during the first 3 months

post-transplant found that calculated average dd-cfDNA levels were

highly variable but those patients with an average dd-cfDNA in the

upper tertile (average 3.6%) had a 6.6 fold higher risk of developing

allograft failure. This study calculated average dd-cfDNA levels sep-

arately for single and double lung transplants and found that median

percentage dd-cfDNA values for single lung transplants were half that

of double lung transplants (Agbor-Enoh et al., 2021). This was con-

firmed by Keller et al who reported that doubling dd-cfDNA levels in

single lung transplant recipients to account for differences in lungmass

eliminated the difference in dd-cfDNA levels. They reported an optimal

threshold for the detection of acute rejection of 0.54% in single versus

1.1% in double lung transplants and state that accounting for the dif-

ference in lung mass is critical to accurate interpretation of dd-cfDNA

assay results in lung transplantation (Keller & Agbor-Enoh, 2022).

33 | Non-HLA

33.1.1 The use of assays detecting non-HLA antibodies to support the

diagnosis of acute rejection in cardiothoracic transplantation
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is in its infancy therefore no clinical recommendation can be

made.[1B]

Rationale

Biopsy proven rejection in the absence of HLA antibodies is estimated

to occur in approximately 40% of heart patients (X. Zhang & Reins-

moen, 2017) and demonstrated in 47% of lung recipients (Hachem

et al., 2010) raising the question of the clinical relevance of non-HLA

antibodies.

Several non-HLA antibodies (Major Histocompatibility Antigen

Class I Chain-related gene A (MIC-A) and autoantigens to angiotensin

II type 1 receptor (AT1R), Endothelin-1 type A receptor (ETAR),

Vimentin, Collagen V, K-A-1-Tubulin) have been identified and stud-

ied in single centre studies for heart and lung patients (X. Zhang &

Reinsmoen, 2017).

Until recently there has been no standardised multiplex methodol-

ogy available tomonitor non-HLAantibodies, so studies demonstrating

the population wide distribution of these antibodies and their clini-

cal relevance are limited. However, two Luminex™ based assays have

become commercially available. Limited single centre studies using

these kits have been published with early findings showing heart

patient groups with AMR had a greater percentage of patients with

elevated reactivity to autoantigens compared to non-AMR groups

although their specific role in mediating allograft injury is not yet

understood (See et al., 2020; Villa et al., 2020; X. Zhang et al., 2020).

In the case of cardiothoracic transplantation any non-HLA incom-

patibility between the donor and recipient would be inferred only.

Deceased donor typing does not include typing for these antigens

and routine non-HLA antibody screening is not performed. There-

fore, transplanting across non-HLA antibodies occurs at an unknown

frequency. At present not enough information about the clinical rele-

vance, the timing of appearance or ability to detect incompatibilities

is available. Further work would be required before non-HLA antibod-

ies could be considered in a virtual crossmatch and used as part of a

transplant immunological risk assessment in cardiothoracic transplant.

34 | Strategies to Transplant the Highly Sensitized
Patient

34.1.1 That offers for highly sensitised patients that are not defined

as high immunological risk are given the appropriate level of

consideration taking into account the likelihood of receiving

another suitable offer for that patient. [1B]

Rationale

Highly sensitised cardiothoracic patients (cRF>85%) present a chal-

lenge in the identification of suitable crossmatch negative donors and

consequently spend longer on the transplant waiting list (John et al.,

2003). A retrospective audit of transplants from 2016 – 2022 under-

taken in the UK showed that approximately 90% of all transplants

performed were defined as standard risk (i.e., in the absence of any

DSA). Evidence described in the literature previously presented shows

that in some scenarios transplantation across DSA that are deemed

to be of low immunological risk may well result in comparable out-

comes to those transplanted as standard risk but more published

evidence in the UK is needed to corroborate this and help drive clinical

practice.

Studies in the literature, predominately from centres in the USA

and Canada, show it is possible to establish protocols of desensitisa-

tion to HLA with varying success rates. Toronto has the largest lung

transplant programme in the world, and their transplant programme

institutes a perioperative antibody treatment protocol for patients

who had a positive virtual crossmatch. The protocol uses plasma-

pheresis, intravenous immunoglobulin (IvIg) mycophenolic acid and

thymoglobulin. The resulting transplants had equivalent allograft sur-

vival rates and chronic lung allograft dysfunction (CLAD) outcomes

in the DSA positive cohort compared to unsensitised patients who

received a lung transplant (Tinckam et al., 2015). Other protocols

include use of IvIg alone (Tyan et al., 1994); IvIg and plasmapheresis

(Pisani et al., 1999); the use of intra-operative plasma exchange (Issitt

et al., 2022) and Belatacept (Alishetti et al., 2020). As well as clinical

interventions there are also approaches to facilitate transplantation in

highly sensitised cardiothoracic patients in organ allocation schemes.

For example the Canadian allocation schemes prioritise highly sen-

sitised patients (Aleksova & Ross, 2019) and a comparison of heart

allocation schemes across Europe demonstrated a benefit for inter-

national exchange of organs as well as incorporating patient clinical

urgency into the allocation scheme (van denHout et al., 2003).

Supplementing the standard SAB with the use of Luminex™ assays

that have been shown to detect a sub-set of antibodies capable of fix-

ing complement andwhich are predictive ofAMRearly after transplant

(Baudry et al., 2022; Chin et al., 2011b; Smith et al., 2007) is promising

but comes with resource implications.

More recently, Imlifidase has emerged as a potential desensitisation

agent in the kidney transplant setting. Imlifidase cleaves IgG leading to

a rapid reduction in antibody levels thereby allowing transplantation

to proceed (Jordan et al., 2021; Lonze, 2021). In the UK, Imlifidase has

been approved for use in deceased donor kidney transplantation and

its use may be extended in time to other transplant settings (NIHCE

2022 guidance TA809, 2022).
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